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Part I

Chronological Summary'of Principal Events

May 1905

16 June 1921

Battle of Tsushima

Decision to establish a Naval Base at Singapore

21 Dec. 1921 Committee chooses sites for Naval and .Air Ba^es

March 1924 Labour Government abandons work on the Naval Base

26 Nov. 1924 Conservative Government decides to recommence work

Peb. 1925

June 1926

The Curzon Report

Committee of Imperial Defence consider the First

Stage Defences

The Gillman Report

Chiefs of Staff recommend Fixed Gun defence

March 192?

March 1928

No. 205 (F.b) Squadron arrives at Seletar11 Dec. 1928

Labour Government retards work on BaseJuly 1929

London Naval Disarmament ConferenceJan. 1930

No. 36 (T.B) Squadron arrives at Seletar

The Baldwin Coast Defence Report

13 Dec. 1930

Oct. 1932

First Stage Defences are accelerated

H. Q.R.4.F. Far East established : Air Commodore

Smith appointed A. O.C.

No. 100 (T.B) Squadron arrives at Seletar

Cabinet approve Second Stage Defences

Straits Settlements Volunteer Air Force is

April 1933

1 Dec. 1933

8 Jan. 1934

24 July 1935

25 March 193^

established

No. 230 (f.b). Sq.uadron arrives at Seletar

.Air Commodore Tedder appointed A. O. C. R.A.F.

6 Nov. 1936

6 Nov. 1936 Far

East.

■^Anglo-Dutch Staff Conversations in London

Kallang Airport opened

Period'Before Relief-defined as 70 days

No. 4A.A.C.U. established

Dec. 1936

12 June 1937

March 1938

1 Aug. 1958

9 Sep. 1938 R.A.F. Far EastA. V.M. Babington appointed A. 0..C.
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Anglo-French Staff Conversations

Anglo-French Conference at Singapore

Chiefs of Staff extend Period Before Relief to

1939: May

22 June

June

90 days

No. 34 (b) Squadron arrives at Singapore from U.K.

S.S.Y.A.F. embodied

62 (b) Squadron arrives at Singapore from U.K.

Governor of Singapore advocates a stronger R.

230 (F. B) Squadron tranferred to Ivdddle East

Chiefs of Staff Par East Appreciation

1  (C,R) Squadron arrives at Sembawang from

Australia

No. 21 (G.P) Squadron arrives from Australia

Malayan Volunteer Air Force formed

No. 8 (G.R) Squadron arrives from Australia

Far East Coirananders* Tactical Appreciation

No.

.P.Ik

No.

No.

8 Sep.

14 Sep.

22 Sep.

28 Feb.1940:

1 May

28 June

4 July

30 July

August

9 Aug.

16 Oct.

Appointment of _iir Chief Marshal Sir Robert
C. Far EastBrooke-Popham as C

17 Oct.

The Singapore Conference

Jinglo-Dutch Staff Conversations

Buffalo fighters start to arrive from U.S.A.

No. 27 (N.P) Squadron transferred from India

in

22 Oct.

26 Nov.

17 Feb.1941 :

17 Feb.

The 'A.D.A' Conference22 Feb.

No. 67 (f) Squadron formed

No. 243 (f) Squadron formed

A. V.M. Pulford appointed A. 0. C. R..'.-.P. Far East

The 'A.D.3. Conference

March

April

y 20 April

21 April

Observer Corps tlie responsibility of mir Headquarters

into Southern Indo-ChinaJapanese forces move

July

Operation 'Matador' first planned

No. 223 Group formed and Nos. 222 and 224 Groups11 August

established as cadres

No. 453 (f) Squadron formed at Semba\»ang

.An O.T.U. formed at lAuang

21 August

September
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1941 : 13 Oct. No. 67 (P) Squadron transferred to Burma

Nos. 488 formed at Kallang

A P.R.U. formed

10 October

November

12 Nov. Plenaps’ draTOi up

R.A.P. Units move to Battle Stations

No. 60 (b) Squadron attached from Burma

!

22 Nov.

30 Nov.
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Early History

Russia's powerful Baltic Fleet sailed from Kronstadt in
October 1904* It was bound foi- the Far East, 21000 miles

distant, in order to engage the Japanese Fleet in an action

which was expected to decide the issue of the Russo-Japanese
War. The greater part of the fleet, after incidents in the

North Sea, sailed around the Cape of Good Hope and nearly six
months after leaving Russia steamed slowly past Singapore.
Those Russian se^mien could not foresee their coming defeat;
still less might they look into the future when the same Island,
clearly discernable a fet/- miles to the North, would shelter a

great naval base, iceypoint of the British Empire in the Far

East, and fortified to compare with that other stronghold -

Gibraltar. But at Tsushima in May 1905, mainly through
devastatingly accurate gunfire, the Czarist Fleet suffered
decisive defeat, losing practically all its ships to the same,
newly civilized enemy, who, some thirty-six years later was

to reach for the greatest prize in the Pacific,
down the mainland of Malaya, and disposing of Britain's limited

naval strength in the Far East, the Japanese were to capture
dingapore and so inflict on our Imperial Forces the most

ignominious defeat since the loss of the American Colonies.

Sweeping

C.I.D.

143-<3

dated 7th
June 21.

Prior to 1919- Singapore was of secondary importance, being
only a war anchorage and merchant shipping port. Hong Kong
was the principal naval base around which naval policy in the

Par East centred, and for defence relied mainly upon the

presence of the British Battle Fleet in the China Seas._ After ,
the defeat of Russia, the British Fleet v/as v/ithdrawn and

Hong Kong left without naval protection; in the event of a

sudden outbreak of vrar v/ith Japan it could not have been

relieved for a month or more^ Although the Government realised
this risk and decided to increase the fixed defences and local

naval forces, they deliberately declined to station in Hong-
Kong the large garrison required to enable the fortress to

hold out, in the event of war with Japan, until relieved by
the Fleet. Instead, entire reliance was placed on the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance, with the intention of reinforcing the Fleet

if and when the Alliance came to an end. British naval

requirements were met by the combination of forces of the two

nations -which were superior to any likely to be met in the

Pacific. At that time the rise of Germany as a naval -power
had necessitated the concentration of our main fleets near

the United Kingdom, but the importance of naval bases in the

Far Ei^st was never overlooked. It was fully recognized that

even if it were not -possible or necessary to maintain a fleet

in the Far East of equal povrer to the Japanese, it was

essential in viev/ of British -prestige and the defence of
Australasia that the British Fleet could be moved at short

notice to those waters if the situation so required.

After the 1914/18 War, when the position in the Par East
was re-examined, it was clear that meiiy new factors had arisen.

Concurrently with the disappearance of Germany as  a naval potrer,
the Japanese Fleet-had grovm enormously and the Navies of the

United States of America and Japan had became the second and

third most -povrerful in the wrorld. With the end of the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance in sight considerations of economy made it

impossible to maintain a British Fleet in any,but  a central

position in European Y^aters- v/henc'e.ut could quickly reinforce

either the East or the West. - It Yvas similarly impracticable
to station a garrison in Hong Kong :Strong enough to hold the

fortress in the event;of war with Japan, until it could be

relieved by a fleet normally stationed in Home Waters or the

/Medit errane an

C.I.D. 54^“G
dated 4th

Jiine 30*
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Mediterranean. Furthermore such action vrould not have been

possible as the transition from coal to oil fuel T/as almost

complete in the British Navy: There were few stocks of oil along
the route’ ahd insufficient in the Far East to maintain a fleet

after its arrival. The size of capital ships had also increased

so there were no dry docKs in Eastern waters of sufficient size to
hold them.

Decision to establish a Naval Base

In 1921 these circumstances were examined by the Ccmmittee of

Imperial Defence and its Sub-Committee, the Overseas Defence

Committee, who reached the conclusion that Hong-Kong was too

exposed to continue to be the principal naval base in the Par East.

Furthermore as it was essential to provide an alternative base,

Singapore should be regarded as more suitable than Hong-Kong for,
providing its defences could be strengthened, it possessed all the

qualifications of a great naval base, in size, anchorage, secure

entrance etc. In addition it was admirably situated as a base for

the fleet' charged with the protection of Dnperial interests in the
Indian Ocean and the South Pacific.

C.I.D. 346
dated 4th

June, 1930.

This policy was adopted in principle by the Cabinet l6th June
1921 and the projects made known to, the Imperial Conference which

aiming at an understanding in the Pacific to replace the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance (the Pour Power Treaty was the result).
Subsequently, British Delegates at the 1921 Washington Conference
were instructed not -to agree y/ith anything which might interfere
with the already overdue development of the Singapore Base. A
committee was then foimed by the Admiralty to report on the
possibilities of the formation of a naval base. It arrived in

Singapore 21st December 1921 ; four sites were considered and

after careful examination a position in the Johore Strait, 3 miles
East of the Causeway was selected as being the most suitable for
the establishment of a dockyard, floating dock, fleet anchorage
etc. \y/Cmdr, Hewlett, the Air Ministry representative on the
Committee, made an extensive examination of the Island and

selected a site at Seletar about 3 miles East of the proposed
Naval Base, suitable both as an airfield and seaplane station.
This base had the operational advantage of accommodating land
planes and seaplanes; also it vyas near the Naval Base which

simplified the task of embarking and disembarking carrier-borne
aircraft. Its ground defences could be co-ordinated with those of

the Naval Base, whilst the position on the north side of the island
made it suitable for air defence.

was

C.I.D. 170-C
dated 24th

May, 1922.

G.I.D. 174-C

dated July,
1922.
182 - C

dated 7th
December,1922

C.I.D. 176-0
dated 28th

July, 1922.
In 1922 an Admiralty Memorandum was sent to the Dominions;

the strategic position in the Pacific was outlined, stressing that
the Washington Conference had left the British Empire to counter
any aggressive tendencies on the part of Japan. Certain Dominions
and India were invited to assist in the development of Singapore.

In the autumn of 1922 the Conservative Government came

into office and decided to proceed with the Singapore project,
although financial considerations dictated limited expenditure
over the following two years. This decision was discussed at

great length by the Imperial Conference of 1923, deep interest
being shown by India, Australia and New Zealand, the latter to the
extent of offering £100,000,

Work on the Defences Abandoned.

C.I.D. 189-0

dated 27th
March, 1923

C.I.D. 346-C
dated 4th

June, 1930.

C.I.D. 223-C
dat ed 31 st

March, 1924*
A Labour Government came into power in 1924, and  a decision

was made to abandon the scheme as it yras considered the project
would jeopardize the policy of international co-operation sponsored
by the League of Nations, and would inevitably lead to an armainents
race in the Par East,

amongst the Dominion Governments on tliis reversal of policy;
those in the Pacific re-affirmed their faith in the proposed Base,
whilst the more remote supported the view of the Labour Governiaent.

There was marked difference of opinion

/At

1
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C.I.D. 228-C

dated 10th

Sept. 1924.

At the time the decision was taKen not to proceed v/-ith
the Naval Base, the Joint Overseas and Home Defence Committee

was engaged on a survey of the defences of the British and

Indian ports east of Suez. Not-withstanding the suspended
progress of the Base the Joint Committee were required to

complete their report. This ;recommended, amongst other matters,
that Penang should be defended as a Convoy Assembly Port because

in conjunction with Singapore it v/ould enable the Malacca

Straits to be controlled, and as a naval anchorage it v/ould

be favourably situated for the defence of trade and troop
movements in the Eastern Indian Ocean. It was also

remembered that during the Great War Penang was one of the

few British ports abroad to be attacked.

The Curzon Report.

C.I.D. 236-C
dated 5th

December 1924*

On 26 November, 1924 the new Conservative Government
decided the,Singapore Base should be proceeded with on

principle. A Sub-Comiiittee, presided over by Lord Curzon was

set up to re-examine the sites approved in 1922; also to

consider the rate of construction and the future programme.
Minutes of 193nd It is interesting to note that the terms of reference included

meeting of C.I.D. the possibilities of air forces as alternative deterrents to

5 January, 1925. heavy batteries - a point raised by Mr. Churchill at a meeting
of the Committee of Duperial Defence. The first interim
Report was issued in February, 1925 in which it was recommended

that the site for the Floating Dock should be in the Johore

Strait and not in Keppel Harbour. The site for the proposed
airfield and seaplane base at Seletar was also recommended*
Questions of military defence of these sites were well
considered and it is noteworthy that in the opinion of both

the C.I. G.p. and recent G. 0. C. Malaya the approach of an •

enemy through the mainland of Johore would be exceptionally
difficult, and that conditions v/ould favour the defence.

C.I.D. 243-C

dated 3rd

March, 1925.

The second interim Rex^ort of the Singapore Sub-Committee
recommended that authority should be given to the Admiralty for

the construction and conveyance to Singapore of a new floating
dock in preference to using an ex German Dock. Certain other
defence measures were recommended in addition to the authority

.  for the establishment of an airfield and accommodation at

Seletar. With regard to the heavy defences, a difference of

opinion arose between the Chiefs of Staff which is of interest

in the light of subsequent events. The Chief of Naval Staff

and Chief of Imperial General Staff firmly believed the

defence could be entrusted to 6 or 8x15 inch guns, but the

Chief of Air Staff (Lord Trenchaird) considered an adequate
defence at a lower cost could be provided by the alternative
of an air force consisting of one fighter and two torpedo-
bomber squadrons, together vmth one flight of seaplanes.
This air defence would be mobile and not locked up like the

fixed defences, and therefore could be used elsewhere in the

Empire virhen required. The C.A.S. wanted four years in which

to develop the R.A.F. in this role of coast defence and

recommended that the emplacement of the heavy guns should be
deferred. Both the C.N.S. and C.I.G.S. dissented from this

view, their main objection being that no reliance could be

■placed upon the unkoTO factor of air co-operation for coast
defence; and an air force not based permanently in Singapore
would have no deterrent effect. However, the Sub-Coromittee
decided to recommend that the decision concerning the heavy
defences should be deferred until the following summer in
order to give the Air ilinistry time to 'work out in greater
detail a scheme concerning the responsibility they wished to
undertaxe.

C.I.D. 253-C
dated 23rd
October, 1925*

S.P.(25)
10 Annex to
C.I.D. 253-C

/Conflicting
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Conflicting Policies.

The C.I.D. met again in June 1926 to consider this detailed

scheme. The proposals made by the G.A. S. vrere similar in'
principle to his previous suggestions in the Chiefs of Staff
Reporti but in addition he proposed the development of the

Calcutta - Singapore air route, together T/ith the establislmient

of a flying - boat squadron at Singapore,
that his scheme vras by no means definite ovfing to the probable
development of aircraft in the next four years; the squadrons
which were, to form, his mobile force v/ere stationed in India and

were primarily bomber units v/hich would need to be adapted for
torpedo dropping; the dual purpose torpedo-bomber in fact vrould
not be in service until 1929. The C.W.3. and C.I.G.S. continued

to differ from the C.A.S. in their conception of adequate defence

preferring the use or 15 inch guns - a vreapon of proved efficiency-
to the problematical use of air power coupled Y/ith a plan which
"the S. himself admitted was necessarily vague and could not

be realized for another four years. A compromise was then reached

in the conclusions that the first stage of the defence should

provide for 3x15 inch guns; that before the second stage was
approached there should be a re-examination of the question of
substitution of aircraft for the balance of the 15 inch guns:

The Calcutta - Singapore air route should be opened and that a

torpedo-bomber aircraft should be developed.

The Singapore Sub-Coimnittee then submitted to the C.I.D. a
Third Interim Report which embodied these proposals. Also the

contribution of £2,000,000 by the Malay States v/as acknov/ledged
as a means of advancing the defence scheme, and a proposal by the
Admiralty for a substantial reduction in the cost of the Naval

Base was similarly recommended. These conclusions were approved
by the Cabinet 5 August 1926. Later, at the Imperial Conference

the representatives of India, Australia and New Zealand v/ere

especially interested in the Government's defence scheme for

Singapore.

The C.A. S. emphasized

C.I.D.- 273-c

dated 9th

July 1926.

C.I.D. 275-C
dated 20th

July 1920.

C.I.D. 277-C
dated 5th

August 1926.

In early 192? the Admiralty reconsidered the proposals for

naval defence generally, in view of the need for reducing the

costs of Singapore, and particularly because Japan was not

developing coastal motor boats; certain modifications were

recommended involving a reduction in expenditure. Shortly
afterwards New Zealand made an offer of-£1,000,000 tov/ards the
cost of the Base.

C.I.D. 290-C

dated 20th

January 1927*

C.I.D. 296-C
dated 29th

April, 1927*

The GilMan Report.
V

A year later, in March 1927 o military commission under
Lt. Gen. Sir Webb Gillman was sent to Singapore to investigate

details of the proposed defences of the Naval Base, and in October

the Admiralty stated the date of completion of the Naval Base

should be accepted as 1937- In March 1928 the Chiefs of Staff

revievred the question of the scales of attack and defence, taking
into consideration the Gillman Report. Recommendations were made

that the first stages of the defences, which included 3 x 15 inch

guns, should be proceeded with; the time allowed for completion
was extended from 3 to 5 .years: and consideration of the later

stages of the defence scheme vras to be postponed ov/ing to

factors which were expected to b'e more definite within a year or
two. The Chiefs of Staff also expressed the view that the

C.I.D. 304-C ■

dated

October 1927

C.I.D.' 306-C
dated 31 st

October 1927.

C.I.D. 312-C

dated 7th
March 1928.

/possibility

Note; Between 1927 and 1939 the air forces in the'Par East were

augmented by Fleet Air iirm Units aboard either aircraft carrier

H.M.b. "Hermes" or "Eagle". There Y/ere also Plights on ships
of the East Indies Station. Details may be found in Chapter III
but all references to establishments in this chapter on Malaya
are exclusive of P.A.A. Units.
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possibility of invasion from the mainland of Johore might
be excluded.

The Cabinet approved of a C.I.D. recommendation in
December 1928 that the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee should

enquire into recent bombardment trials at Portsmouth and

Malta and that during 1929/30 there should be no expenditure
on 9.2 and 15 inch guns in order to allow time for an

investigation.

C.I.D. 331-G

dated IZfth

February 1929.

The Defences begin to Materialize.

According to a report made by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-
Coimnittee, July 1929- the general situation of the Singapore
defences -was then as follo¥/s:-

C.I.D. 336-G
dated 15th ,

July, 1929.

The Floating Dock had been constructed and
was at Singapore;
the completion of the Naval Base by 1937 bad
been approved and seven yeai' qontracts placed.

the modified scheme for
Naval

The first stage of the defence plan (which
included 3 x 15 inch; A x 9»2 inch and
4x6 inch guns) had been approved and work

proceeding, although there was to be nowas

Military

expenditure on the 9!> 2 inch and 15 inch guns
during 1929/30 in order to allow for
investigation of bombardment trials.
Consideration of later stages of the defence

plan had been postponed.

A Flying-Boat squadron (No. 205) v/hich had
carried out a cruise in E^s-^ern waters was

The airfieldno'W stationed at Seletar.

A.F.

was practically complete and good progress
was being made on accommodation for 2 Flights
of Fleet Air Arm or 1 Torpedo-Bomber
squadron. Landing grounds'on the air'route
to India had been surveyed and work commenced
in some cases.

Nev/ factors had arisen since the Chiefs of Staff meeting

/briefly, the Floating Dock was in position butin June 1926;
Y/ithout adequate defence by heavy guns. Tfith the flying-
boats already, at Seletar and t.he airfield nearing completion
it was considered that a torpedo-bomber squadron should be

stationed_there for defence of the Naval Base. Such a course
recommended, and although it was a provisional arrangementwas

without prejudice to the ulthaate scheme for heavy gun defence,
it,was at least a slight realization of Lord Trenchard’s
earlier proposals.

The Slow Dovm for Ten Years of Peace.

The question of the Singapore Base once again came under

review soon 'after the assumption of office of the Labour

Government, and although there vras no sudden stoppage of the
scheme as in 1924 it . was obvious that the neY/ Government
wanted a co-ordinated defence related to their new

The Prune iviinister made a statementinternational policy,
C.I.D. 337-<^

dated 25th

July,. 1929. the Committee of Imperial Defence in July 1929 in whichto

/he

(1 ) No. 205 (F.B) Squadron .commanded by G.C. Cave-Broime-Cave
4 Supermari.ne Squthamptons - left England 14 Oct. 19^^7 on a
cruise to the Fa'r East which v/as to include Singapore,

The cruise finished at SeletarAustralj.a, and liong Kong.
11th Dec emb er 1928.
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he said conditions in the international situation had changed
consideration had been givensince the Base was first projected;

to coiliitiitiiients made with the Dominions., contracts placed and
and Y^hen all these factors had been assessed itprogress made,

had been decided the scheme should proceed for the time being even
o Singaporetof the extent of sending a Torpedo-Bomber squadron t

in the following autumn,

Towards the end of 1929 the Government's disarmament policy
-  affirmed by an invitation to-all the Powers concerned for

a Naval Disarmament Conference to be held in London, January 1930.
In anticipation it was decided to slow down work on the Base and
not to undertake any new work.

was re-c

TheThis same policy vras urged when the Conference
viev/ held was that the development of machinery for the peaceful
settlement of disputes had reduced the risk of any outbreak of

;  similarly the economic depression which followed the last
war would act as a deterrent, and finally, Japan v/as unlikely to

disturb the peace as she had been a signatory to the London Naval
'Jhilst the Prime Minister of Australia only partly

met.

war

Treaty,

C.I.D. 354-C

dated 27th
October 1930.

agreed Yfith these views, the New Zealand premier tooK a firmer

stand, pointing out that naval opinion had for many years
advocated the Base eit Singapore as essential for the protection
of the interests of the British Commonwealth in the Pacific, and
that he could not share the British Government's faith in the

various, and as yet, untried instruments for the maintenance of
peace. Despite these objections the policy adopted was that
although the ultimate establishment of a defended naval base was

to remain unchanged and the present contracts were to stand, the
expenditure for canpleting the docks and defences was to be
postponed for 5 years.

The Baldwin Coast Defence Report.

The decision to postpone work in Singapore until 1935 was

based mainly on the assumption there would be no war for ten
In the meantime a new situation had arisen: trouble ha

years,

C.I.D. 370
dated 24th

May, 1932. d

occurred betvreen Japan and China, which, if it broke out again
might ultimately threaten Singapore, whose defences vrere very

So after an interval of nearly three years importantweak,

C.I.D. 374
dated 12th

October 1932. decisions were made by the Cabinet in October 1932 as the result
of recommendations to the Committee of Imperial Defence by a

Sub-Committee presided over by Mr. Stanley Baldwin;
examined the question of Coast Defence and the security of

defended ports throughout the Empire with especial reference to
the introduction of air forces,

of'opinion between the Chiefs of Staff, for the Air Staff had
revived the view of Lord Trenchard in 1925 that torpedo aircraft

The Chief of Air Staff

this had

There was immediate divergence

should be substituted for 15 inch guns.

(A.C.M. Sir John Salmond) enlarged upon the original theme,
claiming that air forces were required to meet the gromng menace
of air attack;
defences they could resist invasion, bombardment and raids; and
that Y/here additional striking airci'aft Yvere needed to meet the

increased scale of ship bombariaent, these extra aircraft would

be better insurance than expenditure upon artillery defences, Yifhich

in any case needed air forces for 'spotting' duties.

that canbined v/ith light gun and local naval

/The

(1 ) On 13th September 1930, 8 Hav/ker Horsley aircraft of No.. 36
(t.B) Squadron were shipped out from Sealand to Karachi;
from there they flew-to Singapore arriving Seletar 13th
and 17th December, 1930. The squadron was re-equiped with

■yildebeeste III on 2nd July, 1935»
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The proposal for the supersession of the heavy guns in

favour of defence by aircraft became the high-light of the

controversy, the Army and Navy being in complete disagreement
■with the O.A. S. Hov/ever the Air Staff's view was not entirely
overwhelmed by the weight of argument of the two older Services,
for one of the first conclusions arrived at by the Sub
committee was the necessity for co-operation between the
Services; aircraf't were to be considered, a valuable and
essential addition to the fixed defences as well as a means

of attack, and accordingly the R.A.P. were to participate in
all aspects of the defence, including fighter defence and
offensive action against ships. But the gun was to retain its
place as the main deterrent against Naval attack; in
consequence the first stages of the defence plan, which
included the provision of 3 x 13 inch guns, should proceed.

Concurrently v/ith these recarnmendations by the Committee
of. Imperial Defence the Ministers of the three Defence Services
made certain proposals. The First Lord of the Admiralty
suggested that the Cabinet should give approval for work to
proceed on the Naval Base in addition to the defences, because
it' the essence of naval strategy in the Far East were to
depend on the arrival of the main fleet in Singapore, then
that fleet could not operate without the facilities of a Base.

C.I.D. 375-C
dated 12th

October, 1932.

The Chief of Imperial General Staff emphasized that if
the armament for the first stage of the defence were to be
installed it should not be at the expense of other economies
in the Army, and furthen'aore that the money should be
assured for a period of 5 years in order to properly
man-ufacture and instal the 15 inch guns.

To these suggestions the Cabinet agreed, but the
proposal by the Secretary of State for Air for the bioilding

‘ of a second airfield was reserved for further consideration.
A little later, in an exchange of letters between the
Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Secretary of State for
A.lr, it was agreed that ovdng to the 'financial burden the
question of raising extra R.A.F. units need not be brought
up until the third year in the first stage of the defences*
So once again the efforts of the R.A.F. were curtailed by
higher policy, but international events were soon to revive
the incentive which so often in the past had been checked
by the dictates of finance or government policy.

C.I.D. 383-C
dated 18th
Jan. 1933.

Stage I Defences Accelerated.

The weakness of our military position in the Far East
had been brought to the notice of the Committee of imperial
Defence every year since 1919 by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-
Committee. The defences at Singapore had not been properly
built up, consequently the Naval Base was liable to
destruction or capture before our- main fleet could arrive;
recapture would be a difficult operation and in the meantime
Hong-Kong would be exposed to the same fate. The situation
with regard to Japan had deteriorated, for since 1931 she
had intervened in Manchuria and Shanghai and was pursuing
this policy with disregard to both, the League of Nations
and America. It was thought the imposition of sanctions
by the League of, Nations would lead to War and the
weakness at Singapore, invited, attack; in fact it was known
that, Japan had prepared such a scheme, and. a force had actually
been ready to embark at the time of the Shanghai crisis in
1932.

C.I.D. 1103-B
dated 31 st
March, 1933*

These' circumstances were the matter of gravest concern
for the Sub-Committee, whose first recommendation in April 1933

that the programme for Stage I defences should be
/expedited

was
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(i)
expedited from 5 to years (i.e. mid 1936)
provision should he made for additional air forces and a second

airfield; (2)
of anti-submarine and torpedo nets; and work started on

Ammunition Stores, Signal and Mine Control Stations.

Similarly

the hastening of Naval Seaward Defences consisting

. immediate measures would require redisposition of the Naval
Seaward Defences and the establishment of an additional R.A.P.

squadron as a deterrent against seaborne attack. It was not

possible to increase the garrison of one British and one Indian

Battalion owing to lack of barrack accommodation and the fact

that extensive troop movements might aggravate the political
situation. ■

Emergency measures were also proposed to cover the
.  possibility of trouble arising before the full defence programme

These were to comprise the redisposition ofwas completed,

naval forces in order to delay any Jap seaborne expedition,
together with military and R.A.P. reinforcements from India

(two squadrons) and one squadron from Iraq. All these
suggestions, were approved by the
and subsequently the Cabinet.(3)

Committee of imperial Defence

The Committee of Imperial
Defence were aware that since the break of the alliance with

Japan our relations with that countiy had became poisoned and

that the Japanese regarded us with increasing suspicion. It

was recognized that Japans aim was to became'a great Power in

the East which would require territory and raw materials.
Japan and Germany had left the League of Nations and the

possibility vras considered that when Germany was sufficiently
strong the two countries might come together against us. It

was even anticipated that Japan might turn upon China, only to
be thwarted, and so have to look elsev/here in order to expand.

C.I.D. 261 St

meeting 9th
November 1933

C.I.D. 3^4-C
dated 20th '

April 1931., ̂

A year later, with such immediate measures in hand, the

Chiefs of Staff made a general survey in order to determine the

strength of the air forces required in Singapore in vrar and peace
conditions. Their conclusions are of great interest in the

light of subsequent events for they still adhered to the belief

that an attack by shore-based aircraft was to be discounted owing
to the difficulties of the enemy establishing an air base whilst

under attack by the defending forces,
were thought to be the more likely form of attack, but owing to
the hazards- entailed by the long sea passage and the subsequent
attack on Singapore it was thought the Japanese would not risk

their entire carrier force, the loss of which would place thorn
at a disadvantage in a sea battle: the force was therefore
anticipated as two large aircraft carriers.

Carrier-borne aircraft

/The

(1) First Stage Gun Defences to comprise

Three 15 inch guns
Six 9*2. inch guns .
Ten 6 inch guns
Twenty-four anti-aircraft guns.

On 1 Dec. 1933 Headquarters Royal Air Force Far East was
formed., Qt'ficer Commanding, G.G. Smith. The Units

administered were; R.A.F. Base Singapore; No. 36 (T.B)
No. 205 (F.B) Squadron; R.A.F.

R.A.F. Units in the^H.M.S. "Eagle'}
Flight, ,5th Cruiser Squadron*

No. 100 (T.B) Squadron (Vickers Vildebeestes II)
shipped to Singapore December -1933 and arrived Seletar
8th Jan. 19.34..

Squadron; Base, Kai Tak;
No. 4:03 (Fleet Fight

was

(2)

er)

(3)
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The necessity for distant and close sea reconnaissance

w§s fully recognized as an essential- means of locating the
sea borne expedition to allow the striking force to make

contactj it was considered that three flying-boat squadrons
were needed for this purpose in war time. The aim would then
be for the torpedo-bombers to engage the carriers before the
first attacking aircraf't were flown off, but as such a

contingency was by no means certain, a squadron of fighter-
badbers would be required to intercept the attackers. 

'

Spotting aircraft for co-operation vfith the Island's
gun defences had not previously been recoimaended owing to
the proposed system of land observation for which excellent
facilities existed, consequently it was anticipated that only
one flight of such' aircraft trould be required and this could

be formed as an auxiliary unit from the existing civilian
flying club.

The strengtn of the in Singapore at .that time
(April, 1954) was No. 205 Flying Boat Squadron No. 36
Torpedo-Bomber Squadron and No. 100 Torpedo Bomber Squadron
all stationed at Seletar. The Sub-Coidmittee's proposals
were that these air forces should be increased in peace time

by the addition of a fighter-bomber .squadron, another
flying boat squadron and a flight.of spotting aircraft
the wartime strength v/as to be appreciably stronger Tfith a

total of 6 landplane squadrons, 3 flying boat squadrons and
the spotting flight. Facilities v/ould have to be provided
on a war basis and in order to accommodate.the force the

existing airfield at Seletar would need to be augmented by the
recently authorized airfield site, together with the civil
airfield under preparation, plus an additional service
airfield. The war-time reini'orcements would be drawn from

other commands, therefore it was essential an,adequate air

route to the Far Fast was developed. These proposals were
later approved by the Committee of .Imperial Defence, the

Secretary of State for Air making the proviso that- the type
of the additional aircraft should be left open as it. might
be possible to provide more efficient reconnaissance by land-

Thus for the first time in the

history of Singapore the H.ii.F. was fully, recognised as a
potential strixing force and a major factor in the Island's

defence which could reach out to locate and destroy an eneny
long before it caaie. within the range of the fixed defences.

C. I.D. 26Ath

meeting 31st
May, 1934

F.54O - "R.A.F.

Seletar, Spotter plane than, by flying boat.
Unit, and
b.o.V.A.F".

/Summary

(1) No. 205 (F.B) Squadron (Southamptons) vras re-equipped
T/ith 4 I.F. Singapore III Flying Boats on 2 April, 1935»

(2) On 2bth March 1935 the Go-operatiqn.Flight was formed at
Seletar with one Audax. This was the forerunner of
the Straits Settlements Volunteer Air Force, established
a year later, 25th.March, 1936.: It. topx over the
Audax and gradually acquired g Tutor -and 2 Hart aircraft
for training purposes as well -as several more Audax.
The S.S.V.A.F. v/as embodied I4 Septsaber 1939 when
most of Its personnel-were: absorbed -into the S.A.F.
The training, aircraft werp trainsferred to No. 4 A.A.C.U.

and the 5 Audax taicen-over by- the newly-formed
(1 Oct. 39) Spotter Unit, which, in addition was to
have 6 I.S. Swordfish.
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Summary - Period 1905 - 1935-

Japan's first victory over a Great Power took place in 1905
when her Fleet decisively beat the Russians in the battle of
Tsushima. This event allowed the British Fleet to be withdrawn

from the China Station, ojad the single-Japanese Alliance was

■ bncepted as on insurance against war with that nation. After the

191^18 Avar it v/as clear how the navies of Japcn and the U.S.A. had
grovm''enormously, in consequence the Far East position was
reviewed and it waa decided that a new Base at Singapore should

supersede the exposed fortress of Hong Kong. In 1921 a Committee

,  selected sites for the Naval and Air Bases, and  a year later a
Conservative Government agreed to the project, their decision

being endorsed by the Imperia.l Conference of 1923. But a year
later a La.bour Government, convinced that the building of a

Naval Base a,t Singapore would jeopardize the principles of the

League of Nations, summarily abandoned the scheme. With the

return to power of the Conservatives in 192^ the matter was re
opened and the Curaon Report confirmed the findings of the
previous Committee. A year later authority was given for the

construction of a Floating Dock and the establishment of an air

base. The defences, however, were a subject of immediate
controversy: the Army and Navy wanted fixed heavy gun defences,
whilst the R.A.F. preferred to rely upon the hitherto untried

factor of torpedo-bomber aircraft. After a year of planning
such revolutionary ideas were again propounded in 1926 and a

compromise was reached by which the First Stage defences should

consist of 3 x 15 inch guns, but before the Second SteLge was
approached consideration was to be given to the substitution
of torpedo-bomber aircraft for the balance of the 15 inch guns.
In order to further the defence schemes the Admiralty agreed to
reduce the costs of the Naval Base, and large monetary contri

butions were offered by the Malay States and New Zealand. The

Gillman Report of 192? led to the recommendation that the 15 inch
gun defences should proceed, but with an extension from 3 to 5
yecars. Within' 2 years the Floating Dock was in position, the

gun defences were proceeding and No. 205 Flying Boat Squadron
was established at Singapore, but the return of a Labour Govern
ment in 1929 led to a slow-down in the defences in anticipation

Although No. 36of the coming Disarmament Conference.
Torpedo-Bomber Squadron was sent to Singa.pore tha.t year to defend
the Naval Base, the Disarmament Conference, with the exception
of the Australian and New Zealand representatives, approved the
Government's vie\T,, and so the completion of the defences Viras

postponed for five years. In 1932, trouble between Japan and
China arose, and subsequently the Baldwin Report caused the work

the-defences to be resumed, but this time with weightier
consideration being given to the claims of the R.A.F, Once more

in 1933, the potential threat of Japanese aggression and the
obvious vj-eaknoss of Singapore gave prominence for the need to

complete the defences. Consequently the First Stage was

accelerated from 5 to 3^ years -and provision was made for
additional air forces, together with a second airfield,- as an

immediate measure No. 100 Torpedo-Bomber Squadron arrived in

Singapore early in 1934-
expected to be carrier-borne, and attack from land-based air
craft or an overland invasion was discounted, therefore emphasis

' was placed upon the need for an ample air reconnaissance force,
backed by aircraft suitable for attacks against shipping.
■Furthermore the air reinforcement route from the lyliddle East and
India v?as to be developed, and to accommodate such a force
three additional a.irfields would be^ needed.

on

The enemy forces at this time were

/Second Sto.ge Defences
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Second Stage Defences.
•;?aN

C.I.D. 266th

meeting
22 November,1934- by that time Japan would have almost completed the modernisation

of her capital ships and the expansion of her air forces, whereas
the British Fleet would be unready and the garrison of Singapore

C.I.D. 408-G dated incomplete. Vi/hilst Stage II of the defence w'as av/aiting
9 July, 1935* consideration by the Committee of Imperial Defence the Sultan of
C.I.D. 412-C dated Johore made a gift of £500,000 towards the acceleration of the

20 November,1935. defences. 4t this time (July'35) it was expected Stage I,
including the provision of three 15 inch guns T/ould be completed
by 1936 - 37. Five R.i.F. squadrons had been aieproved for the

peace establishment; of these, three vrere already at Singapore,
one at home awaiting the necessary/ accommodation on the Island,
and the fifth was to be formed in Dngland in 1938; the reinforce

ment air route could be used, and in Singapore the second service

airfield was expected to be ready in 193^1
the third, but the civil airfield at Tanjong Rhu wmILd not be
finished earlier than 1937-^ ''^

It vras the opinion of the Committee of Imperial Defence that

the year 1936 v/as likely to be a critical'one in the Far East, fo

a site v/as chosen for

r

The Sultan's gift together with the unfavourable situation
which was expected to arise the. follov/ing year prompted the Chiefs

of Staff to suggest that a small Ministerial Committee, similar ,
to the Curzon and Coast Defence Committees, should be formed to

enquire into the broad issues of Stage II.
Imperial Defence agreed to allow the Sub-Committee on Defence

Policy and Requirements to enquire into the matter, even though
the Chancellor of Exchequer {lie. Chamberlain) was not desirous of
arriving at hasty conclusions - an opinion somewhat discounted by
the High Commissioner for New Zealand, who was eager that Stage II
should commence.

The Committee of

Hovvever, the report of the Sub-Committee was

C.I.D. 270th

meeting
11 July, 1935

favourable; it acknowledged that the Admiralty v/ere ready to
waive any claim to the Sultan's gift in order that work on the gun
defences should not be prejudiced, but even so the sum

insufficient to meet fully the claims of the other tv^o^ Services.
It was decided, therefore, to recommend an allocation of £400,000
to the War Of

was

fice for the completion of the total of five
15 inch guns;(^) but only £100,000 to the R.A.F. to meet the^cost
of accelerating the preparation of the second and third airfields,
together with the provision of accommodation for the spotting

It was also recommended that theflight at the civil airfield.
Overseas Defence Committee should report on the measures required

by the Services to complete the defences subsequent to Stage I.
These proposals were approved by the Cabinet 24th July, 1935*G.I.D. 271st

meeting
14 October, 1935- The Overseas Defence Committee subsequently recommended the

The Admiraltydetailed requirements of the three Services,
wished to complete the local Naval Defences T/ith  a minefield and
the Yfar.Office T/anted to instal further .6 inch guns for close,

defence as well as to strengthen the garrison with a third
The needs of the R.A.F. were a little more

C.I.D. 412-C
dated

20 November, 1935. infantry battalion,
involved for they were mainly based on, the availability of
reinforcements from other Commands. If at ary time the despatch
of such units was in doubt then the question would have to be

considered of obtaining squadrons either from the home establish
ment or from a strategic reserve based, for example, in the

Middle East; either contingency would require a very adequate

/air

(1 ) The Civil Airfield (Eallang; v/as opened 12th June, 1937

(2) Tvto 15 inch guns at Buona.Vista
Three 15 inch guns at Bee Hoe. '
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air route to Singapore,
reorganized then no increases in the purely defensive forces vrere-

required,
naissance aircraft v/ere insufficient and that a further squadron
of landplanes for such duties was required to augment the existing
flying boat,squadron, together with the second flying boat

squadron, I"' i(\?hich was to be re-equipped with reconnaissance
landplanes) due at Singapore in the autumn. .Although .this .
additional squadron vrould be located at the third Service air- ■ *

field, such disposition which would cause, congestion in the event

of arrival of reini’orcing squadrons from other Commands.
Consequently a further two airfields would be required either in

Singapore or Johore; this measure vrould also provide 'the depth of
defence necessitated by the recent Japanese increase in ship-borne
aircraft.

Providing these factors u'ere fully

Apart from that, it was estimated that the recon-

The plan for reconnaisance called for landing grounds
in Sarawak and the East coast of Malaya,
provided at Kuching, v/’hich was being prepared in' connection v/ith

the air route to Hong-Kong, but unless civil aviation developed a,
landing ground on the East coast of Malaya it would be necessary
to propose its establishment at some future dote.

The former would be

C.O.S. kOk

D.P.R.39 dated the Chiefs of Staff, who realized that although Stage I of the
10 October, 1935*defences was calculated as sufficient to allow Singapore to hold

in fact based

All the foregoing recommendations v/erc, strongly supported by

out until the arrival of the British Fleet, it w
on an assumption that the Fleet was immediately available and came
via the Mediterranean.

as

With the defences increased to Stage II

the Island T/ould be able to hold out considerably longer and so
increase the hitherto small margin of safety.'

C.I.D. k26-C
dated

2L, July, 1936.

Some nine, months later the War Office.made yet another
This time .it was for twoproposal for coast defence guns.

6 inch guns to cover the Colder Harbour Channel, .which gave access
to water intended as the main anchorage for Fleet Auxiliaries.
It had always been assmed that this Channel vras too difficult

for navigation, but more recent experience had shown it v/as in fact

navigable for 8 inch cruisers,
and was presented by the Overseas Defence Committee to the

Committee of Imperial Defence, v/ho approved it.

A defence scheme became essential

Defences of Penang.

C.I.D. h-27-C
dated

27 July, 1936.

No action had been taken to implement the earlier proposals
to fortify Penang, which had been approved by the Committee of . .
Imperial Defence in 1924, consequently the port remained in the
same undefended state as existed in the Groat Yfor when the German

cruiser Emden soiled unopposed into the harbour and sank a Russian
warship,

it was felt by the Overseas Defence Committee that vrork should be.. .
commenced in 1937 on the coast and anti-aircraft defences of

Penang, and in view of the increased .scale of attack modifications

were required to the originally proposed defences,
weight of attack v/as expected to be from 8 inch cruisers, so as
a counter measure two 9'2 inch gmis should be included in the
total defences.(2)

With Stage I defences of Singapore nearing oompletion,

The main

It was anticipated a General Reconnaissance

/ Squadron

(l) No. 230 (F.B) Squadron - 5 Singapores(4*I.E.), arrived
Soletar from England 6th Noyembor, 1936. On 22nd June,
1938' re-equipment with 6 I.E. Sunderlands commenced.
Later, on 1st May, 19^4 it v/as transferred to the Medi

terranean from its detached base in Ceylon where it had
been co-operating with C. in C. East Indies. Consequently
the Squadron took no part in the Malayan Campaign.

(2) Gun defences to comprise:- two 6 inch 15° guns; two 6 inch
45° guns; tv/o 9*2 inch 35°guns; 8 anti-aircraft guns;
6 defence lights.
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Squadron v/as to be allotted to Penang before the end
of 1939 and T/ould be situated 11 miles inland,

together v/ith the coast defences v/ould act as a s'ufficient
deterrent to naval attack.

This,

The weight of possible air
attack T/as expected to be small, consequently no provision
was to be made for searchlights and only a few anti
aircraft guns were needed,
of Straits Settlements Volunteers would suffice once

the coast defences v/ere installed.

The existing weak battalion

Early Anglo-Putch Conversations

Prior to 1936 the Netherlands defence policy
had been that of a minimum naval and military expenditure,
but in that year there v/as evidence that the Dutch were
beginning to reconsider their defences both in Holland
and the Netherlands East Indies. Holland's long
standing neutrality precluded any measiues v/hich might
savour of open collaboration with Great Britain, therefore
contact v/as sought through the medium of the Air Attache
at the Hague,
discussed v/ith this officer the problems of defence
of the N.E.I. in conjunction v/ith those of Singapore.
In view of the coming re-armament of those colonies
the relative merits of ships and aircraft were also
debated and this led to the possibility of Great
Britain selling military aircrafr to the Dutch,
v/as the intention of Dr, Colijn, these hints were
passed to the Secretary of State for Air (Lord Swinton)
who,-, whilst declining to give official advice, was
agreeable to friendly conversations with the Dutch
Prime Minister.

The Dutch Prime Minister (Dr. Colijn)

As

The latter next raised the question

A. M. Pile

S.38A76
End.IB dated

2nd IVlay, 1936
"Defence of

Dutch East

Indies"

Ibid

End, 5A. 7A
dated 19th

a-nd 25th May,
1936 with the British Minister at the Hague, enlarging

on his belief that it v/as of vital importance to
Great Britain that the N.E.I. should not be taken

by Japan,

provide complete defence he v/as in favour of mutual
assistance between the two nations in the Par East and he

T/as eager to provide a defence which would be sidtable
both to the N.E.I. and Singapore. The Poreign Secretary
(lAri Eden) held the viev/ that the Dutch should be in a
position to defend themselves and -that we should give
technical assistance without committing ourselves to
their defence.

Since the Netherlands Government could not

The Secretaries of State for Vfer and

Air preferred the matter to be examined by the Committee
of Imperial Defence who, on the advice of the Chiefs of

Staff decided that the Dutch should be encouraged to
improve their defences, as the integrity of the N.E.I.
was-a major British interest, even though it was
inadvisable to announce this fact; furthermore v/e could

make no suggestions based on the principles of collabora
tion. The Cabinet approved these recommendations.

C. I.D.

280th Meeting
10th July,1936

The Netherlands Government then placed orders for
Dornier flying boats with Germany and bombers with
A/nerica and vlshed to complete their rearmament with
30 flying boats of British manufacture,
policy in respect 0^ purchases from Great Britain was
divided between the choice of flying boats and landplanes,
so a Mission v/as sent to England in December 1936 to
enquire into the matter.

Actually their

Yfhilst in this country they

/took
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A. Iv'j. File

A. 38476
Enc, 32A.
dated 21st

Deoember,
1936.

took the opportunity to enter into highly confidential
discussions with the Deputy Chief of Air Steff on the
defence of the N. E, I. , not in contemplation of anj''
commitment or understanding but simply as an inter
change of information for the purpose of buying aircraft.
Our defence problem in the Far East was explained to the
Dutch representatives.

Naval Base was the kej^oint of naval supremacy in those
waters; but it was stressed that concern was felt lest
the Japanese should obtain a shore base fof their aircraft
within range of Singapore and retain control for sufficient
time to destroy the Naval Base,
reconnaissance was necessary to locate a Japanese seaborne
expedition, and then attack it with a striking force.
The Dutch were in no position to challenge the Japanese
with sea power, therefore the funds available should be
spent to provide reconnaissance with striking aircraft,
espeGiaJlj^ as the south was well supplied with airfields ■

and landing grounds were under construction in the north.
At the time the Dutch Naval air arm was used for

reconnaissance and the army air. force for striking.
Air Staff recommended that a multi-engined landplane could
perform both roles, thus allowing considerable econany.
The Dutch envisaged a striking force of'39 Glen Martin
airGroDt, already on order, but at the same time they viove
particularly impressed with the R. A. F. Blenheim and

. Wellington,
discussed.,

The integrity of the Singapore

Therefore adequate

Our

The question of bomb supply was also
The Air Staff were convinced, as a result of -

this secret discussion that the Dutch were fully av»are of
the need for air forces as a defence, a,nd that in the event
of a timeat to our combined interests in that area they
would.prove useful allies.

C. I.R

307 th

Meeting

20th January,
1938

At this stage the matter rested and the discussions
were not to show- results for some yeers to come,
January 1938 the Dutch were to raise the question of
teclinioal discussions once again, but the Chiefs of Staff
were: apprehensive lest such conversations should involve
us in a defensive commitment foi’ the N.E, I
the main fleet- arrived in Singapore we could offer no
undertalcing of concerted action.
Committee of Imperial Defence wnuld not authorise conversa
tions be'twieen British and Dutch Staffs in the Far East,
althou£;h technical information might be given through the
Dutch Attache- in London.

In

for until‘ >

Accordingly the

These views persisted, and altho

A. Li. Pile

S. 38476
End. 59A ugh
22nd February, in early 1939 the high level policy at the Air ivlinisti^r was

for a re-opening of the talks, the proposals were not at
that time submitted to the Chiefs of Staff.

1939

/The local defences are _extended

L
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The Local Defences are Extended.

C.I.D. 436 -
C. dated

4 Dec. 1936

It T/as evident that the Joint Oversea and Horae Defence

Sub-Coiranittee v/ex'e becoming more and more apprehensive of sea- ,

borne attack, for in December 193^ tv/o papers were submitted
to the Committee of Imperial Defence containing proposals for

increased defences against air bombardment and torpedo-boat
attack. The latter threat v/as anticipated as the transportation
of these boats by ship to an advanced base up to 400 miles

distant; the torpedo-boats could then travel under their own

power to deliver an attack against H.M. ships in the Main

Harboixr and shipping in Keppel Harbour. The proposal v/as to

protect these harbours v;ith anti-toi^jedo-boat booms at their

entrances, supported by 6 pounder guns and defence lights.
But no estimate of costs accompanied these proposals so

consideration v/as deferred until such details were produced.
Even when this was done soine tT^o months later the scheme was

again shelved because of the expected R.A.P. expansion, and it

Y/as not imtil March 1937 that the C.I.D. a:pproved in principle.
C.I.D. 290th

meeting.
11 March 1937.

The proposals for anti-aircraft defence hov/ever, received
ready approval, which was perhaps a further indication that the

Committee of Inperial Defence v/are beginning to appreciate the

gr'cwing menace of air attack, although they still held to the
belief that such an attack vrould come from carrier-borne

C.I.D.

435 - C.
dated

2 Dec. 1936.
aircraft. The existing scale of such defence was 24 anti

aircraft guns and the necessary searclili'rhts, but new factors

had arisen v/hich required an appreciable increase in strength.
Aircraft performance was increasing and v;as assessed as an attack

at a minimum speed of 2kO m.p.h. (day) or 200 m.p.h. (night),
from 20,000 feet. The airfields were soon to spread from the

original at Seletar, to five additional locations.
Serabo.wo.ng and Tanjong Rhu would be within the area originally
covered, but the projected airfields at D. 2.A. and Tencrah
in the North-Vfest would be without protection, o.s would be the

unspecified fifth site on the mainlo.nd. The airfields \70re

conspicuous as clearings in the bush and the terrain of the

Island precluded the use of satellites. This coupled with the

fact an enemj^ v/ould be qxiick to realize the vailncrability of

his sea troaisports and carriers to attonk by shore-based
o.ircro.ft, and in consequence v/ould stilvo for immediate a.ir

superiority, enphasized tho nocessitjr for
defence of the airfields,

defence were to include the Haval Base (requiring doxiblc gun
density), Hormonton and Mandai oil fuel depots, vfoodlands
potrol depot, Keppol Harbour, and Singapore town. The
defences rocommendod wore c; total of 72 anti-alrcralt nxms

tho possibilities of Balloon
A year later the

adequate anti-aircraft
Other vital area.s requiring similar

together with'114 searchlights;
a.prons (barx'-'.ges) aaere also to be considered.
Joint Oversea, and Home Defence Sub-Gommittco hal xmdar consider-

a.tion the problem of defending vital points against low flying
a.ttank, and in respect to Singa.pore recommended the installa.tion

of 32 X 2 poimder equipments. The C.I.D. a.pprovod these recom
mendations.

C.I.D.

456 - C.
da.tod

10 Dec. 1937

st Policy and Strategy.Tho Stimi.lr.tion of Par Ea

Apart from tho deta.iled considerations of defence, the

o.uthoilties v;ore becoming increasingly concerned v/ith the

major strategical aspects, and an impoi-tant query was raised

when tho Oversea Defence Committee, whilst engaged upon
exaonining the problem of the reserve of stores to be hold in

/Singapore
On 6th November 195§/Air Commodore Tedder bocaene A.Q.C.
R.A.P. Par East, and on 1st April 1937 his H.Q. moved
from Seletar to Union Btllding, Collyer Quay, Singapore.

NOTE;

C.I.D.

Wf - C.
dated

6 April 1937.
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Singapore, asked the Chiefs of Staff for guidance as to the "period
before relief". This was in effect a period beginning from the
first de^y of attack and ending when the Main Fleet arrived; upon
such definition the Malaya Defence Scheme would be based, but in
actual fact no period of relief had ever been laid down

k-2 days had been assumed, (l) There was therefore a nei
assessing this time, and the calculations for the period would need
be accurate, for not only would the reserve of stores and supplies
be affected but also the strength and conposition of the garrison.
With such factors in mind the Naval Staff reckoned for the "worst

case", Tirhich v/as an assumption that the Mediterranee,n v/ould be
closed and the passage made round the Cape of Good Hope,
allomng 10 days for preparation and concentration of the Fleet,
45 days steaming and 15 days refuelling a total of 70 days was
reached. The Chiefs of Staff were unable to finalljr recommend

C.I.D,

292nd

meeting
15 April
1957.

this figure in viev/ of the future political aspects Yrhich might
delay the movement of the Fleet,

of Imperial Defence who in turn would not decide upon an actual

"period of relief" and consequently referred the question back to
its originators, the Oversea Defence Cormiittee to examine the

implications and costs involved in selecting alterna.tive periods
of 5C, 70 and 9C days.

They applied to the Committee

This vfos follov/ed by the Australian and Nev/ Zealand Delegations
to the 1937 Imperial Conference raising a series of questions
relating to the defence of the Pacific,
two reports by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee which did much to

define our policy of Par East, defence. The Government aimed at the

establishment of friendly relations with Japan, although not at the
expense of our interests in China and Hong Kong vdiich would be

The integrity of the Netherlands
But Y/hen it Y/as

These were answered in

defended to the utmost ability.
East Indies was also a major British interest,

C.I.D.

45C-C. &

451-c.
dated

15 June

1937.

evident that these Dominions Yfanted the protection of the British
Fleet it vYas explained that a naval force could not be stationed in

the Far East in peace time, mainly because the policy v/as to maintain
a Navy Y/hich could be despatched to any threatened area,
recognised that YYar YYith Japan YTas most likely to occur in the event

of our being at war in Europe, and the presence of a poY/erful fleet
in home Y/aters vYas a strong factor for the presorvation of peace.
HoYYever the basis of our strategy yyus the establishment at

Singapore of a fleet as soon as possible after the outbreak of

hostilities YYith Japan in order to secure Australia, New Zealand and
India against attack,

of that country's aggression occurring simultanevously YYith YYar in

Europe a fleet sufficiently large to contain the Japanese Fleet

Y'Yould be sent to the Par East, although a defensive policy YYOuld
need to be maintained until the issue YYith Germany had been settled.

The neYY standard of naval strength VYould enable us to aim at

It YTas

Therefore it Y/as promised that in the event .

placing adequate fleets in both Far Eastern and European YYaters:

in fact a provisional allocation of heavy ships Yvas made, for apart
from weakness occurring in 1938/39 throu^ T/ithdraYTal for modernizing
of three ships, it Yvas expected that in 1939/4C- the Far East strength
YYOuld be 1C battle ships.

. China Yvas to be encouraged to take active hostilitjr against

Japan, but it Yvas admitted our position in Hong Kong vYas inherently
weak, and the garrison Yvould not be reinforced at the expense of
Singapore.

(i) Assumed "period before relief'', - 28 days sailing time via the
Mediterranean plus 14 days for such contingencies as bad vYeather,
eneiiy action or delays in refuelling.

NOTE: On 33?d January, 1938, the King George Y Graving Dock VYas
opened at the Naval Base,
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If Y/ar with Japan took place it Trould primajrily be a naval one
depending on an early and successful sea action:

not take place economic presstire would brj.ng Japan to terms in
two years providing her trans-B;cifio trade could be severed,
and to this end„ in addition to naval operations, we should try
to enlist the sympathy and aid of America.

A year later the Oversea Defence Committee drew up a
review of Imperio.1 Defence for the guidance of Colonial Governors^
Tifhich hoTv'ever contained such vitally secret information that the
Committee of Imperial Defence at first decided it shouild not
leave the country, but later allowed its circulo-tion subject to
stringent precautions for socrocy. The policy outlined
covered many nations, but in respect to the Par East ¥/as very
similar to that which existed at the time of the Imperial Con
ference, although the opinion had been formed that Singapore would
not be attacked. This was based on the supposition that Japo;,n,
whilst realizing the capture of Singapore would deny the base
to the British Pleet and so remove the dominating factor in
the sfcratcgica.l situation, would not undertake the eventurj.

certainty of an unsuccessful fleot action i,n Singapore waters
which would in turn imperil their oY/n country, in all
probability Japan would captYwe Hong Song and the potential
fleet bases in China, a.s v/ell as a.ttacld.ng ba.sos in the
IJetherlc-nds Ea„st Indies and Borneo. Also it wo.s realized that

to counter any Japancso atteript to eatablish shore-based air

forces in aany particular aj'oa our only a.doquate soYirce of re
inforcement v7ould be from the Metropolitan Air Force, whore
any serious I'oduction w ovild leave the United Kingdom dangerously
inferior in the air to Gorrnany. The important features of the
policy at th.at time may therefore be summarized as follows:- '

lids did

C.I.D.

468 - C.
dated

8 Jvme 1958

(a) The provision at Singapore of all facilities necessary
for its use by the Fleet as a. base, and the organi-
sadion of the defences so tha.t, even if the Japanese
attempted major oporations Cigainst it, they would
have small prospect of ostablishing'themsclves in a
position from which to deny the use of the ba.se to
the Fleet on its arriva.1.

(b) The immediate despatch of the Fleet to the Fa.r East*

(°.) Action a.gainst the trans-p.a.cific trade route of Japan.

The Oil fields in Borneo.

C.I.D.

469 - C.
dated

14 Jv.me 1938.

From time to time the Oversea. Defence Committee ha.d given
thought to the defe.nco of the oil fields of iiiri and Serio. on the
iiorthern coast of Borneo, Ea.rlier rooomm.ondatio.ns were primarily
conGQr.ned ..dth defence by a local Volunteer Force, but la.ter
considerations wore to revise this policy.

Japan \rc.s mainly dependent on ovei-soas supplies of oil
■and in fact drev.'- a considerable portion of her stocks from Briti±L

and Dutch fields in the area. On the other hand the Oil
Boend did .not count on the availability of a,ny oil from Bornoo.
I.n these circmistanccs it soomed probable that the seizure of the
oil fields, ra.thor than their destruction would be one of the
first JapcaiGsc objectives.
insuf.?icicnt to clofc..id the oilfiolds
force,

enemy, and a Dc.nial Bchemc \r
v;as to consist of removing vital parts of the machinery,
i.nsoi'ting hidde.n stop jagos i,n tne complicated pipe-lines and
gc.nerally ra.akin.g the x^roducts useless by polluting the oil.
The essential parts removed v;ei-e to be-taken out of the country
to Singapore, either bxr sea or air, or as a last resort, destroyed
•and .not mei'cly hidden. The time factor a.ll-important
to success, since the Scheme would roexuire a. total of 96 hours

/to

The forces locally ava.ilable were
against an attack in

It wa.s therefore es.3G,ntia.l to deny their tise to the
evolved for this pYirpose. This
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to complete and woidd be difficult to put into motion in sufficient
time to be fully effective.

The ComiTiittee therefore recommended - and the Cabinet

ultimately agreed, that this Scheme should automatically
be put into force on the receipt of the v/arning telegram
announcing the stsxt of a precaiitionary stage against Japan.
\lhen the Government knew the relations with Japan were very
strained it might be necessary to start the Denial Scheme
before the precautionary stage was adopted, in which case
an entry v/ould be made in the Government War Book. The
third possibility was that of a local and unexpected act of
hostility Yvhich would be the prelude to general hostilities.
To cover this contingency the High Commissioner at Singapore
was given standing authority to order the Scheme to be"put
into motion on his own authority and without reference
to the home Government.

Anglo-French ,Staff Conversations.

Annex II During these Conversations in 1939 the following
conclusions in regard to Allied strate^ey in the event of
Japanese intervention were agreed between the British and
French Delegations

The active participation of U.o.A. on the side of the
Allies would be of vital importance, but at least an understanding
should be reached that the American fleut be despatched to the
Western Pacific on the out-brealo of war, even if Japan were
not committed. Similarly the participation by U.S.S.R. T/ould
have the strategical advantage of containing Japanese divisions,
in Manchulaao. Also the neutrality of Siam and the Netherlands
East Indies would be to Allied advantage.

to

D.:e.(?) 61
dated

A Hay 1939.

It was reco.gnized that the operations of a British or
Allied Fleot in the Far' Eastwere dependent on the integrity
of Singapore vyhich Y/as vital both to Allied defence policy and
to the strategical situation in the Indian Ocean, Par East and

Australasia. In view of pro-occupation in the West, British
strategjr in. the Far East YTould at first be defensive, Yrlth
preparation for the eventual despatch of naval reinforcements.
On the other hand it Y/as realized that if the Allies r/ere

defeated In the West then the Fen East Y/oeild inevitably fall.
Guarantees to Eastern Mediterranean pov/ers could .not be over-looked,
in v/hich connectio.n it Yvas hoped the.t operations against
Italy would yield early results.

Whilst it was aclcnowledged that the issue could not be

decided in adva.nce, the wealoening of the British Eastern

Mediterranean Flo.jt should .not lightly be undertaken; the future
Govermnent woYild have to decide, in consultation v/ith the
French, the re-distribution of British .naval forces. In the

meantime plans for Anglo-Fre.nch co-opers.tion wouild provide
for t^To extreme- co.ntingencies - temporary abandonment of naval
control either in the Far East or in the Eastern Mediterranean.

In connection with the land forces, plans Y'/ere to be jprepared
for French forces in I.ndo-China to operate T/ith the Chinese

against the Japanese in South China, TYith a viev; to freeing the
Hong Kong area a.nd ge.nerally supporting Chinese irreguler forces.
Fre.nch and British garrisons i.n North China v/ere to act

identically, a.nd it was a.ccepted tho.t these garrisons would be
withdrav/n before the start of hostilities. ,

The Anglo-French Naval, Military and Air lorce Confere.ncc

A.M. Pile

s. 1361
Snc. 1.i d/d
17 May 1939.
"Conversatio.ns \7ith the C.

As a.n outcome of the Lo,ndon Anglo-French Staff
Co.nversations, Commanders in the Par East were authorised to

hold discussions in order to.co-ordinate plans, exchange information,
a.nd arrange for liaiso,n. Singapore was to be the rendezvous,

in C. China presidi.ng over a. co.nference which v;as
bety/een to include G.O.C. -China, A.O.C. Far East, G.O.C. Malaya, G.O.C.

British ajid Frecrh Burma, A.O.C. India and the an jropriate Fro.nch represe.ntatives.

in /It
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It v;f:s held during the period 22nd to 27th June, 1939;
British and Prench interests ,;ere intima.tely connected, and it

y/as found possible to reach an een'ly agreement. The rnai

issues discussed included: the attitude of Siam, v/hich y/as

of paramount importance to the secui'ity of rndo-Chiha end

ililaya; this vrould require diplomatic action backed by the
existence of a strong; _i.llied force. Sillied military, naval

and air force strength "vould be required to keep open the
s a coniTunications

and Southern Indo-China;

ba.ses to the Japanese.

in the of Bengal a.nd between Singapore
such forces would also deny advanced

Ibid

]2nc.32...d/d.
29 Juno 1939

The measm'-es recommended rs being necessary at the outbreak
the co-ordinated

The im;..ediate
of vnr (with Japanese intervention), -vere:
jpolicy of with-drawal of rrarrisons in North China.
dGS'oatch of land reinforcements to Singapore, for in the event,

the China Fleet could not caiarantee their protection.

Defence programmes should be arcelerated, and local naval and

.i/u defences in Singapore completed. The stren.gth of the
in Malaya should be immediately increased to a total of

of wa

1Zl6 squadrons and the air forces in Indo-China enlarged.

Should Japan not intervene after the outbreak of vrr in

Europe, it y/ould be noccssaLry to sup^oi't any diplomatic action
and to evacuateto ensure a correct attitude on the pnit of Siam;

the civil populatio.n of China.

The Conferonce y/-as gra.vely concerned \rith the general
i,nadequo.cy of _-.lliod Naval s.nd Forces in the Fa.r East,

This situatio,n had

whic

placed the Japanese in a suxoo

h

. aor position,
arisen through naval commitments in Evirope;
raents would be spared for the Po.r East in peace time,
considered essential that provision should be made for an^precdaD]jr
laroier Allied Air Force to be sto.tionod permamently in the

as no naval reinforce-
it was

Par .last.

it isApart from the main Go.nclusions of the Conference,
of Interest to study the minutes of the Air Sub-Committee, for

they reveal the policy ■.■.•'hich existed c.t the time. It was a,greed
that Go-o'peration betwe n the two Air Forces y;as of the grcate;..t

yet it yyould not be achieved on the strenrrbhs
The pi'imary Biltish interest v/as the security of

Singapore; ene.my at jack v/as
operations against R..h..E. bases.,
shore-based aircraft from North j..alaya, , . .
role of the R.a.E. v/ould thercfoi'e bo to locate a.nd a.ttack snippirg
especially cari'icrs, to the eastward of Si.ngapore, a.nd to

the establishment of enemy air bases -vathin renige of
stronvth at 1st July 1959 v.t.s p

aircraJ’t. The

iraTjortance,
at the ti.me.

expected In the, form of carrier ,
with svip jloraontary attacks by

Siam or Borneo. The

op'posc
the Islruid.

squaidro.ns''^^ % comprising 40 first-lino
Erc,nch Delegation was particularly suspicious of Siam,
raid urged the iiecessitj^ of being able to tIiroate.u or at j.ac
that Country in the event of o. hostile attitude, ox' bne

seizure of a base .vithin Siam. Co,ncerted xILlied
Biuama (for the R..x.P.)

Bat to achi-.ve these

The air

Japr.no so
air action could take plrace from

1-

-and Csenbodia (for the Preach),
objects it was essential that both Air Forces shonad oe
sub st anti al ly augment o d.

The Director of'Fl'.ns, a.a.:., recko.ning for air cover
i. V/ost Coasts of 2,lilaya and the

4fyitY^bo5tT
,1.'..

Ibid

Enc. 25-'.a d/d over Borneo, the e.ast ai

tVf) 7 g.R.’afTanapTane;, i; yorpedo-oomcer, t Domber, 1 rignter, 1
i; Spotter Flight.

(2) No. 36 (T.3.) Squadron, 12 I.E. Vlldebeeste III)
No.100 (T.B.) Squadron, 12 I.E. Vlldebeeste III)
No.205 (F.B.) squadron, k I.E. Singapore
No, 230 (F.B.)Squadron, 6 I.E. Sunderland
Spotter Flight (S.S.V.A.F.) 6 I.E. Audax

III) Training a

)

lrcralt
not Included)

In ad^tlon, there had been established 1 August 1938 No. h Anti-Aircraft
Co-operation Unit with an I.E. of S Shark and 1 Queen Bee aircraft.
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Gulf of Siam, had envisaged a stren.frth of over 250
aircraft, which, by ejijjanding the sqiiadron stren.gths could
still be contained ?/itltnl6 units. These plans had yet

to receive the approval of C.A.S., v/hen H.Q.l’.E., qiiickly

following-up the recommendations of the recent
Conference, proposed details for accommodation urgently
needed for the enlarged air forces.

The "Period Before Relief" is reconsidered.

Ibid

23a d/d
30 June 1939
IIIv^8D9/l
-"P540 of No.
4 A.A.C.U."

C.I.D. 312nd

meeting
4 March 1938*

[arch 1937 the OverseaIt 7/ill be recalled that in
Defence Committee were required to calculate the reserves
of commodities and stores to be held in dingapoi'e to

cover the xjeriod before the arrival of the main Fleet.
This Comi.iittee took nearly a yea.r to investigate these

matters, and one of their main conclusions was that the

"period before relief" was not necessarily identical with
(i.c. the time which

from

1

period before re-provisioningthe

vrould elapse before the arrival of supply ships
England), but in any case the latter period would not
be shorter since supply ships could not put into

until the Main Fleet had arrived. h_The CommSingapore
ittee

of Irnperiaa Defence agreed that a "period before relief"
of 70 days v/as acceptable, but reserves for 90 days, costing
nearly 93 million, should be held to allow a margin for

This period of JO days wasthe sup :.ly convoys to arr ive,
based on the assumption of a single-handed war with Japan
and the despatch of the Fleet immediately on the out-break

but some doubt ̂ fa.s expressed v/hether it v/ould inof war;
fact bo possible to send the fleet so promptly.
The Chief of Naval Staff omphaSizod that it v;as
essential to adhere either to the 70 day period,
alternatively, if immediate despatch of the Fleet were not

guaranteed, then Singapore should be restocked for 6 months
in order to allov/ the sailing date to be quite open.

or

A year later the Chiefs of Staff re-considered the
because exainination had sho'wn that

C.I.D.

502 - C.
dated

6 June 1939.

"period before relief
in the event of wj.r with Japan breaking out either simultaneously

\/ith, or following the out-break of vox with Germany
and Italy, conditions in European T.’'aters mignt prevent the
Fleet being despatched in less than 90 days. Fuxthermore
the probability of Italy entering the war had to be
considered, and it was thought that the removal of a

lax-go portion of the Ple-.t from the ivioditorranean
r might not be possible.in the early stages of the

The Committee of Iimporial Defence had finally decided that

thex'e Y/orc so many varied and xm.prodicta.blo iarbors ^
that it Y/L.s .not possible to staate definitely how soon^aftor
Japanese intervention a Flo.,t could bo despatched to the

neither \7-as it possible to specify ehe size
circumstances the Chiefs of Sto.ff

the Far East

Far East;
of this Fleet. In these

considered ths.t a complete rc-examin . tion of
and the Joint Flamningsituatio.n was .necessary,

Sub-Goramittee wore instructed to undex-take this task.
As an interim metxsure it was rocommendod tha,t the
"period before relief"

/should
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should be extended to 90 days and the "period before
re-provisioning" to ^03 days, measures v/hich yrould entail

a complete review of the defences, including the size of the
(jar risen. It was- also recommended that the implications of

stocking Malaya with reserves for the popiilation, and the
garrison for a period of 6 months should be investigated.

Japan A.ggravates the Situation.

Since 1932 v/hen the Japanese had almost provoked  a v/ar

over the Shanghai incident, the dianger zone was in the Fax

East, until foiur yeaxs later theag.grossive attitude of Italy
focussed attention to the Mediterranean. But in mid-1939 the

as the result ofpendulum had svaing once more; this time,
humiliations inflicted on British nationals in tho- Teintsin

Concession it appeexod likely that the initial out-break
of hostilities vrould be in the Far

further' Japanese tlireats against our _policy in China prompted
the Cabinet to consider retaliatory mes^smus. These v/cre to

hich mio-ht be met by the

t. This, together with

be inthc nature of economic steps

Enel. I to

Annx. I of

D.P.(P) 61
dated

16 June 1939. Japanese "vith corresjponding measuxes or by more hostile actions

against our concessions in China. Thoi'cfore, if
retaliatory mea.sur'cs were to bo commonced it v/as necessary

to sup -ort them with a display, and if necessary,- the use
of force. It was realized that the decision was a political
one since oux forces i'n the Par East could only be strengthened
by weakening the position in Europe, but the Chiefs of Staff

s sent to Singapore

our position in Euxope v/ould ee so ■./eakoned that retalis-tory
measvues v/ould be militaxily inadvisable, oven though
humiliation must cxise out of our dilemma in China..

w'cre asked to advise whether, if the Fleet -i-

Questions
its time of despatch and the needof the size of the Fleet

for mobilization were also involved.

The report by the Chiefs of Staff is worthy of closer
rlior policies of disarmament

Annex. I to
D.P.(P) 61. examunation for it re-geals the e

had so weakened the Wa-yj'- that when the Ca.binet of the day
required the asstua-nce of force to back its foreign policy it
could only command a. fleet of tv/o batele-ships.'

Chiefs of Staff had
X \;ith the three Axis powers,

it "was not reckoned that r/o

Drvring the previous two jroars the
been expecting simultaneous
and even elth the aid of Franco
should be strong enough to dofond our i'aterest against all
thre.. nations. The crux of the Far East problem lay in naval
strength, in which respect our guara'atees to G-reoce und Roumania,
together -with the pact v/ith Turkey made it difficult to quit
the Eastern Mediterranean. At this time 0‘nly 11 capital
ships wurc available, ■'with 2 more in dociyard hands which would
not bo ready ivatil September. To support economic measi.xes

fleet of ships would have to be sent to the Par East
roprosenting the 'minimuB stron,gth to meet the Japanese fleet

aving regard to the strengths oi the Grerman
it was cloax that the despatch of 3

If the

a

9 ca.pital ships. , H
and Italian Plc^-ts

capital ships v/ould endanger oux position in Europe,
position in the Home Theatre was not "co bo endangered,
at least 6 capital ships v/ould need to bo retained in those
waters, together with 3 in the Eastern Ivloditefranean (it
boi'ag assunGd Prance would contx'ol the T/’estorn Mjditerrajcea,n).
Consequently not more than 2 ships covld be sent to reinforce
the China Squadron. Such a force could only secure the Indian
Ocean communications road act as a deterrent to the Japanese
from undertalcing opcra.tions in Austra.lo.sian v/a.tcrs. If Japan
started hostilities after the axrival of our two capital ships,
and we wore v/ithout the active co-operation of the United btCutes

Oi

then

/Fleet

(l) Gk/rman Fle...t - 2 battle cruisers, 3 pocket battleships.
Italian Fleet - 2 ba.ttloships.
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Fleet, the China Fleet v/ould firstly have to withdraw to Singapore,
leaving Hong Kong to its o-wn resources, then later if the enemy
fleet moved "into the Singapore area y/e should again retire with

the majority of our naval forces to Ceylon. Singapore -would be
invested and we sho;.ild be faced y/ith the necessity of sending

a relieving force of not less than 8 capital ships, so denuding
the Eastern Mediterranean of 3 ships and the Home Fleet of an

equal number. Therefore, y/ithout the support of the U.S.A.
the force of 2 battle ships in the Far Hast could achieve only
limited results, and it y/ould not be justifiable to take any
avoidable action which might lead to hostilities 'with Japan.
Onljr if vfai' were forced upon us v/ould it be essential to take

steps to protect the sea coimamications in the Indian Ocean by
Although such a commitmentsending capital ships to the Far Hast,

could be met y/ith partial ITa-val mobilisation it v/ould not be

sound to take any action ’which might lead to general hostilities
\without full mobilisation of the naval forces; in fact it would

be desirable to undertake general mobilisation of all three

Services.

The Committee of Imperial Defence debated at some length
the implications of taking economic action against Japan, and some '
interesting opinions were recorded. The Prime Minister (Mr.
Chamberlain) agreed that the attitude of both U.S.A. and Russia
vrould remain doubtful, and that once v/ar br'oke out the Axis
Powers would all sooner or later be ranged against us y/ith

we should not be strong enough in all
Six capital ships in

the absolute minimum, and a Par Eastern Fleet

Prance as oirr only ally;

three parts of the world simultaneously.
Home Maters y/as

C.I.D.

362nd meeting
26 June 1939.

must bo at least strong enough to accept action -with the Japianese,
for Foreign Af.airs, took the

but at the
Lord Halifax, Secretary of State
vie’W that the Japanese iirould not force wcjt upon us,

time they -u'ould not be iirpressed by the despatch of a
o.nd even if the Fleet were at Singapore it

even relieve

same

Fleet to Singav)ore;
could do nothing to prevent us being humilia.ted nor

Lord Chatfield, Minister for Co-ordination of Defence
Chief of Naval Staff, Avcrc in favour of

st as an alternative

Hong Kong,
and Six' Dudley Pound
reinforcing our submarine strength in the Far
measeire of naval strength. The Prime I .inis ter suummed up by

in no position to trice rotrliatory action y/hich
and the Axis Po'w.irs. Whilst

stating we woro ;

might lead to wo.r agai.nst Japan
rcco.pyiising that there would bo merkud public fooling, and that

s impossible to pi'ovent the Go,iitinuancG of local insults

in China, ho felt that the negotiations proceeding i'S Tokyo
offered some chance of inprovomont in the situation,

s stron.cfly supiiortod by Lord Halifax and Sir Johxi
in favoui’ of taking economic

it

L'li this

view’ he was

Simon, although Lord Chatfiold y/as
action follow/ed by the assembling of the Fleet in the Eastern

decided th.?i; no retaliatoryIn the c.nd it ‘.w

taken in ord^r that the success of the Tolcyo

nogotiatio.ns v/ould not be jeo-pardised; 6 ca,pital ships in
bsolutc minimum, but the reinforcing of our

Finally the

ivio d it cr r ane an.

measures v/ould be

1 fat OX'S v/as an aHomo

Par Eastern submarine strength was to be examined.
Chiefs of Staff were aslcod to consider the possibilities of

and if the Tokyo negotiationsv/ithdrav/a.l from Peking and Tientsin:
failed whether it wouAd be advisable to carry out beforehand any

of the war-like preparations they had at first cnvisa.god.

The Chiefs of Staff duly uxominod these requirements and

found it y/as .not possible to reinforce our submarine strength
in the Far Ea.st,

Peking and Tientsin garrisons, but
politica.1. Certain pre-pc.rai.tory measux'os should be implcme.ntGd
in the eve.nt of the situation detorioro,ti.ng; these were the despatch
o.broad of personnel necessary to bring overseas garrisons up to

y/ar Gstc.blishmc.nt, and the move from Hong Kong to Singapoi'O of
500 doclcyard wox'tanon requix’cd to put the navc.l base i.n a sta.to
of readiness for use; apart from these measures it y/as not

recommended that other war-like preparations should be under-

talcen. So, to all intents and purposes the Government's proposals

/for

They h.ad always advocated the withdra-wal of the
the issues involved had been

G.I.D. 373rd

meeting dated
3 Augci.st 1939.
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for taking firm action against Japanese aggression.
Although it was only to have been in the form of eoonomio
measures, England was not strong enough at the time to incur
the risk of war.

‘  C.I.D. 367th Whilst the decision concerning economic measures had
meeting dated been in abeyance the Chiefs of Staff had realised that- the
21 July 1939* • prospect of a successful outcome to the Tokyo negotiations

did not appear hopeful, and, in consequence they revievfed the
question of reinforcements if or overseas garrisons. The
Prime Minister was inclined not to accept their view and
preferred to await developments of the negotiations.
But the Chiefs of Staff were firmly convinced there was a

. possibility of war breaking out within two or three months.
The feeling was that the Singapore defences should be
strengthened to deter the Japanese and to restore our
pre’stige. It was therefore decided by the Committee of
Imperial Defence that the Government of Indians offer to
release force "Emu” (a. brigade), and two bomber squadrons
should be accepted, and that in addition two bomber
squadrons (l) should be sent out to Singapore from
England.

Simim^y. - Period 1936 to 1939

The unfavourable position expected in 1936 vis-a-vis
Japan prompted the 0.I.D. to recommend the programme of
the Second Stage Defences which was to include the
completion of the 5 x 15 inch guns and the preparation.of
two more airfields. At this time, to complete the Pirst
Stage the Navy required a further minefield; the Anny
a third Battalion for tho Garrison, whilst the needs of
the R.A.P. were slightly more involved. Tho assurance
of air reinforoomehts from other Commands Was required,
together with the establishment of an adequate air route into
Singapore. The necessity for reconnaissance aircraft was
again stressed, and the question of opening landing

•  . grounds on tho East doast, of Malaya for their use was
raised.'for the first time.' No. 230 Plying-Boat Squadron
arrived in Singapore November 1936 to augment the
reconnaissance force. The Chiefs of Staff were greatly
in favour of tho Second Stage Defences being implemented
for such a measure would enable the Island to hold out
until the arrival of the pieet for a much longer period
than provided by the earlier Defences. Additionally, the
plans for the defence of Penang were revived and were
to include 2 x 9*2 inch guns as well as the expectation
of a G.R. Squadron.

/At

(1) No. 34 (b) Squadron, 16 I . E. Blenheim I arrived Singapore
8th September 1939*

No. 62 (b) Squadron, I6 I.E. Blenheim I arrived Singapore
22nd September, 1939.
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n
At this time the Dutch raised proposals for

oollaboration in the par East, but nothing happened beyond
an exchange of technical information for the Chiefs of Staff
v/oro opposed to any policy of mutml assistance^ "B y the
end of 1936, realizing hov/ the performance of aircraft was
improving the C. I.i). had raised the existing scale of anti
aircraft defences from 24 to 72 guns, with the necessaiy
searchlights; but apart from local defence plans, the
'•period before relief", (which has always been assumed
42 days) was reconsidered and lengthier alternatives
investigated. , At the 1937 Imperial Conference representa
tives f2x»m Australia and Now Zealand caused the Government to
define their Par Eastern policy, and promise was made that
even with simultaneous hostilities occurring in the Par East
and Europe, a Plcet v^ould be sent to Singapore to contain
the Japanese; those principles vfero rc-affirmed by Oversea
Defence Committee a year later. The oilfields in Borneo
were next to receive attention; up to this time they were
to bo defended by local forces but this idea was revised in
favour of a Denial Scheme v/hich vrould render the oil fields
useless to an invader.

as

The Anglo-French Conversations in mid-1939 defined the

principles of oollaboration in the Par East, and the
detailed conference of English and French Commanders which
followed at Singapore emphasized the need for a substantial
increase in naval and air forces, and rocomraondations were

•  made for;the'existing Royal Air Force strength to be raised ‘
;  from 5 to I6 Squadrons. in the meantime the question of the
•  "period before relief" was being investigated at great
length.but.Witliiout^.GOUclusive resultp., until.in 1939 the
Chiefs .of Staff,. in assessing, the. chances of war vri.th Italy
were-bbligod to. re-considor tho policy of sending a Fleet
to the Far East. As an interim measure the "period" was
extended to 90 days, v/ith a forecast of the possibility of
180 days. The ■ JaiDanes.© v/ere noy/ doing so much to aggravate
the situation, that the -Cf'.binot was obliged to consider
retaliation■in the form, of economic measures backed by a
display of force. .But upon examination,it v/as revealed that
not', more. than, two capital ships could be sent to the For
East without ondc,ngering pur position in Europe. The
project therefore had to'be dropped and reliance placed on
negotiations in Tokyo. The Chiefs of Staff v,roro less
hopeful than, the Cabinet .on the outcome of those talks,
consequently, they pressed for ro-inforcements for Singapore;
India's offer of a Brigade and tv70 air squadrons was
accepted, and two Bomber Squadrons - Nos. 34 and 62 were
sent out from England in September 1939.

/Tho Pefenoe Polioy Begins to Changa
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The Defence Policy Begins to Change

Early in 1940 the various authorities in Singapore began
to realize the need for drastic revision of the defence policy.
There were two conflicting calls upon the manpower of Ivialaya;
industry and defence.
G.0.C. had advised tho Governor, Straits Settlements
(sir Shenton Thomas)(vthat the Volunteers needed more training
to increase their efficiency. The Governor ’was obliged to

appeal to the Colonial Office, for such a measure seriously
alarmed those engaged in the tin and rubber industries, as well

as the shipping and mercantile firms. . Business was beginning
to improve after a period of pre-war depression, and the

possibilities of war virith Japan Tfere considered to be receding,
mainly because of Japan's e^iiausting war in China. Economic

warfare was under development, and the Malayan contribution was

very substantial. Under these circumstances the Governor

conceived it his duty to give absolute priority to the claims of

industry, and vdiilst admitting the failure of the peace-time
Volunteer system, he would not agree to the Army's demand for

compulsory service. This action had focussed attention on

defence generally, and it had been realiz'ed that if the Air
Defences were increased there would be less need for

conscription, Y/ith the resulting improvement in the industrial

situation. He envisaged five possible methods of attack:
directly upon Singaj)ore; a landing at Mersing on the East Coast

of Johore; the establisliment of a base in Borneo, or in the

Netherlands East Indies; and lastly, in Siam. All such methods,
he considered, v/ere dependent upon the ability of the enemy to
overcome our sea and air defences, but any landings at a

distance from the fortress could only be opposed by air action.

He therefore advocated tliat the R.A.P. in Malaya should be

appreciably increased, vrith a consequent reduction in the land
forces, apart from a/A units. A stronger Air Force would bo
the primary moans of defence, as v/ell as acting as a deterrent
and a stabilizing influence.

Shortly before the outbreak of vrar, the

O.D.C. (40)13
d/d

28 Feb. '40.)

A.M. File

S.3915
"Par East Defence

Policy - Part I" Far EastSimilar views were held by the A.O.C.

(a.V.lvi.Babington),^ )-whose conception of air strength in Malaya
Yvas based on the conclusions of the recent Anglo-French
Conference. In a memorandum to the Air Ministry he pointed out
that Y/hilst in the. past Far East defence plans had boon evolved

13th March, 1940. around the despatch of the main Fleet, such assumptions v/erc no
longer feasible. Defence of Singapore must now be included
v/ithin the general defence of Malaya, including provision against
attack through Siam and Borneo; but the military garrison were

unable to undertake any commitment outside the Island of

Singapore; the strip of Johore bounded bj'- the Mersing-Kluang
line, and Penang. Enemy landings were physically possible in

many places in Malaya, Siam and Borneo, yet if it was iinx^ossiblo
for the Army to dispute such attempts, then their defence must
be entrusted to the other tvro Services. With no naval forces

available for the Far East, the defence v/ould therefore depend
exclusively on the R.A.F. It was the A.O.C's. opinion that

such a state of affairs should be properly realized, for he was

in no doubt that if the enemy obtained a foothold in Malaya,
the fate of Singapore was sealed. Consequently, not only did
he advise the strengthening of the R.A.P., but he went further

to suggest that such an extension of the defences wrould free

the Army from their localised role, and so allow them to support
a defensive organisation based prhiiarily upon the use of air
forces.

Enc. 13A

d/d

Ibid.

/'The

(i; Sir Shenton Thoimas had assumed office 9 Nov. 1934 vice Sir Cecil Clementi.

(2) A.V.M.Babington had become A.O.C. I'ar East on 9 Sep.1938.
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The Army had revised their defence plan to one involving the

retention of the whole of Malaya by a policy of extended defence,

requiring adequate reinforcements, specially in aircraft.
views of the G.O.C. (Major General Bond) were contained in an

He considered

Enc.35A d/d
13th April,
1940.

39A d/d
16th May, 194-0 Appreciation, and were based on many new factors,

the increase of the "period before relief" from 90 days to 180
days v/ould allow the enemy to embark U]pon a more deliberate

operation at greater distance from the fortre
experience in landing operations gained bj" the Japanese enabled

them to land at any East or West coast port.
South China had been occupied bj^ the Japanese it was possible for
them to assemble an expeditionary force ostensibly for use in

China, but which in reality ivould be employed in  a "coup de main"
against Singapore,
possible for the enemy to fly boiribers into advanced bases, from
which miglit be- staged land-based attacks on the Island,
respect there would be no technical difficulty in moving large
forces into the frontier provinces of Siam, for the Japanese had
made increased economic penetration into that country,
the fighting efficiency of the Volunteers had to be discounted,
for they would not be called out oT\ring to the necessity of

maintaining Malayas' contribution towards economic warfare,

offset these new contingencies the G.O.C. calculated that

reinforcements to a scale in excess of 3 Divisions would be

required,
greater than he miglat expect, and also that the Navy could not

play an effective part in the defence, he formulated a new plan.
By this the R.a.E. would be -made absolutely responsible, if not

for the detection and destruction of any force before it reached

Malaya, then at least for ensuring that no base was maintained.

The responsibility of the Army would then be confined to; the

defence of -Singapore and Penang; the defence of the northern

area to safeguard the airfields at Kota Bahru, Alor Star and

Sungoi Patani; the beach defences at probable points of attack

at itiersing, Endau and Kota Bahru; defence in depth to prevent
any penetration from the East and West coasts reacliing the north

to south communications; and the anti-aircraft defences of the
Base.

The

The greatss.

Since Hainan and

Also their southv/ard advance had made it

In this

Lastly,

To

But recognising that such forces were considerably

To accomplish such a programme the G.O.G. was of the
establish a

I?)
opinion that reinforcements could be reduced
garrison of 4- Brigade groups and 4- battalions

The Governor's Despatch was placed before the Oversea
Defence Committee -whose conclusions were as folloyra:-

(a)O.D.C. (4-0)19
d/d 20th March,
194-0.

Although the security of Singa'pore is vital to the
safety of the British Empire, it is not proposed to refer

the matter to the Chiefs of Ltaff, as it is out of the

question to make any change in -present policy.

(^o) Owing to the need to expand the R.A.E. to achieve
superiority over the Germans, only a minimum can be

spared for such places where danger is not imminent.
Preparations are in hand for an increase in the Middle

East and India, which would form a strategical reserve
for the Ear East.

(c) Whilst it is realized that R.A.E. strength in Singapore
is only half the war time establishment, it is

/impracticabla

(1) Proposed Army Distribution

- 3 battalions
- 1 battalion

- 1 brigade group plus A/A group;
and 1 anti-tank battery.

- 1 brigade group
Central Reserve - 1 mechanised, brigade group, 2 ant-i-tank batteries, 1 coy.

tanks and Armoured cars.,

- force EMU as at present.

Singapore
Penang
Northern Front for Kelantan, 1 battalio

Western Coast

East Johore

A

n
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impracticable to consider any increase in the near
future of the responsibilities borne by the R.A.P. i
Singapore.

xn

Thus it is more than ever necessary to make certain the
existing defences are as efficient as possible. It
is realized the efficiency of the Volunteer Defence
Forces is far below war time level, and whilst it is
recognised that Malayas' economic contribution is of
first importance, some scheme should be devised to
improve the standard of efficiency of the Volunteers;
consideration should again be given to the
introduction of conscription.

I

(e) There is no source from which troops might be drawn to
replace the Volunteers.

The reaction from Singapore concerning the O.D.C.'s ruling
deplored^the fact that no air force reinforcements would be
forthcoming, and that reliance must be placed on the Volunteers.
In the knowledge that the Civil Administration endorsed his
views, the A.O.C. once again drew the attention of Air Ministry
to his opinion that ground forces could.not hold Malaya
Singapore, and in consequence their role should be adjusted to
Air Force requirements. But realizing that he could only hope
for air reinforcements from the strategic reserve being formed
in India, he asked that he be informed of its strength and
composition in order that preparations might be made to receive
the squadrons in Malaya,
satisfied with the O.D.C.

matter in England. He seemed particularly concerned with the
civilian manpower situation, and offered a paper in which he
stated that in an emergency every civilian v/ould be used for
special duties, but in the meantiine no portion of the man-power'
could be immobilised in training or waiting on the development
of the invaders' plan of attack;
was all that could be offered.

or

The Governor also was far from

decisions, and wished to discuss the

in fact, spare-time training
Despite these various protests

A.M. File

S.3915 Pt.I
Enc. 20A

d/d'10th
April, 19AO.

O.D.G. (A0)30
d/d
9th May, 194-0.

the O.D.C. were unable to offei’ any definite measure of help.
They could only repeat that no land or air reinforcements would
be made available for Singapore, although the Chiefs of Staff
were making an urgent strategical appreciation of the Far East
situation. They again urged the need for conscription to bo
considered, and because the Governor's visit had revealed that

action had been taken (as a result of their earlier
recommendation), to train the Defence Force, the O.D.C. called
for an early report from the acting Governor of Singa|3ore.

no

O.D.C. (40) 5th
Meeting d/d
I6th May, 194D.

.  _ Meanwhile, the A.0.0. and G.0.C., realizing that hope of
reinforcements had disappeared with the recent decisions of the

-^*^”'0 O.D.C. , v/cre obliged once more to consider their meagre resources,
Enc.lSA d/d Earlier in the year, an exchange of letters had revealed marked
2bth March 194-0, differences in their conception of the defence of Malaya.

Although the G.O.C. had conceded that the defence of all Malaya
wras essential, ho had maintained that such defence should be the
responsibility of the R.A.F. , since Ms regular troops would be
required for the concentrated defence of Singapore. He had, in
fact, invited the A.O.G. to contribute towards an Appreciation,
bu-t the latter had declined to do so. Now, wi.th little hope of
reinforcements, the position T/as further aggravated, and the
Commanders began to submit their problems to the Air Ministry and
War Office. Faced with such conflicting oj)inions, which reached
a climax at a Defence Committee Meeting, the. Acting Governor (in
the continued absence of Sir Shenton Thomas)V)appealed to the

Ibid

Enc.50A d/d
23rd June 194D

/CMefs

(1) The Governor returned to Singapore fx-om U.K. leave on 6 Dec,194D,
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His summary of the problem
The G.0.0. considered the fate of Malaya and

Chiefs of Staff for arbitration.

12k d/d
27th June 194-0

was as follows:

Singapore interdependent after two.months,*yet the security of
Singapore against direct naval attack or from landings Vfithin

striking distance did not permit any reduction or deployment of

the garrison of the fortress,
then the R.A.F. fail to disperse enemy attacks, the position of
Singapore would be gravely endangered,
practically all the garrison concentrated in the Singapore and

south Johore area”''^ , and only one battalion at Alor Star, (which
even then vrould denude Penang of trooi;)s), Y/-ith the Volunteers,
totalling 5757 ineii at various points on the mainland for security
and airfield defence dutios.

V/ere the defences extended and

Consequently he wanted

the periIn the view of the A.O.C. od

of endurance of Singapore and Malaya was governed mainly by air
action, the controlling factor of wliicli Y/as the ani-ival of

reinforcements along the air route, and the safeguarding of the

airfields for use of the new squadrons,
utmost importance that such airfields as Alor Star, Sungei Patani,
Kota Bahru and Kuanton should be guarded by ground forces,

despite the fact the G.O.C. relied upon the R.A.F. plus one
battalion to prevent an attack via Siam, (and contrai'y to his
earlier Appreciation) tMs officer refused to give protection to
mainland airfields,

with the G.O.C.'s principle of concentrated defences as an

insurance against failure by the R.A.P. in the north, he realised

such a policy would mean the loss of all facilities for air

operations outside the Singapore area, vj-hereupon the R.A.P. vrould

be exposed to attacks by land-based enemy aircraft, from which

neither they, nor the Island could long survive,
convinced that the weaknesses disclosed v/ero so vital that the

only hope lay in strong reinforcements,
their reply, could only state, as a result of the Chiefs of Staff

Appreciation, that the defences of Malaya should bo put at a state
of 5 days warning, and that the Govornrnont of Australia had boon
asked to send reinforcoments to the scale of one division and two

squadrons,
of resources, and in turn, the differences of opinion of the A.O.G.
and G.O.C.

It was therefore of

Yet

Whilst the Acting Governor could sympathise

He v/as therefore

The Colonial Office in

This, it was hoped vrould partially remedy the lack

Ibid

Snc.57A d/d
3rd July 194J3

Ibid

Enc.53A

28th Juno 194-0

At this staige there occurred one of the major events of the

The Chiefs of Staff, in an Appreciation
on the Par East strategy, stated that the balance of naval strength
in the Mediterranean and home vYaters had completely altered,
formerly the French would have remained in the Mediterranean to

contain the Italians and so allov/ the departure of the British
Ploet to the Par East, such course of action vYas no longer possible
for it would allow the Italian Fleet conmand of the Mediterranean,
as well as freedom to reinforce the Gorman Fleet in home v/aters.

V/ar - France v/as defeated.

Whilst

Furthermore there were indications of Japan contemplating moves to
improve her economic and strategic position, in spite of her
military commitments in China and the potential hostility of U.S
U. S. S.R. and the British Empire,
a bastion of defence as envisaged by the xvnglo-French Conference;
any further advances by the Japanese into that country - or the
K.E.I. and Siam, would gravely endanger the security of Singapore.
Airfields v/ere being developed in Siani, and the range of aircraft
was increasing so-that it was evident that defence could no longer
be concentrated in Singapore but would have to be spread through-

The Fleet could not bo spared for the Far East,
consequently, (and as a complete reversal of the O.D.C.
earlier in the year) the land and air forces would have to be
strengthened,

one division and two squadrons R.A.a.F. to Malaya.

French Indo-China v/as no longer

out Malaya.
decisions

As an urgent measure, Australia was asked to send

Their respons

A.M. Pile

S.2563
Enc. Ml d/d
16th iiug. '
and

C.O.S.(4f))592

4-0

e

/viras

(1) oingapore Garrison

8 regular battalions, coast defence and a/A units; total 11579 troops.
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was iiranediate, and iDy the end of July, 2 squadrons were in

Bingapore^^-' , whilst another was to follow in Augusts^).
jVlinistry, in reply to the Acting Governor's appeal concerning the
differences of the two Oorrananders, as well as to the ji.O.C.'s

explanation of the affair, advised H. Q. Par East of the new

defence policy,
by the C.O.S. were in the nature of a long-term policy, and until

they could be provided their absence would be made up by
additional land forces.

336 aircraft'^'', v/hich would not be achieved until the end of 19^i

The Air

It v/as emphasized that the air forces proposed

The recommended establishment totalled

A.A. pile

S. 3915 Part I

Enc.73A d/d
15th iiUgUSt,
19A0

S.2563 'G.O.S.
ii.p jreciat ion
Enc. 1 a

d/d 1 6 Aug. I4 As an intermediate programme it was the aim0 at the earliest,

to re-equip the existing squadrons at Singapore, and to provide
in addition, 2 G.R. and 2 Pighter Squadrons,
programme was ambitious, and was dependent on the claims of the

Middle East v^hose active operations Trould take precedence over

the claims of the Par East, unless the situation in that theatre
should deteriorate,

reinforcements the A.O.C. pressed for the early despatch of

ground personnel and stores, but the Air Ministry could promise
nothing beyond the concurrent arrival of personnel and aircraft.

He was more successful, however, in his suggestion to enlarge
the accommodation at i^lor Star and Kota Bahru to receive the

But even such a

AS a result of this likelihood ofIbid

Encs. 81 A . d/d
24th August
1940, and

82x „ d/d
26th August
1940. imminent reinforcements, for authority was given to expand these

establishments by tv/ice their previous size.

The Par East Oommanders Tactical ji.poreciation

The Chiefs of Staff now instructed the Commanders in theIbid

Enc.83a d/d
3th September
1940.

Par East to produce a Tactical Appreciation based on their ovm

Appreciation.

A.O.C. in C. Par East, G.O.G. Malaya and C. in C. East Indies.

This paper v/as to be in three parts depending on the
reinforcements available - the addition of 1 division;

divisions and 4 squadrons;
Conversations v/ith the Dutch were to be considered as part of the

Recommendations were to be made on

G.in G. China,The authorities concerned vrare:

or 2

6 Brigades and 22 squadrons.or

reinforcement programme.
other subjects, including the defence and provision of air forces

at Kuching; the proxTOsed garrison of I'/talaya (assuming the
Japanese to be established in Indo-China); scale and
distribution of a/A defences; modifications to coast defences
and local seaward defences; and the role and organisation of the
Volunteers. On completion of this Apx)reciation a JointEnc.96a d/d

18th September
1940

Conference was to be convened by the Governor of Malaya, and

conducted by Commanders in the Par East, with invitations to

representatives from India, Burma, Australia and New Zealand.

At the time the Chiefs of Staffs originated the Terms for this

Conference they decided that the defence of the Bay of Bengal
and Burma should remain the responsibility of Commanders in the

Par East, and not be vested in the Indian Government.

In accordance with Chiefs of Staff instructions the three

Par East Commanders, A.V.M. Babington, Lt. Gen. Bond and

Vice Admiral Layton produced a Tactical Appreciation on 1 6th
October, 1940.
Appreciation and in consequence their report was based on the

/telegraphed

They wore T/ithout the full text of the C.O. 3.

A.M. Pile

S.2563
Enc. 4^1 d/d
I6th Oct. 1940.

21 (General Purpose) Squadron, WIrraways arrived 30 July,19UC by sea.

No. 1 (G.R.) squadron, Hudsons arrived Sembawang  k July,19i+0 from Australia via Sourabaya.
J) No.

(2) No. 8 (G.R.) Squadron, Hudsons arrived Sembawang 9 Aug. 19i40,

- 4 Bomber Sqdns.(64 a/c)

- 2 Torp. Bomber Sqdns.(32 a/c)

- 2 G. Recce. Sqdns. (42 a/c)

2 Fighter(3) North Malaya

Singapore

East Malaya

 Sqdns. (32 a/c)

2 Fighter Sqdns.(32 ale)

1 Flying Boat Sqdn.(b Sjc) ) 22 Squadrons; 336 Aircraft
2 Flying Boat Sqdns. (12 va/c))
2 G.Recce Sqdns. (42 a/c)

)

)

)
N.E. Indian Ocean - 3 G.Recce. Sqdns. (42 a/c.)

- 2 Bomber Sqdns. (32 a/c)Borneo

NOTE: Burma is not included.
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tclGgrjajjhcd summary,
T/orked v/as tho policy to rely primarily on air povror; and the

necessity to hold all Ivialaya rather than a concentrated defence of

Singapore Y/as emphasized,
form of attack was from Thailand, and not only did they realize
how Japan had ample forces, despite her commitments ii: China, hut
Singapore would ho within range of heavy homhers based in Thailand,

although the course open to the Lillies Y/as purely defensive, they
drew attention to the fact that because a Japanese landing in
Thailand was not to he regarded as an act of war, the enemy Yrould
he able to mount an attack upon the Northern Frontier before
counter action could bo taken.

One of the basic iplo s upon which they

They v/ere aware that the most probable

In this respect it was lurgod that
the British should advance into South Siam once the Japanese had
landed. The roles of the three Services y/ore then defined; the

R.A.F. would be responsible for repulsing the attacks at sea and

during landing; or attacking advancing troojis or landing grounds
and bases,

and air bases and the defeat of any JajJanese forces which desxsite
R.A.F. or Naval action, had gained e, footing,
that until the R.A.F. v/ere reinforced theiT deficiencies Yvould be

The Army would undertake the close defence of naval

It was recognised

made up by land forces,

three parts stipulated by the varying reinforcements, but the
final R.A.F. strength recommended called for an increase over the
C.O.S. figure of 366 aircraft,
unreliability of air reinforcements and the.expectation of

simultaneous attacks from Siam together with
further south.

The i^jpreciation y/as prepared in the

allowances were made for the

seaborne expedition

The minimum total required therefore, was 566
first-line .aircraft for the defence of Malaya, including Borneo
and Burma.^'-^

s.

The eventual requii’ements in land forces amounted to a 'total
of 26 regular infantry battalions and other elements.
Y/ere to be 4 Brigade Groups of 3 battalions each in Malaya, with
fixed gai-risons at; Singapore, 5 battalions; Penang, 2 Battalions;
Kota Bahru and Kuantan, 1+ Battalions; and Borneo, 3 battalions.

There

With regard to conversations YYith the Dutch, the Commanders
pointed out how in September they had already suggested such
collaboration Y/ith the N.E.I. authorities,

that air forces v/ould be based on Kuching and Miri (Borneo) until
the reinforcement xorograimiie was virtually conipilcte (at YYhich stage
troops should be stationed there also); in the moantime aircraft
for reconnaissance could be flovm over to Borneo v/ithin A to 6
hours.

It was not anticinate

The A.ji. defences were also considered, and the totals

d

recommended vrere: heavy guns I76; light guns 100; searchlights
186.

/The Singapore Conference, 0ctobor19A0.

(1) Reconnaissance and attacks on seaborne forces

Bombers for striking land based enemy
Fighters for jprotGction of vital areas
Army Co-operation

186

192

1AA

44

366Total I
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The Singapore Conference, October 19A-0-

The date of the Singapore Conference was eventually-
arranged for 22nd October, 1940, and as it was hoped the

representatives from U.S.A. and N.E.I. vrould attend the

chairmanship was altered so as to allo\T the C. in 0. China

to preside. "When the Conference sat, their conclusions
had to be based on the telegraphic summary of the C.O.S.
Appreciation because the full text had not then reached
Singapore. Their main assumptions -were the neutrality of

U.S.A., and the probable intervention of N.E.I., and the
foremost consideration was to ensure the securitj'- of iifelaya.

It was agreed that the Army and Air Forces in Ivialaya including
the reinforcements then being provided, were both in numbers

and equipment, far belowr those required, especially in view of

the inadequac}'- of naval forces. Such deficiencies needed

•  immediate remedy, and it was recommended that the further

co-operation of India, Australia and New Zealand should be

sought. Concentration of an adequate force at any 'bhreatened
point was the only v/ay to make the best use of the aircraft

available, and to further this aim it was essential to make

immediate provision for the usual facilities and ground
organisation,
recommended as follovra:

Australia, 312; Nevf Zealand, 60;
and New Hebrides, 8; Fiji and Tonga, 9; Indian Ocean, 8j.
The air forces i'n Australia, Nevir Zealand and India at the time,
were considered to be so inadequate that it -was impossible
further to reduce them except to meet an extreme emergency in

Malaya.

The minimum air strength in the Par East vfas
Burma and Malaya, 582;

New Guinea, Solomon Islands

Ibid

Enc.69A d/d
31 st October
1940

Ibid

Enc.1l9A

d/d 1st
December

1940

The Australians, whose securitj’ Vdas especially
dependent upion that of Singapore, were gravely concerned by. the
weaknesses in Malaj'-a as revealed by the Conference. They had
been led to believe, particularly by advice from the United

Kingdom Government in the 1937 discussions, that the situation

would have been much better. They remembered the defence
policy of that time, which had been directed to secure the

Base from attack, and to ensure that it would indeed hold out.

Nevertheless they were ready to help once again. Three
squadrons had already gone to Singapore, but further
reinforcements were not possible; on the contrary Australia
urged the allotment of modern type aircraft to implement the

expansion of the R.A.A.F. They were better equipped vvith land

forces, hov/ever, for a brigade was offered as a tenporary
measure for Singapore as vrell as large quantities of small arms

and ammunition; also 8 x 3*7 inch A/A guns which would need
to be diverted from despatch to the United Kingdom.

The Chiefs of Staff duly examined both the Commanders
Tactical Appreciation and the report on the Singapore Defence
Conference,

forces, and every effort v/as to be made to remedy the situation,
having regard to the demands of theatres which were already the
scene of war.

ideal, but considered their own estimate of 33^ should give
a fair degree of security when taking into account experience
in the Middle East, Malta and Great Britain, (where our Air

The target of 33^
could not be increased before the end of 1 941 ? but the aim/ >,
would be to form 5 Squadrons of Fighters during that year.v' J

/The general

Thej/ appreciated the weakness in land 'and air

They agreed the figure of 582 aircraft was
an

Forces v/ere alwaj^s inferior in numberj.

Air Ministry
File

S.2563
Enc.6a

d/d
10th Jan.'4i•

II 250/30/4
Signal

d/d
9th Jan.'42

A. 925

(U It is not linlikely this decision was kno-wn by the Japanese
On 9th January, .1942, F.E.G;B.- advised Air Ministryas TjellJ

that a document obtained froit a Japanese aircraft crashed in

China showed their estimate of the strength of the R.A.P. in

the Far East, by the end of 1941, as "336" aircraft.
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The (general principle of airfield policy v/as that there should be
.  sufficient airfields to allo?r a concentration of tvro-thirds of

the air forces recommended by the C.O.o. (336), in either North
or South Malaya. They considered the p>rovisio.n of aircraft specially
for Army co-operation to be uneconomical, although the A.A.
co-operation unit would continue to be available for spotting
for fixed defences.

They were agreeable to the recommendation for the final
land strength of 26 Battalions (including 3 for Borneo), in fact
this figLire would be reached by June 1941 after the arrival of the
Indian Division. The proposed scale of A.A. Defence was also

approved and in addition, light A.A. regiments for the defence of
divisions operating on the mainland would also be provided;
but generally, A.A. equipments, like small aimis, could only be
sent gradually.

The Start of the Jar Effort in Malaya.

A.M. File

S.3915 Pt.II
Enc. 26a

Alailst defence measures vfore being eirtrcd at higher levels,
there arose a grov/ing awareness throughout Pialaya of the need for
detailed j)^6pf-nations. On the naval side there is evidence to

shov^ how the United States Navj/' Department made enquiries as to
the availability of the Singapore Naval Base for the use of their
ships; and the Base and its facilities v/ere peit at the disposal
of the U,;j. Fleet at any time.

d/d
9th October

19^^0.

Ibid,
Enc. 6yA.
d/d
1st October

1940

An indication of the increasing interest in defence moaseues
was shown in the action of the Ex-Service Association of Malaya. This
body considored the .measures for the dofenco of the p>opulatip.n
and the security of.the tin and rubber industries to bo totally
indequate; they wanted the immediate appointment of an officer of

the fighting services in supreme control of defence and security.
Such resolutions v/ero laassed to the Acting Governor who not only
Gon^letely disagreed v/ith those proiposals, but considered them to

be offensive. Ho w'as actually satisfied with the existing arrangement
which i^laccd the defence responsibilities on the Heads of the Sox'vice,
yet a.t the same time .^ .e v/as strongly opposed to a military administrator
ta.king over civil defoiice. Kov.'ovcr, the Colonial Office did not,
as the Acting Governor had suggested, express disapproval or

resentment at the keen interest shovm by the Association. Not

only wore cex'tain trustiroi'ty loaders to be given laiowlodgc of the
plans to extend the defence mcasuaes to the v/lsole of Malaya, but
they wGi'c to bo encouraged to make practical suggestions for

improving both civilian defence moa.siuaos and the efficiency of the
7olmitcor Forces. In addition the Colonial Office wore not averse

to the apipointment of n Jiilitaiy Comraander to roplaco the civilian

organisation.

The expansion of the R..i.F. in Malaya v/as also proceeding.
The air' strength in November 1940 'vvas only 8 operational squadrons

totalling 88 aircraft ( Abut plans for re-equipnient

A. C.M.

Brooke-

PophajB' s

/andDespatch
Appendix "L"

XT/ Bombers; Nos. 34 and~S2~squadrons
Reconaaissauico; Nos. 1 and 8 squadrons, R.A.
Torpodo Bombers; Nos. 36 and 100 squadrons
General Rirposo; No. 21 squadron, R.A.xl.F.
Flying Boa.ts; No. 205 squadron

Note: In addition No. 4 A./t.C.U. had an Establishment of 6 Shark II,
6 Swordfish and 4 Queen'Bee --the Swordfish had boon taken

over from, the nova defunct Spotter Unit.

- 24 Blenheims
_^.F.- 24 Hudsons

- 24 Vildoboestes

-  12 1 fir r away s
-  4 Singapores
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and expansion were in-halid, for in an iJ.r
Ministry signal a programme was shovm by which the Vildebeestes

of Nos.36 and 100 Squadrons were to be partly replaced by
21 Beauforts; whilst Nos.34 anh 62. Squadrons v/ould be

re-equipped with.Glen Martin I87s.^" K In addition, 2 Fighter
squadrons, Nos.243 and each vfith I6 I.E. + 8 I.E. Buffaloes
were due for delivery to the Par East in Pebruarj'- 1941j
location at Sungei Patani and Singapore(2), whilst a further
signal forecasted a reserve of sufficient aircraft to raise

two more fighter squadrons. It was pointed out by H.Q. F.E.
that to ineet the sudden influx of fighter aircraft there was

no local exi^erience of operating these aircraft; siiTiilarly
no specialised personnel existed, nor radio equipment or
sufficient S.n.xi. to alloviT of intensive training. In

Sarawak, Kuching airfield was to be extended, and the G.O.C.

had already agreed to supply, in an emergency, an Indian
Platoon as a guard. Also a further platoon would guard Miri

(Borneo) in order to ensure the functioning of the oil
demolition scheme.

Pile

S.3915 Pt.II

Bnc. 1 03A
dated

22nd November

1940.

Ibid

Enc.130A

d/d 7th
December 1940

105A

d/d
23rd November

1940.

There was no doubt of the policy of H.Q.P.E. to
extend the air defences to the Northern Frontier, for it was

proposed to station 3 °f the 4 squadrons (expected bj^ the end
of the year), at Sungei Patani; permission was sought from
Air Ministry, not only to provide accommodation for these

squadrons, but to put up other ten^jorary buildings for a
further three units,

could not agree to such proposals for the Chief of Air Staff

had directed that future lay-outs of airfields and buildings
must incorporate the lessons learnt in the attacks on England
and the Continent, and full dispersal must be adopted for all

aircraft, materia.1 and personnel,
required to reconsider his dispositions on the Frontier.

The authorities at home, however.

The A.O.C. was therefore

Ibid

Enc. 9A

d/d
1st October

1940.

Ibid

Enc. 34 A

7th October
1940.

The Appointment of a Commander-in-Chief.
/Brooke-Popham

Despatch
Para. 1 .

On 17th October, 1940, the post of Commander in Chief,
Far East was established, and Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert

Brooke-Popham vms selected to fill the appointment,
officer, after a distinguished career in the Royal Air Force

retired in 1937 to become Governor-General of Kenya, but later

rejoined the R. A.F. at the outbreak of war.

conmand. General Headquarters, Far East started to operate on
1 8th November, 1940.
made him responsible for the opei’ational control and general
direction of training of all British land and air forces in

Malaya (including Brunei, Sar3.wak and North Borneo), Burma and
Hong Kong; and for the co-ordination of plans for the defence
of these territories.

This

Under his

His directive from the Chiefs of Staff

He v/as also responsible for the British

Ibid

Appendix "A"

Air Forces in Ce3^1on, and the general reconnaissance squadrons
of the R.A.P. which v/erc to be stationed in the Indian Ocean

Subordinate to him v/ere the General Officersand Ba.y of Bengal.
Commanding Malaya, Burma and Hong Kong, also the Air Officer

Commanding Par East,

major military policy and strategy and not relieve the G.O.C

and the A.O.C. of any of their administrative, financial or

normal functions; in fact they would continue to correspond

He was to deal primarily with matters of
O •

Thewith their respective Ministries in the United Kingdom.
0. in C's staff was to consist of only 7 officers. He was

/required

at the opening of(^). This re-equipment never materialized;
the canpaign, these 4 squadrons still had their original
aircraft.

(2). The two squadrons did in fact arrive at Singapore
Majrch/April 1 941 .
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required to co-operate and consult with
rlast Indiesj and C. in C. India; and on matters of routine

interest he would coiTmunicate with the Defence Departments of

Australia and Nev? Zealand, although major policy would go to the
Service Departments of H. ID G-overnmenti
maintained with H.M. representatives in Japan, China, U.S.A.,
Siam, K.E.I. and Indo-China.

Bureau, under the Control of the Admiralty, would supply current
and special intelligence,
the Chiefs of Staff, v/ith the right to correspond direct with an
individual Chief of Staff on matters particularly affecting his
Service,

actions;

r\

•in C. China, C. in C.U •

Contact was to be

The Par East Combined Intelligenc

Communication T/ould normally be with

In addition, Wo main principles were to guide his
firstly that it was the policy of H.M. Government to

e

Ibid

Para.3

avoid war with Japan; secondly, that reliance for the defence of
the Par East was to be placed
available.

on air power until the Fleet v/as
He realized thar requiremt)nts in Horae Defence, the

Battle of the Atlantic and the Iviiddle East must take precedence
East, but he aWaj^'s regarded the strength

of 336 aircraft (the figure recommended in the C.O.S. Appreciation)
as an irreducible minimiim.

over those of the Far

To carrj^ out his directions he

considered the following steps v/ere necessary; to avoid action
provocative to Japan, but at the same time to convince her that our

strength Yra.3 too great to be challenged; to strengthen the defences,
and especially to build up the air forces, not only b3i^- obtaining
new aircraft, but also bj^ making all preparations to ensirre mutual
reinforcement in the Par East area; to ensure effective co-operation
bet-ween the fighting Services, and between them and the Civil
Services: to stiffen the Chinese; and to establish the closest

co-operation with the Dutch and the Americans, as well as with
Australia and New Zealand. He considered the problem of defence
was fundamentally a naval one, for although the Army and R.A.P.
might defend the land areas and repel an enemy, his definite
defeat could not be brought about Virithout sea control, which in
turn would necessitate air supcrioi'ity.

A.IvI. Pile

S.3915 Dt.II
Enc.129A

d/d
7th December
1940.

within a space of three vreeks from assujning command, the
C.in C. produced a lengthy Appreciation ydiich yra.s signalled to Air
Ministrjr.

might be countered b3/ a policy of firmness entailing closer
lack of confid.ence v^'ould

Ho advocated closor relations

In his opinion the likelihood of Japanese aggression

relations with China, N.E.I. and Siam;
onljr be interpreted as weakness.

T/ith China in order to encourage her to fight, and to this end a
Mission, to deal primarily 'with air questions, should be readj^ to
join ifershal Chiang Kai Shek immediately war broke out.
the development of communications beWeen Burma and China needed to

be pushed on in order to provide a support route.
N.E.I.,
an attack on the K.E.I. v/ould mean v/;ar with the British Enpire and
vice versa.

Similarly

With regard to
our propoganda should aim at convincing the Japanese that

At the same time he had under consideration the
feasibility of occupation of the Siam section of the Tenasserim
Isthjnus under guise of giving protection should the Japanese make
an ostensibly peaceful penetration into that country,
convinced that Japan would meet tough resistance before the
security of Singapore v/as threatened; and considered the

position was probablj" better than it appeared on paper,
difficulties which did exist could be overcome v/ith the support
of Air Minis tr^f.
measures in air defence.

He T/as

Such

In particular he called for certain immediate
These included: fighter aircraft

with adequate reserves; long range flying boats to replace the
Singapores" v/hich were v/orn out; the provision of sufficient
aircraft reserves, the lack of vdiich v/as restricting flying
practice and training; and authority to proceed with airfield
construction and accommodation.

II

/Summary.
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Sunmiary - Events of 1940.

At the beginning of the year conflicting calls upon the

civilian manpower of Malaya forced the Governor to appeal to
the Colonial Office to uphold his decision to give priority to
the claims of industry as against the requirements of the G. 0. C,

who wanted every available man to augment his regular forces.

AS an alternative to the Volunteer system, the Governor advocated

a stronger Air Force,
defence requirements, and the viey;s of the air and land commanders

were brought into prominence.
Fleet was no longer available, conceived the defence of Singapore
to be interdependent with the defence of Malaya as a whole.
And because the Army was confined to the defence of the

Singapore area only, his contention was that the R.A.F. should
guard the whole of Malaya, wiith the Army subordinate to air

requirements,
before relief" would enable the Japaziese to enioark upon a
more deliberate operation and from a greater distance,
Hainan or Siam;

were beyond his expectations, and realizing that  a Volunteer
Force would not be avvailable he wished to place the responsi
bility for the defence of Malaya entirely upon the R.A.P. ,
allowing the land forces to be concentrated for the defence of

Singapore, Penang and the northern airfields. The Oversea
Defence Committee, in response to the Governor's appeal
declined to strengthen the R.A.F. or the land forces;
medium for defence should be found in the Volunteer system.

The Far East authorities protested against such a ruling, but

no help was forthcoming beyond a proniise that the Chiefs of
Staff would draw up an AppJ’eciation. The Commanders were

obliged to reconsider their meagre resources: the G. 0. C.
narrowed his earlier conceptions down to what was virtually the

defence of the Singapore area only, with the mainland and
airfields left to the care of the Volunteers,

s view the adequate defence of the northern airfields
and the security of the reinforcement route wa.s the primary
factor in.the defence of Malaya, Faced with such conflicting
opinions the acting Governor appealed to the Chiefs of Staff,
but even then the situation was only to be partly eased by a

quest to Australia to send land and air reinforcements to

Malaya.

Attention v^as thus focussed upon the

The n.0.C., recognizing that a

The G. 0. C. considered the extended "period

such as

Reinforcements to oppose such an expedition

so

the

But in the

A. 0. C.

re

At this stage France was defeated; not only had the
balance of naval power in the Mediterranean altered to

preclude any chance of a Fleet being sent to the Far East, out
the guardian of the back door of Malaya - French Indo China -

The policy of depth of defence through-was no longer available,
out Malaya was recognized, and as an immediate measure

one Division togetherreinforcements were sent from Australia:

with Nos. 21, 1 and 8 Squadrons, R.A.A.F.
policy, which could not be realized until the end of 1941 >

to send 22 squadrons to Malaya, with an intermediate aim

to re-equip the existing Squadrons and provide in addition 4
The Far East Commanders were then required to

The long-term

was

more units,

produce a Tactica-1 Appreciation in the li^t of the proposed
reinforcement programme. This was done in October; the basic
principle was to rely upon air power for the defence of Malaya,
and to do this the Commanders recommended that the C.0.S.

estimate of 22 squadrons (356 aircraft), should bo raised to
566 aircraft, with an Army requirement of 2o Battalions. The
A. A. defences wore also to be increased. This Appreciation was

quickly followed by the Singapore Confoam^ce which mainly
endorsed the Commanders' Appreciation, but '"raised the

requirement to 582 aircraft. Australian representatives
deplored the fact that earlier promises of a Fleet had been
withdrawn, nevertheless they were ready to help. Tlie Chiefs
of Staff, having examined the recommendations of the Conference
preferred to consider their figure of 33^ aircraft vrould give

5 Fighter Squadrons were to be formed

air

a fair degree of security;

/in-
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in 1941, and airfield construction was authorised to allow

for a concentration of two-thirds their pro-posed air force

in either North or South Malaya,
and scale of A.A. defences were approved,
this time was only 8 squadrons, but plans were made for the

re-equipment of the tyro Vildebeeste Toipedo-Bomber Squadrons
vdth Beauforts, vdiilst the two Blenheim units vrere to be
re-armed vd.th G-len Martins.

The land forces estimate

Air strength at

Nos.243 and 67 Fighter Squadrons
v/ere expected to form oarlj^ in 1941 'ivith sufficient reserves
for a further two units. H.Q.P.B. then began to melee urgent
preijarations for the reception of the new Squadrons.

In November a Gommandcr-in-Ghief, Far East was appointed
to control Army and Air operations in Malaya, Burma and Hong
Kong.
G. in G. Ghina Station subordinate to him.

He had no administrative coramand, neither was the
His guiding

principles were the avoidance of vfar v/ith Japan, and the

reliance upon air power for defence until the Fleet was

again available. ' In consequence his aim was to convince

Japan of our strength, and at the same time to improve the

defences by building up the air forces, onsuirirg inter-
Servico co-operation, and fostering mutual collahoration
between the Allies.

A Sorj^s of Gonfoi’onces at_Singapore
Par East Defence

Policy" -
A.M. File

S 3915 Pt II

Enc 131A d/d
December 1940.Q

In October 1940 the Dutch Commander-in-Chief requested
that Staff Conversations* might be opened in Singapore,
There had been some hesitation in making this suggestion
because of the absence of any undertaking of assistance by
H.M. Government should the N.E.I. be attacked by Japan.
The Conversations did take place however,- from 26th to
29th November 15^40. The British officers included the

-in-C. Far East, C.-in-C. China Stalion, G-. O.C. Malaya,
The Dutch representatives were

Chief of General Staff, Chief of Naval Staff and one other

General Staff Officei'. The Dutch were ready to co-operate
and altho’ogh no commitments were made, the -pri.nciples of

collaboration were agreed in the event of Japanese attack

on Malaya, Borneo or N.E.I, The only practical form of

co-operation by redistribution of forces was by air, and to

implement this the Dutch would send 3 squadrons of 9 I.E.

aircrtift to MalEiya, TUiilst the R.A.F. would operate 4
reinforcing squadrons from Sumatra. Reconnaissance areas

were defined and the following points requiring the approval
of both Governments were subsequently authorised or implemented
by the British Chiefs of Sta.ff; the exchange of liaison
officers; the use of an inter-Allied code; inter-Allied
facilities at selected airfields; and the delivery of armaments

to the Dutch, but on a low priority. The C. C. 3. could not

however, define in advance what movement by the Japanese would
constitute an act of war - such would have to be decided by
the Government at the time.

A.H.B. Pile

IIJ 50/13/1
"Staff conversa

tions with N.E.I." and A. 0.0. Par East.

C

Par East Defence

Policy.
A.M. Pile

S.3915A III

Enc. 5A d/d
25 December 1940

/Next

(1) It ¥d.ll be remembered how in 1936 oind again in
1938 the Dutch v/ere eager to promote staff
conversaiions, but the British Chiefs of Staff
viTould not agree to ajiy prograiiiine of colla.boration.
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Next follovred the "A.D.A." Agreement,

a conference between British, Dutch and Australian
representatives, vdiich took place at Singapore 22nd to

25th February, 194-1 .
realisation of the necessity for collective action
against Ja.panese aggression, and a,greerii.ent yi&s reached

on what acts would constitute such aggression,

principles of mutual -reinforceraent \7cre 'that the Dutch

would provide 6-8 submarines for the South China Sea,
together with one fighter and three bomber squadrons to

rciriforcc Mala3Vij the British in turn vrould supply four
Australia

This was

Its main featxxre ‘was the

The

A.H.B. Pile

II J 50/46A ■
"Anglo-Di-itch
Australian

Conversations

A.H.B. Pile

No. 418A
"A.D.A. Di

.bomber squadrons for the defence of the-'N.P.I.
ared to assist vri.th kmiy units (I) and an airYr<X3 prepscus

sions Pebruary

1941. II J50/
. 39/13

U

striking force (2) at Dai-win to reinforce Ajabon and
Administrative arrangeraonts to prepare theseKoepang.

reinforceiaents ifere to be put in hand iimediately.
The Chiefs of Staff 'mro in general agreement v/ith
the report, although the question of military co-operation
?/ith the Dutch in the v.vent of Japfuiese aggression v/as still

to be kept in abeyancej and the definition of an act of
Thewar should be decided only by H.k. Government.

"Par East Defence

Policy" A.M. Pile
:-j.3915 part III
Enc. 13'4A d/d
1 3th March 1941 •

ri

G-ovorment of Australia, upon considering the report
of the Coiiference, were greatly concerned that no
oo-erdinated militarj-'- plan for the E'ar East had been

dra>m up, and asked tliat a further conference should
be convened to rectify this omission.

Ibid.

Enc. I48A d/d
27 March 1941.

Hov;ever it was not until 21 April, 1941 that the
It arose from staff talks

.D.3." Conference;
for the conduct of

Ibid.

Enc. 1 68b d/d
12thA.pril, 1941
and I7IB d/d
23 April 1941.

next conference took place,

in Washington, and was known as the
its purpose wa.s to prep-'rre plains a
military operations in the Par East, on the basis of
finglo-United States-Dutch co-operation in conformity
¥/ith the Washington conversations, but v/ithout political
comimitmont.

U \
i-L

Pa.r East was nominated asThe C.-in-C,

/Chairman,

(1) Two forces of 1200 troops each.

2 Bomber Squadrons and possibly 1 re-inforcing
Squadron, the latter consistirig of Wirraway
aircra-ft.

(2)
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Chairman, and in attendance would be representatives of: U.S.A:
Australian Chiefs of Staiff; New Zealand Chiefs of Staff;
N.E.I. Defence Authorities; C.-in-C. China; andC.-in-C.
East Indies. The terms of reference required that no political
caiimitments were to be implied; any agreement was subject to
ratification by the Government concerned; and the conversations
■were to be coiiducted in a spirit of complete franKness. The
Conference, when it took place, stressed that although the
main strategy must for the time being be defensive, preparations
were to be made for air oiJorations against Japanese occupied
territory and Japan herself, from both China and Luzon. The
princixoles of the earlier 'Li., D.ii. " Agreement v\rere re-affirmed,
and it vfas recognised that the British and U. o.A. should support
the Chinese Army. The C-in-C. Par'East v/as to control the
air forces. The air forces available were to be the saaiie as
in the "A.D.A" Agreement;(^)
U.S.
of evacuation.

but with the addition of all' '

air units from the Philippines, although only in the case
i'irising out of "A.D.B" a detailed pliui'was'

A.H.B. Pile

"Singapore
Conference a.D.B'

II J50/13/3
Enc. 398/2 d/d
27 April 1941.

drawn up on 12th November, .1941 for the employment of naval and
air forces of Great Britain, N.E.I. and U.S.A.
as "Plenaps".

This was known

A.H.B. Pile'

"Plenaps"
II J50/41/9

A.H. B. Pile '
IIJ 50/46 Even though the report v/as signed by representatives of
"i'jinerican-British U.S. objections were raised in Washington, mainly on the
Dutch Conversa

tions" Enc. d/d
30 Aug 1941,

grounds that certain political matters had been introduced.
An amended agreement was therefore drawn up in London in
August (knovm ns D.B.2"), but even this did not satisfy

authorities, and eventuariy it was decided that a
This'

the U.S.

further Conference should be held in the pt^r East,Broo'ke Popham
Desptach para 45 information was given to C.-in-C. Par East on 25th November

1941, but war had started before action could be taken,
therefore M .D.B" and "Plenaps remained as the basis for

subsequent operations.

These then were the plans, which, founded on the Chiefs of
Staff Appreciation of July 1940, were to be the basis of the
expansion of the H.ii.P. in the Par Eii.st.
raising the strength from 88 obsolete or obsolescent aircraft
to 336 modern types were enormous,
new airfields to be built throughout Malaya, whilst the few
in existence on the Island of Singaipore needed modernization.
Maintenance units were required to supply the new units, whilst
further bases had to be constructed in Burma, Ceylon and the
Indian Ocean. Yilhen the airfields were ready, the aircraft had
to be put into than, backed by adequate reserves, and manned by
personnel as yet untrained in the circumstance and conditions
of the Par East,

fighter defence, with its radar system, communications and
control had never before existed. Such a formidable programme
had to be accomplished Y/ithin the space of less than a year.
The end of 1941 ''I'ras the date planned by the C.Q.S. for Malaya
to be ready for war, and in the event their forecast was ainply
proved although their expansion programme never fully materialized.

The Work of nir Headquarters, Par East Command.

The implications of

The primary need was for

In this respect an important factor was that

There was little decentralization within the Command beyond
the formation of a group and t’wo operational group cadres.
March 1941, Mo. 221 Group, with a full stEiff, vras established in
Burma, vYhilst in August £in operational group

In

A.H.B. File "Defence

Policy" II J50/18/1
Encs. d/d 8 Feb
and 18 Feb hU
Brooke Popham
Despateh para 1l3 /cetdre

(i) Prom Malay to reinforce N.E.I. - 4 bomber squadrons.
Prom N.E.I. to reinl'orce Malaya - 3 bomber and 1 fighter squadron
Prom Australia - 2 bomber squadrons for Axibon - Timor area.

(ii) The title of "Air Headquarters Par East" superseded "Headquarters
Par East" on 10 January 1941 in order to avoid confusion with
General Headquarters Par East. It had moved its location frem
Collyer Quay to Bnae Hoad, Bukit Thnah, on 2a October 1940,
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Maltby Despatch
par-as. 95 to 98,
File D.S.D.'
(M. R.S. )2012
Enc 13a d/d
13 Aug 42
Report by 0. C.
No. 224 G-roup
Ibid Enc 4a d/d
1 Jan 46' "Report
by Staff Officer
No, 224 Group"

File D.S.D.

(M.R.3. )C 2026
Enc 7a d/d
2 May 46
Malaya Ops".

A.H.B. File

No. 4187
"R.A.P. F.E. Org,
and Requirements"
II J50/39/16
Eno. d/d
20 March 1941

.11

It

II

cadre (No. 224 Group) was formed to supervise fighter training
■and the air defence of Singapore; a similar group was also
formed to control the flying boat operations based on Ceylon,
Neither of these two cadres had an administrative staff,
A.H.Q. retained adiiiinistrative control of all units except
those in Burma, and operational control of all those other than
in Nos. 221, 224 ^md. 222 Groups. The expansion prograiiiine
made the lack of decentralization acutely felt, especially by
the .Adiiiinistrative Staff and i..M, '.i.D. , but suggestions for the
appropriate increases in staff were not acceptable to G.H.Q.
who already felt that staffs in Malaya were excessive. It
was necessary however to fill vacancies in the enlarged G.H.Q.
and the new Stations. To supply this need personnel were
enrolled from Australia and New Zealand, whilst a proportion of
business men from Singapore \7ere conmissioned. Their quali
fications were varied, but although willing and able, their
value w/as limited by their lade of service Icnovdedge and
experience. There were few regular officers with Staff
training so that not only did the brunt of the work devolve
upon a few, but the position was aggravated by the inexperience

.of officers at stations. When the A. 0..^.. left on 31 May 1941 >
there was a long interval before his replacement arrived
(10th June 1941;. In the interira the A. 0. C. (Air Vice
Marshal Fulford) centralized under his personal control many
of the administrative preparations of the Command, To
ensure continuity he. retained such control, to the detriment
of his health, which was poor even when he arrived in the
Far East. Until July 1941 squadrons had been uninformed of
their operational role, and training instructions had hot been
issued. This v^as remedied to obtain full value from all
training based on the nevr syllabi. Alternative locations for
squadrons Yi/ere prepared in accordance Y/ith the principle of
concentration of defence. Night flying arrangements were
co-ordinated to ensure standardization of flare path layouts,
airfield lighting and procedure.(1) Operations rooms Y^ere
opened at every available base, Ydth a uniformity of layout,
information and procedure. A. H. Q. queried the Initial Recon
naissance Flan in July 1941 (vdien the Japanese occupied Indo-

The main threat had been sea-borne invasion from the
North-East, and a plan to detect its approach had been dravffi
up by the allies. The R.A. F. vove allotted the area Kota
Bahru - Southern tip Indo-China - Groat Natunas - Kuanton,
with the employment of one G. R. Hudson Squadron based at
Kota Bahru and another at Kuanton plus 2 Catalinas to ensure
an over-lap into the Dutch area, to the south. This plan
made no provision for searching the Gulf of Siam, but G.H.Q,
preferred the liimited force to be concentrated in the more
likely area.

Ibid.
Bncs. d/d
14 March 41
and

12 June 41 >
IIN7A19/5r‘
"O.R.B. Appondi-
des A. H. Q. F. E. 19 41"China).
Appendices
H & K of
Nov. 41.
Ibid.

Eno. d/d Aug 41.

A. M. File
S.3915 Part III
Enc 107A d/d
12 February 41, The principle of mainly relying upon air power for defence
BFooIce“Pdpham * was the basis for the location and the number of airfields to
Despatch. be built in Malaya,
paras 12, 52. to alloVi/ for the strategic concentration of the air forces in
Jfeltby' Despatch any threatened, area, yet at the same time the sites were to
para. 17. be chosen as far forward as possible to enable these forces

cCrTb". to reach out to the maximum distance both for reconnaissance
Appendices and offensive action.
A. H. Q.F. E. 1941" "was greatly influenced by geographical features and
May, Appendix "D".communications. DoYm the centre of Malaya runs a mountain

chain, heavily wiooded, find rising in places to 7000 feet.

/This

Development, Construction and Defence of Airfields.

SufTicient airfields had to be provided

iT

The actual siting of the airfields

(1.) Night flying arrangements must have been urgently in need of
re-organization, for as late as November 41 a directive Y;as
issued from A.H.Q. to Stations, in Y?hich details of the flare-
nath lav-nnt were based on an article in A.M. Fublication
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This high ground falls av<ay in the North after crossing the
Thai border, and in the South when it reaches the State of
Johore,

extends from Singapore to beyond the northern frontier, and the
roads are generally straiglit and well metalled,
v/est-to-cast communications above the latitude of Kuantan, and
flying across the mountain range is made hazardous by the constant
cloud formations and heavy rainfall,
provide air reconnaissance and striking forces over the South
China Sea a number of airfields had to be sited on the fast Coast.

The defence of this coast was simplified by thu Icaclc of communi

cations. Places needing defence wore liersing and Nuantaia, from
which roads ran into the interior ( and eventually south-wards);
Kota Ba.hru, which besides being a railhead was also the position
of an airfield; and the airfields at Gong Kedah and Ilachnng.
The tota.l number of airfields to be prepared was based on the
figure of 33^ aircraft.

Communications in the V/est are good; a railway

There are no

Therefore, in order to

Pile D.S.D.

(M.R.S. ) 2012,
Enc 13a d/d
13 -iug h2 -
"Report by 0.G.
No. 224 Group".

The G.-in-C. Par Past calculated his airfield requirements
on a total of 26 squadrons (1) with a concentration ot two-thirds
this force (l6 squadrons) in either North or South Malaya; each
airfield was to have temporary or permanent accomr-odation for

2 squadrons, although permanent accorriinodation was limited to the

18 squadrons forecast by the G.O.3. Appreciation. Because the
very nature of the terrain made the construction of airfields a

length^/ and difficult, task, the work had to be put in hand despite
the uncertainty of the forecasted development of air strength.(2)
The divergence of plans for the dofcnco of Mala37a, prior to the

•G.O.S. defence policy of July 1940, had resulted in insufficient

•consultation bGt\.Qon the R.,..P. and Army Commanders on the

Consequently a
number of airfields wore sited with little reference to the needs

for defence. Kota Baiiru (once a civil Ismding ground) and
Kuantan wore situated close to long and excellent lajiding
beaches. pull co-operation was not enhieved until April/ilay
1941 when the R. n.P. and.nrniy Commanders were changed, there

after no airfield was sited or planned without the aid of an

i.rmy Staff officer. The buildings on some of the original
airfields had been laid out in straight lines, without dispersal;
this was particularly the case at ....lor Star. During 1941
every effort v;as made to accelerate construction but there

were majiy delaying factors. Until emergency powers of acquisi
tion were invoked, negotiations with sopmate provincial govern
ment authorities were necessary. Labour \?as insufficient to

meet the needs of expansion of the threo services; it was

voluntary and not conscriietod. Legotiations were opened vjith

the Civil Government in May to raise miiformed works units,
officered by European
and finally sa.nction by Air Ministry came too late - in December

The majority of sites were remotely situated in the
jungle so that it was first necessary to build roads; and

anti-malarial measures had to be taken to protect the labour.

Supplies of material fell short of demands despite the efforts

of a Joint Priorities CoraiTiittee; sawn timber was x^articularly
/scarce

It took three months to obtain approval.

Brook-Popham
Despatch para.
52.

Maltby Despatch selection and defence of mainland airfields.
Paras. 18, 114,
19, 21 , 22, 23,

D.S.D.

(M.R.S.) 2024
Enc. 6a d/d
28 Nov 45 -

"Report by 0. C.
Kota Bahru".

D. S. D.

(M.R.S.) 21 6l
"Organization
Enc. 4a d/d
16 Jan 46.
D.S.D.

(M.R.S.) 2168
Enc. 1a d/d
8 Jan 46 -
"Report by Chief 1941.
Eiagineer
A.M.N.D. ".

(-0 26 squa.drons made up as follows;
18 recommonded by G.O.S. Appreciation, July 1940.
3 Dutch ro-inforoing squadrons.
1  additionally from i.ustralia.
4 reinforcement from Middle East.

See Appenddx , coluimas 1 & 6. The figure of 336 aircraft was
never attained, consequently at the outbrealc of Tjar there were

more airfieMs than could be filled by the existing air forces

(178 R..X.E. operational aircraft). In fact, of the 27 airfields
throughout Malaya, only 9 were occupied with R.A.P. operational
units at 7 Doc 41 • These surplus airfields then provcct to be

a liaoility rather than an asset.

(2)
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scarce, as Avas metalling for runways - a serious matter on

airfields subjected to tropical rainfall,
airfields and the first of the new programme had no- camouflage.
They v/ere clearly discernible against the surrounding country
side for no attempt had been ma.de to use natural surroundings

Malaya- or irregular outlines; this had arisen raainly as a result of

Policy & Defence" financial control which had restricted the acquisition of land
In the later -airfields, however, excellent

The original

d.H.D. Pile

Wo. 4181

Enc. d/d to a niinimum.

4 April 1941. concealment was obtained by retaining natural surroundings,
and using a type of construction indistinguishable from native
huts.

Reference has already been made to the fact that sufficient
attention had not ale;ays oeen given to the tactical siting of
airfields from the point of view of their defence,
airfields on Singapore Island were covered by the general

unbrella, but those on the nvainland presented a more
difficult problem. (l ) On the lost Coast (dom which the

expected) large ..riiiy dotaclTments.were
On the East Coast, the defence of

The four

main enemy thrust wa;
required for protection,

Maltby Despatch
paras 114, 115
1l6, 117, 118,
29, 120, 122.

the airfields was the prime respionsibility of the Ariry, and the
Brigadiers, at Koto Bahru and Kuatan Mere appointed Aiirfield
Defence Commanders; but at other airfields the quality and
numbers of the defence forces were much under requirements.

There were fewbeing mostly composed of Indian State Troops.

i'x.H.B. Pile

II J55/15/112
"’riing edr
Martin's

papers".
Enc. d/d
27 October 41. a/a guns and their equipment; the C.-in-C., Par East had

directed that each airfield was to have the protection of o

heavy and 8 light ../1.. guns, yet in no instance was this scale
achieved, in fact some airfields had no 1.^/guns at all.
Dispersal areas and splinter-proof pens wore
scale in accordance wfith the anticipatod attach and the expecte-d
weight of li./. . defences. (2)
against ground attack; old tanks,
weapon were sought from other Commands, out the men and material
required were not available. In late summer the lirst
two airfield defence exercises were held; one at Tengah in

co-operation with portress troops, and the other at Kuang
with the Australian Division.

arranged on a

Every effort was made to provide
armoured cars and any form of

Pile

II J50/24/7
"Defence of

Aerodromes"

Enc. d/d
9 January 41.

941^ _0};)erational Control.
Brooke-Popham
Despatch There was no Observer Corps
para 54. Its organization was at first the responsibility of the G. 0.C. ,
i\?aTtby"^Desmtch with Headquarters at Kuala Lumpur; in uuly 1941 it trans
paras 31(d), 80, ferred to A.H.Q. control. It had seen organized as part 01
81. 82. 83. 94. the civil air raid warning system and needed extensive
"M/^973A "0. r/b. development for war time use. There r-emained little

time to train personnel in their now duties, and it was impos-
_ siblo to establish Obsorver Posts in the mountainous country of

serious gap in the warning ■
estaolished in Kuala

in Malaya at the end of 1

Appendices,
H.Q.F.E. 1941

Appendix D Aug
J7h

systeii.

41. Central Mal-aya, which
Observer Corps Operations Rooms were,B.' Pile

II J50/39/16
"Org & Require'
ments - g/(
Darvall" Eno.

1 3 ,'.ugust 41.

m.

Lumpur and Singapore, and linlced to the Dutch system.

causea a

The intention was to have a total of 20 radar stations
d/d throughout Malaya, with priority in development for Singapore,

followed by the East and finally the Lest Coasts. (.3) .But

by 1st Deoejmber 41 only 0 stations had been completed; 4 were
in the vicinity of Singapore Island (horsing Tfuiah Merali
Besfur on the East of the Island; Bulcit Chunang, South-East

and Tanjong Kupang on the South-Aest tip.

/a further

tip of Johore;

Ibid.

'Enc. d/d
24 Peb 41.

See .i>ppendix column 5. _
See Appendix "A-", column 5, .a ppendix "C".
See Appendix ".V for further details of locations ana progress
of contruction.

(1
(2-

-• (3
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i> further station a.t Kota Tingi in Johore was nearly ready.D.S.D.(M.R.S.)2012

Enc. Ita d/d 1 Jan it6. The sixth at Kota Ba.hru had been built, but no ra.dar installed,
’Aliilst the Japanese were confined to Northern Malaya, Singapore

Officer, No^22t_Group" could rely upon 30 mnutes warning.

- ti
Report by Staff

D.S.D.(M.R.S.)2019

Enc.10a d/d 15 Mar.t6

Report by Chief

Radio Office, Par
East!'

11M/A19/2A, "O.R.B.

Appendices

A.H.Q.F.E. 1939/40".

- Appendix "A"May 40. supply.
D.S.D.(M.R.S.)2012

Th
- II

the joi

ere was a shortage of W/T equipment, and although tele
printer lines connected the Island airfields to i..H. Q. there
v;as no such communication with mainland a.irfields. To cover

nt needs of the Krmy, and Civil Service there
existed only two teleiohone lines to horth-Jest Malaya, and one

to North-Sast; these went througli civil exchanges,
niaterial for the construction of land lines was in very short

Generally,

The control of fighter aircraft was greatly restricted by
the absence of V.H.P.; control was limited to a radius of about

10 miles, and even then it might be a.ffooted by atmospherics
during thundery weather. The Tighter Group Operations Room at

Enc. 5a d/d 1C Jan 46,
-> IIReport by O.C.

Kallang".

II 250/39/16

Enc. d/d 12 June 4l. Kallang came into being almost too late to allovJ for training the
D.S,D.(M,R.S.')2019 squadrons - it itas not ouilt and manned until December
Enc. 7a d/d 23 Jan 46

Report by chl«'/

Signals Officer".

BrooKe-Popham Despatch

paras, J,1,,_88.
Maltby Despatch

paras. 88, 89, 90.

The Strength of the Air Torces in Malaya.

It has already been shown how in Kovemoer 1940 the strength
of the j.ir Torces in Malaya was only 88 first line aircraft (l)
which figure fell far short of the requirement of 33^ in the
Chiefs of Staff Appreciation (l94-0),
Blenheims and Hudsons, totalling 4.8, could be considered modern

The Vildebeeste torpedo-bomber of Nos. 3^ ond 100
Squadrons at Seletar were considered by C.0.S. to be obsolete,

F.E. Appreciation and (which was surely a logical conclusion in view of the fact
Tactical Appreciation" these aircraft ivere first seen in the Tar East in 1954-).

training and experience of these two squadrons had raised them

to a high pitch of efficiency, their main role being that of

attacking enemy convoys well put at sea,
were almost of another age, being all-metal biplanes with a

speed of 90 knots, and a range of 400 miles,
days of the war, when facilities fo.r operating torpedo aircraft

had been established a.t Kota Bahru, these two squadrons could

service had they been equipped v?ith
The squadrons were to have been re-armed in

1941 v.'ith Beauforts of .'.ustralian mEuiUxtacture.

supxjlied, but with tlio exception
(2) tney failed to' uiateriaMize,

Of these 88, only the

A.H.B. File II 250/3 aircraft.

No. 32563 "C.O.S.

The

Encs:

10A d/d 30 June 41

13A d/d 14 Aug 41. But their aircraft

In the opening
A.M. File

S.3915 Part III

Enc. 108A d/d

-kii
A.H.B. File

II J50/15/6

"Expansion and

have given invaluable-
modern aircraft,

late summer

ii total of 90 was to have been

of the tardy arri.v.'^l of a few

Re-equipment" d/d

11 Sep. 41 28 0ct._4h.

mainly tl'irough the dela3;' in supplying raw material and spare
parts in England and IJ, S.A.

A.M. File

S.3915, Part III

Enc, 21A d/d

1 January 41.

The Singapore III flying boats of No. 205 Squadron Seletar,
were obsolete in 1940, but by July 194-1 they v;ere replaced by
9 Oatalina I (P.B.Y,5).
nent, yet no additional crews tyere jn-ovided, and in consequence
they had to oe trained by the unit. Turthermore, ty;o crews

were based at Oeylon for work in the Indian Ocean, and training
was generally hampered by the comuiiunxcations requirement of

This raised the sauadron establish-

A.H.B. File

II J50/15/8

"Expansion and

Re-equipment". Enos, flying authorities to Manila, Boiaieo, Ceylon and Hong Kong.
d/d 14 Jan 41,

4 July 41. /The

See paragraph: "The Start of the War Effort in Malaya".
Beauforts were flown from Australia and landed Seletar

5 December 1941 (for No. 100 (T.B.) Sqdn. ) , but neither the air
craft nor the crews were ojjerational, so with the exception
of one, retained for photographic work, they were returned to

.'.ustraiia for further training. Tour Beauforts left Seletar
19 December154i and the remaining aircraft 3 days later»

r
o(2
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The strength of the bomber and G. R. squadrons in Malaya
88. fluctuated \7ith the movement of 60 (b) Squadron ("l) but at

the outorealc of uar the strength v;as virtually the same
62 (b) Squadron, Blenheim I at jilor

;  No. 1
and No. 8

as in

Noveihbcr 1940 i.e. No.
Star; No. 34 (b) Squadron, Blenheim IV at Tengah;
(R

Brooke-Popham
Despatch para

.j .l.P. ) Squadron, Hudson II at liota Bahru;
(R. ) Squadron Hudson II at Soinbayang. In addition.
No*. *60*(b) Squadron, Blenheim I, v;as detached from Rangoon for
training at the mmaiuent Practice Camp at Kuantan. Although
the Hudsons and the Blenheims yore designed for different
roles their tasks in Malaya yere virtually integrated oying to

The Hudsons uere mainly usedthe small size of the force,

Maltby Despatch
paras 85, 86,

87, 56.

A.H.B. Pile
II J50/31
"Buffalo Fighter
Squadrons"
Snc. d/d
17 June 41. for sea reconnaissance because of their longer-range, but

Similarly,theso duties.Blenheims were also practised in
both types yere trained for day and night oombing.
Far East had always pressed the need for long-range oombers,

advanced into Southern Indo-China the
But these targets wore only just

The G.-

and when the Ja.panqsc
objective was clarified,

in-C.

A.H.B. File
II J50/3 S.2563
Enc. 41
d/d 20 Nov. 41.

XM

within the reach of the few Blenheim IV from Northern Ivlalaya,
whilst the Hudsons were required for reconnaissance.
May 1940, for nearly a year, lack of aircraft spares had
restricted the training of Blenheim crews; 5 hours per month
for each.I.E. aircraft was the maximum. The formation of the
first two fighter squadrons in Malaya (No. 67 and 243) mulcted
the Blenheims of selected pilots, while another factor
detracting from the bomber effectiveness was the necessity for
the Australian Air Board to withdraw crews from No. 1 & 8
(G.R. ) Squadrons, as they becaivie fully trained, leaving the
squadrons with a wide variation in the capaoilities of their
crews. A high standard of flying was required (in all
Squadrons) ovi/ing to the prcvalonce of tMopical storms at night.

Prom

A.IL File
3.3915 part III
Enc.108fi d/d
13 Feb.41. of Malaya had been the absence.i wealeness in the defence
Brooke-Ponham of any fighter aircraft, but in February 1941 the shipment
Despatch para. 85 of 170 Brewster Buffalo aircraft coi.ivienced. These startea to
86_,%peridix "0" ’arrive fromU.S.... on 17th February 1941, and following
Maltby DesiTalich t^-'o months, two fighter squadrons (each of 16 I n ana 8 I.R.
paras 73 to 79 aircraft) were formed at Singapore. No. 67 (f) Squadron
^  ’ started at the end of March, with the Squadron Commander and

The majority of56.
j) 3 and two Flight Commanders appointed from U.K.
(M R S )2012 the pilots were drawn from the Blenheim squadrons, with a
Enc 8a d/d proportion of pilots from New Zealand P.T.S.s. soon as
28 *Tan 46 - the squadron was fully trained it was transferred to langaladon
"Report bv 0 C 13 October 194-1 (for defence of Burma) and so was not r.vailaole

243 (f) Sa(3n. in Malaya w;hen war broke out. (2) No. ^243 (P) Squadron was
ibid: Enc. 6a formed in April, 1941, also with Buffalos. Its personnel,
d/d 14 Jan 46 - like the other fighter squadron, were mainly dravm from the
"Report by 0 C Blenheim units, although with a greater eloment of F.T.S.
No 453 (P) Sq^. pilots. A total of 1 67 Buffalos were received in Singapore,

•  authority was given on 30th Kay to build up two more
TT *TB*0/l s/8 fighter squadrons. Both formed in Octooer, with Squaaron
"Ex^Lsion & ^nd Plight Commanders from U. E. No. 453 Squadron was filled
ReSauipment" from F.T. S.s in Australia; some of the personnel were not
Sc^d/d 3 May 41 entirely suitablo and when hostilities commenced the 0. 0.
^30 Ifey 41 Australia selecting the necessary replacement

No,

s.

/No. 488

at Rangoon from India onNo. 60 (b) Squadron
15 February 1941-
coirimunication flights so that it became nec
operationally up-to-date by transfer to Kunnian. _

29 November 1941 nine Blenliciias left Mingaladon arriving
Kuantan the follo\7ing day. On 26th December its personne..
were returning to Burma by sea, the aircraft being retainoa
in Malaya to replace wastage in other squadrons.
Personnel of No. 67 (f) left Singapore 9th

craft to No. 488(F) Sqon.

arrived
It was used to a great extent in Burma

essary to bring i
f

on

sea

t
Consequently

or(1)

(2)
, having transferred its air
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A.H.B, File

II J50/17/3

"formation of Nos, '

453 & 488 Squadrons".

Encs. d/d 30 June 41.

22 Aug. 41.

No. 4fl8 Squadron was nanned by New Zealand pilots of fundaiuen-
tally excellent material but with a low standard of flying
experience, for some
than the Hart.

of then had flown nothing more advanced
Under these circumstances it took several

months before the two squadrons became fit for operations; in
fact No, 4-S8 squadron was not ready until late Decenoer.

II J50/15/8 "Expansion addition, there was one other Buffalo unit - No. 21 squadron,
& Re-equipment" Enc.d/d R.-n n. N. This had arri

12 41. July iq/Jj eq_uiitped with Wirraway aircraft for a General Purpose
A.M. File S.2563 role. In October 194-1, at the request of J.ustralia, the unit
Enc.16A d/d 17 Aug.4l. 'V'^as re-equipped and converted into a Pighter Squadron with 12 I,E.

and. 6 I.R. Buffalos; Some of the old aircraft were returned
to ̂i.ustralia whilst the remainder were used to train Nos. 453
anc 488 Sq^uadirons. /.part from the 4 Buffalo squadi’ons in
Malaya, at the outbrafdc of war, one Dutch fighter squadron
arrived on 9th December, and there was one Blenheim I night
fighter unit - No. 27 Squadron, with old aircraft in poor
condition, which had left India to be
1 / February, 1941,

A.H.B. File In

ed in the Far East from dustraliji in

A.M. File S.39I5

Part III Enc.llOA

d/d 15 Feb. 41.

A.H.B. File

II J50/51 "Buffalo

Fighter Squadrons"
stationed a.t Eallang,

Training and assessment of operational
Enc.d/d 20 June 41.

D.s7Dy{M'.R.S.’) ''2012
Enc. 3a d/d

30 Deo 45 - "Report

by O.C. No.243 (F)

Sqdn.
A.H.B. File

reafliness however, had been based on an underestimation of the
enemy, and the tactics proved unsuitaiile and costly against
greatly superior Japanese Na\y "Zero" filters. The standard

gunner3'- was generally low, mainly through the lack of suitable
towing aircraft, inadequacjr of cine gun equipment, and trouble
with the armament. The Buffalo aircraft had a. disappointing
performance when compared with the Japanese fighter.tl) It
heavy and underpowered, with a poor rate of clirrio,'whilst the

"formation of No. 67 Zero fighter appeared to have sacrificed armoun and armament

to obtain the advantage of rate _^of climb and manoeuvreabllity at
heights,

rnance by substituting two fuselage , 303 inch guns for the
.5 inch, (which together with the synchronizing gear had oeen
a source of trouble). V/astage during squadron training v;as
high and the maintenance demands exacting. The fighter defence
of Malaya was therefore quite inadequate to the task. Its
aircraft, in quantity and quality were inferior to those of the
enemy, and the majority of the pilots were without war experience
whilst many had not long left their flying training schools
and were without 0.T. U. training.

of

was

II J50/17/3

and 243 Squadrons"

Encs. d/d 20 June 4l

27 July 41.
ttempts were made to inqirove the Buffalos' perfor-

IIM/AI9/I "O.R.B.,
A.H.Q.F.E. 1933 to

1941" “ Entry d/d

12 May 41 and

subsequent entries.

Brook.e-Popham Despatch

para. _89_,
Maltby Despatch

paras. 92, 669

70, 47.,_ 91.
File: D

2022. Enc,1a d/d

13 Dec 45 - "Report

by Command Photogra-

phlc Officer".

D.(M.R.S.)

A requirement which was realized too late was that of

special photographic reconnaissance aircraft.
Hurricanes had been requested in August, but wore not available,
consequently a P,R.U.
Buffalos drawn from local resources.

Long range

formed in November, with 2 I.E,
Stripped of non-essential

equipment and provided with additional tanicage these aircraft

had a range of 1400 miles; the plight was a valuable asset,
and Y/as later raised to 4 I.E. aircraft.

was

Personnel were

trained in photographic reconnaissance and a Photographic
Interpretation unit was also formed. Yet another deficiency was

the complete lack of transport aircraft, vJiich caused appreciable
interruption in operations and later was particularly felt Yvhen

squadrons had to be transferred from Malaya to Sumatra, and

subsequently to Java. The Dutch were unable to help in

this respect as they -were making full use of their transport
aircraft, (20 Lodestars) for their own purposes. Communication
flights had to be undertalcen by the G.R. Squadrons, which

interforred with training and expended vital flying hours.

A.M. File S.2563

Enc. 7A d/d

25 June 41 and

Enc. 21A d/d

25 August 41.

/The

Buffalo

6.1. mins

270 mph

292 mph

Zero

(1-) Rate of Climb to 13000 ft

Speed at 10000 ft
Speed at 20000 ft

3. mins

31 5 mph
295 mph

)
i|..

These figures were derived from A and A.E.E. Boscombe Down, and
official intelligence figures of the JapaneseNaval fighter.
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The Malayan Volunteer ilir Force, (which later took part in
the defence of Malaya and h. E. I. ) was forned in August 1940,
with personnel recruited from the Plying Clubs of Singapore,
Kuala Lampur, Penang and Peraic and Kearness Air Services. (1)
In addition to the five Flights an Elementary Flying Training
School was run by the M.V. A. F. , and altogether chbout 100 pilots
were trained. The Force was self contained in its

adrainistration and maintenance of aircraft. The Flying Club
aircraft were fitted with boi±) racks and the crews trained in

low level boinbing. With the exception of one Rapide carrying
a Levds gun, no defensive armaiaont was installed. In Deceitber

1941 the five Flights were situated at Singapore ('A' & 'B')>
Kuala Luii5)ur (’C), Ipoh (’D')j Penang ('E') with a total
strength of 32 aircraft. (2)
ties the M.V.A.P., although limited by its size, gave consider

able help to both the R. A. F. and Army. Comraunication flights
for Service passengers tlaroughout Malaya were almost a daily
occurrence; they also took part in exercises for anti
aircraft and A.R.P. training, and their affiliation exercises

with Araiy formations v;ere particularly successful.

Prior 'to the outbreaic of hostili-

A.H.B. File

;II J/53/1
"Malayan Volun
teer Air Force".

A. M. Pile

S.2563 Encs. 37A
d/d 16 Oct 41.
Brook“Popham
Despatch paras.

85^ 81, 82.
Maltoy Despatch
paras. 69, 70,
71, 667.
D.S.D.

(lAR.S. )2013
Enc. 16 d/d
1 3 Bee 45. -

"Report by 0. C.
O.-T.U. Kluang".
A.H.B. Pile

II J5O/15/8
"Expansion &
Re-equipment"
Encs. d/d
3 May 41.
30 May 41.

The scarcity of operationally trained flying personnel
There was evident need for anhas already been emphasized.

O.T.U. in Malaya, yet during 1941 the Air Ministry had been

unable to approve the establishiuent of such a unit,
large numbers required training that the capacity of the

squadrons was outstripped in this respect; so in September
a malceshift O.T.U. was forned at Kluang from Comraand resources.

Its threefold task was to train the inexperienced New Zealand

pilots for Fighter Squadrons; to convert the personnel of

Nos. 36 and 100 Squadrons to twin-engined aircraft; (5) and

But such

to train New Zealand pilots to fill vacancies in the Bomber

Squadrons,
aircraft thrown up by 21 (f) Squadron when it rearmed with
Buffalos, and 'oy Blenheims borrowed from No. 34(b) Squadron.
The unit had to be disbanded on 8 December 41, but during
its short life valuable work had been accomplished.

The training aircraft w/ere provided by Wirraway

Just as there v;ere inadequate facilities for air training,
so did arrmnuent training fail to supply the needs of the

expanded air forces in Ma*laya.
existence wore

Penang, but in October of that year a new Comand Armament
Training Station was opened at Kuantan; it was too late .

however, to be really effective, for only two squadrons (4)
completed a course before the outbrealc of war.

Until 1941 the only ranges in
on Singapore Island, with an improvised range at

To conclude this review of the shortcomings of the air

forces in Malaya it must be emphasized that the major y/ealcnesses
were the lack of fighter defences, and the small size of the

This latter factor had already restricted thereserves,

nuiiber of flying hours devoted to training, and Y;hen war
broke out even the first casualties could not be fully replaced.
In consequence squadron strengths became abnormally low
at the outset and remained at such level.

East, after his arrival, drew attention to the importance
of remedying these weaknesses. He anticipated that by the end

The C. -in-C. par-

A.H.B. File

II J50/15/8.
"Expansion eSc
Re-equipment'
Enc. d/d
3 March 41»

/of

The M.V.A.F. was a reincarnation of the S.S.V.A.F.

(see Footnote 2, page 9 )•
The largest aircraft in the M.V.A.F. were 2 D.H. Rapides and

one Dragonfly; the remainder were mostly D.H, Moths and
Avro Cadets.

In preparation for replacement of the Vildebccstcsby Beauforts
which never materialized.

62 (b) Squadron frora Alor Star (6th to 25th November 194l)
60 (B) Squadron from Rangoon (30th November to 8th December 1941).

(1)

(2)

(5)

(4)
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of 1941, there T^ould he an aosolute r.iaxii:iui:i of only 185 aircraft,
together T,vith 39 Dutch roinforcencnts.
appreciated hy the Chiefs of Staff, hut they advised the C.-in-C.

Encs. d/d East ho\i the production figures of aircraft had been dis
appointing, whilst in addition, the Ivliddle East had to he

reinforced still further to meet the probable scale of attack

Eurthermore the necessity for supporting

This position vdas
A.H.B. pile

II J50/39/9
"Cables to

G.O.S.

2 Aug. 41.
A.M.’ Pile
S.2563 Encs 10A in Spring 1942.
d/d 30 Jan 41 & Russia was likely to irapose an additional strain on British
I3A d/d 14 A.ug 41.and jhaerican resources. Neither could the target figure for
Ibid. the Par East he a.chieved, nor could cdny substantial reinforce-

Encs. 28A d/d ments he sent before the end of 1941.
17 Sep 41.
A.H.B. Pile

II J50/11
"Weekly Return
of Operational
Aircraft",

Enc. d/d
6 Dec. 41.

On 6 December 41 , two
days preceding the outbrealc of wan the total strength of squadron
aircraft in the par East (Malaya, Burma, Hong Kong and Ceylon)
v;as 294 aircraft against an Initial Establishment of 211
aircraft, (i) It will he remeuoerod how/ tho Chiefs of Staff
gave an estimate of 335 I.E. aircraft for the Par East (excluding
Burma and Hong Kong),
in Malaya and Ceylon was 178 I.E. aircraft, and if to this
total is added the 3I Dutch reinforcing aircraft Ydm.ch were to

arrive in Malaya 9 December 41 , the resulting potential of 209
aircraft reveals a discrepancy of 127 against the G.O.S. estimate.

The comparable cstaolishmont atta.ined

Equipment Problems.
A.H.B. Pile

II J5O/I8/I The equipment position was bad in almost all iirportant
"Defence Policy -items. There was an acute shortage of aircraft spares,
General" especially for Blenheims and Hudsons; motor transport, (there
Enc .d/d 16 Dec 40.were insufficient vehicles even to form a Comiwand Pool); and all

tools. Only a small proportion of B. A.p. personnel could be

armed owing to the insufficiency of small arms, and tho reserveBrooke-Popham
Despatch para 94«of small-arm axaiiunition v^as 57 million rounds short of the

authorised figure of 1 50 million rounds,
to increase the monthly supply from 3 rdllion to  8 iiiillion
rounds.

A.H.B. Pile

II J5O/39/I6
"Org. and

Australia a.groe

In December 1940 aircraft bombs were far short o

Requirements
by G. C. Darvall" been made good.
Enc. d/d
19 January 41. Co-operation wi

d

f

the needs for expansion, but by the outbreaic of war stocks hadi

There was also an adequate reserve of petrol.

th Other Services.

To achieve closer co-operation with the Navy A.H. Q. had

advocated a combined Naval/Air Operations Room to control the
seaward air operations ’.;ith the forces under C.-in-C, China

Station, but this arrangement never matcria,lisod beca.use it

Tjas decided that such co-operation should romain at G. fl. Q. level.

Shortly after the outbreaic of w.cr howovor, a Liaison sta.ff of

5 junior naval officers was provided in the Jlrr.y/Air Combined
Operations Room, and although this arrangement proved adequate,
the A. 0. C. Y/as doubtful of its sufficiency had the Par Eastern

Fleet remained in being. Co-operation with the C.-in-C. East

Indies, was close, with a Combined Operations Room at Colombo,
There Y/as real understanding of the E.A.P. difficulties in

assisting v/ith tho control of sea conmiunications in tho Indian

Ocean using a force of only tivo Catalinas. Coa.stal Command

had supplied invaluable memoranda covering maritime opera
tions, and these, when adapted to suit local conditions,
were compiled in book form and issued to all E..A.P. Units and

Naval Gomriands for guidance in operations over the sea.

The Combined Army/Air Operations Room (referred to above)
Yi/as built adjacent to A. H. Q. in Sime Road, Singapore, and Y;a.s

ready just before Y/ar broke out. Its Yrooden buildings v/ere

very vulnerable so alternative accommodation Yvas put in hand.

Maltby Despatch
paras. 107 to
110.

D.S.D.

(M.R.S.) 2020
Enc.1 a d/d
24 Dec 45 -

"Report by
Goimmand Naviga
tion Officer".

Maltby Despatch
paras. 130,
131.

/It

(1) For details of Establishments and Strengths see Appendix "B
part I.
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It functioned at a level of Air Headquarters and Headquarters
Malaya Cominand. For the' control of Army air support in the

north a nucleus Operations Group H.Q. wa.s formed
11th August 1941, designated No. 223 Group ("Norgroup"); in
war it was to 'be located with H. Q. Illrd. (Indian) Corps.
Its function was to comand air forces allotted 'by A.H. Q. ,
and to act as air adviser to G. 0. G, Illrd. Corps. The cosibined

H.Q, T/as established at Kuala Lumpur, and after being exercised
was disbanded and held in readiness for niobilizdtion.

AH.B. File

II Iyi/A19/l
"O.R. B, of

A.H.Q.F.E. "
Entries d/d
5 Aug. 41.
11 Aug. 41.

The question of airfield defence by the Army has already
been dealt with, ('l ) Apart from this aspect, co-operation .Yvith
the .Army had not been highly developed in the past. Limited

exercises had been carried out with the troops by No. 21 (G.'P. )
Squadron, which vyhen it v;as equipped with 7/irrav;ays was regarded
partly as an Army Co-operation squadron. Its methods, however,
\vere not consistent with developments in Europe and the Middle

East. The records of experience gained in other Cominands
was available at A. H. Q., but through lack of staff these lessons
had never been disseminated. This omission was remedied in

September 1941 when instructions were issued for the joint
information of Army and R. A.F. units, .covering the operations
of bombers in sux)port of troopis, and the work of fighter aircraft
employed on tactical reconnaissance. Aircrews were given
instruction in Ariny organization and tactics, whilst bomber

and fighter squadrons were affiliated to .Army formations, with

a monthly allotment of flying hours for combined training.

During the latter half of 1941, AntirAircraft equipments
were rapidly increasing, particularly in Singapore, and a heavy
strain was thrown upon air resources by the demands for air

co-operation in training the A. A. crews. The aircraft available

v/ere few, (2) with the result that operational units had to
expend flying hours from their own training requirements, and
even then the needs of the A. A. Defence Commander were never

properly 'fulfilled.

Developments in Netherlands East Indies, Indian Ocean and

Ba.y of Bengal,

Maltby Despatch
para. 111.

II M/A19/1
"0. R.B.-

A. H.Q.F.E.

1939/1941"
entry d/d
8 July 41.

Maltby Despatch
para. 124.

A.M. File

S.2563
Enc. 26a d/d
16 September 41.

Maltby Despatch
paras. 6l , 62,
63, 64j 66,
II iv/A19/i
"O.R.B. ,
A.H.Q.F.E. ,
1933 to 1941"
Entry d/d
23 Oct. 41.

The Anglo-Dutch reinforcement plan provided for 4 R.A.F.
Bomber squadrons to be based in Dutch Borneo,
at Sinlcawang and Samarinda were allocated by the Dutch, and

they were to be stocked with supplies required by the R.A,F.

The only method of communication with these airfields was by
Dutch transport aircraft,
ready and was inspected by the C.O. and Flight Commanders of

one of the squadrons allocated to it; the other airfield was

still unprepared.

A. H. Q. had an.ticipated that Sumatra would be required for

an alternative adr route from India owing to the vulnerability
of the old reinforcement route through Burma, and North Malaya,
Also the island would be required for advanced landing grounds
for operations against the Japanese in their advance down M'alaya,
Attention was concentrated upon those airfields in the northern

part of Sumatra; extensions to Lho'nga and Sabang were put in
hand, at the request of A.H.Q., to adapt them for modern
aircraft,

order to organize an alternative, route from Rangoon - Port

Blair - Sabong, instead of the normal one through Bangkok.

Two airfields

By October 1941, Sinlcawang was

Facilities at Sabang were given to B. O.A,C. in

II J4/A19/3a
"O.R.B.

Appendices -
A.H.Q.F.E. 1941
Appendix "C",
June.

/in

"The Development, Construction and Defence of0) See paragraph on
the airfields".

No. 4 A.A. C.U. , Stationed at Tengah, with 6 Sharks, 6 Swordfish
and 2 Blenheim I.

(-2)
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D.S.D.

(M.R.S.) 2168
Enc. 1 a d/d
8 Jan i+6. -
"Report 'by
A.M.W. D. "
A.H.B. Rile

II J50/15/8
Enc, d/d
k July 1.941.

In June 1941, ,A.H. Q. issued a detail of the bases to be

used in the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal, At Port Blair

in the Andaman Islands, and NancoT^ry in the Nicobar Islands,
moorings and petrol were laid for operating flying boats.

Port Blair also prepared by B.O.A. C. for their alternative
route to Sabang. In Ceylon v/a.s established H. Q. No. 222 Group
with a Naval/Air Operations Room at Colombo. In China Bay
one plight of Vildebeeste aircraft were located for target
towing and local reconnaissance.(1) It was also to be a
permanent base for 1 G. R. Squadron and 1 P,B. Squadron and

accommodation v/as practically completed. Ratmalana airfield

was under construction for 1 G.R. squadron; and Koggala as a

main base for plying boats operating in the Indian Oce-an. Puel

and moorings were laid and limited accormnodation provided for

the operation of flying boats from the following stations:

Christmas Island, Cocos Islands (Direction Island^, Maldives
(Male),Seychelles (Mahe), Ghagoas (Diego - Garcia), Mauritius
and Tanganyika (Lindi). Permanent bases for one P.B. squadron
each were being developed at Durban and Mombasa,

A. H.B. Pile

II J50/18/1
"Defence Policy-
General" Enc,.

d/d 15 Jan 41 •
Brooke-popham
Despatch

The Problems and Work of G. H. Q. Par East,

General Headquarters, Par East, came into being 18 November
1940 and orders were issued to the three General Officers Command

ing and the Air Officer Coimnanding defining their relations to

G.H.Q- The selection of the site for G. H. Q. was a con^romise.

paras. 40, 7, 11,44e Army Headquarters had long been established at Port Canning,
13 14. 15, 8 with iiir Headquarters some five miles away in Sime Road; the
134, 133. ■' ■’ C.-in-G China Station had his headquarters at the Naval Base,
Maltby^D^spatch where the Par East Combined Bureau was also located, whilst the
paras. 65O,
102, 103,

Governor and the civil authorities were in Singapore torn.
The G,-in-C. decided that the primary consideration was to ensur e
close touch with the C.-in-G. China Station, (wJho was in no
way subordinate to 0. -in-G. Par Ea.st) , accordingly he moved
his headquarters to the Naval Base in January 1941, but continued
to reside in Singapore, and so maintained contact with the
Service and Civil authorities.

A.H.B. Pile
II J50/39/5
"Org of G.n.Q.-
G.C. Darvall"
Enc. d/d
21 August i|-1. The size of G. H. Q. Staff precluded any direct form of

operational control except in the widest sense, therefore it T;as
decided that eacii Comr.iand, (Malaya, Hong iteng an.d Burma), Viiould
be regarded as of equal status, with the resneewive G. 0.C.s
controlling operations in their own ai'eas. Also, the activl ies
of the A.O.C. par East would not be restricted. Thus the opera
tional control of G. li. Q. would, be lindted to the movement of
reinforcements and to the issue of directives. Following
repeated requests to the Chiefs, of Staff, the establishment
of G.H.Q. was raised in Arugust 1941, from 7 to 14 officers, (3) ,
together with the necessary clerical and cypher staff;

Defence Policy" establishment y^as not completed by the outbreak of w;ar.
smallness of staff resulted in overw/ork, which in conjunction
with the climate led to a serious degree of siclcness. The
Chief of Staff, a.fter a period in hospital, had to return to
England, and the appointment was vacant for ten and a half weeks.
Por some time before the appointment of the C.-in-C. Par East

(2)

this
The

Encs. d/d

A.H.B. Pile
II J50/18/1

25 .i.pril 41.

/ the

One Plight only (4 I.E. Vildebeestes) of No. 273 Squadron.
- Lt, Gen. BondG. 0. C, Malaya

(1 y

(2)
G. O.C. Hong Kong - M. Gen. Graisett
G. O.C. Burma
A. 0. G. Par East - A.V.M. Babington,

- Lt. Gen. McLeod

(3) chief of Staff;

Staff Officer, 'i st Grade: Na-sry 1; Army 2; R, ..':
Staff Officer, 2nd Grade: ‘Navy 1; Army 3; R.A
Staff Officer. 3rd Grade; Navy 1.

1 ■' /
,  2.

E. 3.
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the relations bet’.veen the Army and the R. A. were poor.

Jealousy and lack of co-operation, even though provoked by
quite sincere differences of opinion, had resulted in wealmesses
in the defence,

of Army/iJLr support - have already been examined in detail;
but the fact remains that even though these officers were

replaced in Spring 1941 by Comiaanders who worked in perfect
accord, (1) the doficicncies could not be fully rectified by
the time v/ar broke out. This same tradition of bad feeling,

between the two Services had repercussions, for the first

six months, on the working of G-
at first, on the part of ilrmy Headquarters, to accept advice
from an R. A.P. Officer on matters which were normally the

On the other hand relations oetwoen

C.-in-C. , F.E. and C.-in-C. China Station (Vice Admiral Sir
Gooffrej?' Layton) were close and friendly throughout, although
incidentally they wore not cle;irly defined by higher authority.
Apparently, by mutual agreement, the G.-in-C. China Station
continued to deal with the free french, for relations with

Indo-China were mainly concerned with economics jand shipping.
He also controlled the Press, until after a change in

(2) when this matter was talcen over by C.-in-C. P. E.
but the control of the Miri oil

the siting of airfields and degreeThese

There was some reluctancer, li. •-/«

f imction of the G. 0. G.

command,
G.H. Q. dealt with Siam;
denial scheme was passed to C.-in-C. China Station, since

problems of oil supply and possible evacuation were more closely
connected with the Navy than the other two Services,
was agreed that the Navy should be responsible for patrolling

would undertalce similar duties

It

the open sea, whilst the Army
on the rivers.

and.A. H. Q. wero cordi.al, as ^
Sir Robert Brook-Popham naturally

But dospite

Relations betv/een G. H. Q.

miglit be expected, for C.M.
took a keen personal interest in the E
the desire of the C.-in-G. Par East not to restrict the functions

of the A. 0. C. , a practice arose at LE.O. of consulting G. H. Q.
on all important signals to id-r Iviinistry; in consequence
the G.-in-C. was involved in nearly every aspect of the

so in effect the main channel of coimmunica-
to Air Ministry.

. A. P.

R. A. P. Comnand,
tion on air matters was through G.H.Q.

Furthermore, as GAH. Q. contained only a-n operational staff,
it was difficult for thojm to realize the administrative problems

and it was felt by ,A.H. Q.- thatof the subordinate Command,
tho Air Ministry were not made aware of 'hhe time imj)lications

the numbers and types of aircraft available, the standard
of aircrew training and the state of the Command as a whole.
of

G.H.Q. relied upon the Par East Combined Bureau for
This was under ^^dmiralty control with ormches

.ilrmy and .liLr Force Intelligence;

%
Intelligence,
of Naval, .
head of Naval Section being in charge
P.E.C.B, was somewhat unbalanced,
trated on naval intelligence, to tho
two Services, and especially the R.A.P. Although_this
of affairs was corrected, A.H.Q. were far from satisfied with

the .arrangements and considered that P.E...G. B. were so Under
staffed that they could not adequately deal with G.PI.Q.
requirements. Consequently representations were made for
the need of a thorough system throughout the Command. In

July 41 G H Q wished to create a second Intelligence Centre
to serve the needs of H.Q.M.C. and A.K.Q. Such an arrangement

but with the

of the Bureau the

Attention was conccn-
dotriment of the other

tatc-O

A.H.B. Pile

II J50/39/5
"Org. of
P.E. C.B. etc.

Encs. d/d
2 August 41
1  .August 41 •

/was

.M.20 April 1941 to relieve A.Y
. Percival succeeded

A.V.M. Pulford arrived Singapore
Babington vdio loft 26 April 1941, Lt. Gen
Lt. Gen. Bond as G. O.C. Malaya, I6 May I94I.

Tom Phillips replaced i.tumiral Sir Geoffrey LaytonAdmiral Sir

0)

(2)
6 December 1941.
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was not acceptable to A. H. Q, ho\7cvor, but instead an establish

ment for an Intelligence organization for the whole Command was

subiTiitted to Air Ministry; and in anticipation of approval,
personnel were appointed to H.Q. and Units. This nucleus 7vas

in being when hostilities coniiaenced, but naturally it had not

been greatly developed and the information available for crew

briefing was poor. Both the G.-in-C. and A. O.C. have quoted
specific examples which underline the shortcomings of the

The C. -in-C.F

i

.E.C.B,, and the lack of adequate Intelligence,
complains that the Secret Intelligence Service failed to supply
any information
(Southern Indo-China), (1 )

to what was happening in Gamranh Harbouras

On the broader issues of intelligence he emphasizes many
The foronost was the asssssnont of the inten

tions of the Japanese Government to wage war: until the end

of November 1941 G. H. Q.
the verge of war.
tions of the Sifimese Government,

that Japan could deploy for fin attack on Malaya, in the event,
proved to be accurate, but the main under-estimation lay in
the opinion that Japan could not attack in several theatres

The efficiency of the Gnemy forces was badly
Muongst the unexpected factors were:

of the Japanese for weather conditions and their ability to land
on beaches in bad weather;

depended little on mechanica.1 transport,
food requirements wore able to live on the country;

and the rapidity with which
and airfields.

serious errors.

did not beliovo that Japan might be on
There were also errors concerning the inten-

Thc strength of the forces

simultaneously,
depreciated. the disregar

their extreme mobility - they
and with their simple

the

initiativo of the average soldier;
repairs could be carried out on bridg;

d

the A. O.G. deplores the current intelligence which, because of
its assessment of the low morale and efficiency of the Japanese

air services, effected the tra.ining and tactics to be adopted
hy the fighter squadrons. In fact the strength of the Japanese
Air Force cane as .a complete surprise - in quantity, performance,
mobility and experience of its personnel,
and the medium bombers ha.d ranges of 13OO to 1 6OO miles v^liich

enabled then to operate from bases beyond the reach of the

Their operational height Yjas 20,000 to 24,000 feet,
defences.

...JidA' S

Both the fighters

where they vrere immune from the majority of the A.4

D.S.D.

(M. R. S. )2012
Enc. d/d
30 Doc. 45 “

"Report by 0. C,
No. 243 (P)Sqdn. R.A.F.

A mtt<3r of vital urgency on which G. R. Q. had to make an

early decision was the method of defence of vital portions of
Previously, except on Singapore and *Ponangthe East Coast.

B r o ok e -P ox^h am

Despatch
par i 48,49,.n o.

Islands, the first lines of defence were going to be sited inland,
with the bcaciiGS occupied only by watching posts. This scheme

was based on the argument that the insufficiency of troops to
defend a great length of beach would result in outflanking by
the enemy, and a linear defence without sufficient troops for
counter-attack. On the other hand, G.H.C. considered it
essential to defend the beaches because during this period of the

landing the enemy was most vulnerable; once inland he would bo

on terms of equality with the defonders. Furthermore, during
landing operations the co-operation between the throe Services

The C.-in-C, had to issue orderswould be most effactive,

for the principle of first line defence on the beaches, but it
found that the work and preparation of obstacles and defence

posts at Mersing, Kuoiitan and Kota Bahru took up so much time
that it interfered with training. Consequently a prograrxie was

draYjn up to allow a compromise between field training and work

on the fixed defences. (2) A portion of the Singapore
/garrison

was

Southern Indo China was the location of the bases in which

the Japanese invasion forcos were
In retrospect the C.-in-C. realizes how it might be claimed
that a lot of the prepa.ration 7vas wasted, as for instance at

Mersing, which was never heavily attacked,
those defences been woalc they might have invited early
atta.ck and an easy access to Singapore.

gather ed.

Nevertheless ha

(1)

(2)

d
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garrison had to be ready to counter any sudden raid on Singapore,
yet at the same time, the G.-in-C. adimts the defences of the
north and north-'western sides of the Island should have been

strengthened before war broke out.

The C.-in-G. considered the Malajran War Committee,
presided over by the Governor, vjas not on a satisfactory basis.
No agenda or minutes were kept, and although this state of

affairs was corrected by the introduction of new members it

does not appear to have been a very effective body,
occasions the Committee decided that a scheme of food rationing

in war time must be prepared, yet sub-committees reported the

difficulties too great, and even suggested that if the

rationing were a military necessity, then the military should

themselves prepare a scheme. Ultimately no food rationing
existed y;hen war started. A six month's supply of food for

the whole population, (including the Services) had been laid
down as a minimum requirement,
Burma, as the Malayan yield was insufficient, and this raised

difficulties, (v/hich Vi/ere eventually overcome) in storage and
distribution. The question of the Islands' water supply was

investigated; the main supply for the Singapore reservoir
came from Johore, but it was calculated, if this were cut,
the rainfall would be sufficient to meet the requirements

the whole of the anticipated population.(1)

On two

Rice had to be imported from

s

oi

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
Paras; 58,62.

The Air Raid Precautions organization in Singapore was

good and functioned well, with the one exception of the first
bombing raid on Singapore when there was a failure to man the

A. R.P. Headquarters. In consequence Fighter Group Headquarters
could not pass the warning, and it was only a matter of minutes
before the bombs fell, that the sirens soimded to give the

warning for black out. (2) A proper black-out in Malaya
impracticable because a fqll black-out vyould deprive

A system was adopted which proved
this consisted of restricted lighting, with a

was

houses of ventilation.

satisfactory;

Ibid

paras: 63, 64.

complete black-out being enforced on the actual warning of

approach of hostile aircraft. Also the construction of air
raid shelters was not a simple matter and there were not

enough for the total population,
the low level of the ground, soon filled with water and became

a breeding place for mosquitos, whilst surface shelters
blocked the narrow streets and pre-vunted ventilation,
only practical shelter
hanging first floors of the buildings;
filling the spaces between the pillars with stones or Dricks.

But there was a policy to provide accorninodation outside
the town where it v

once the bombing started;

Jsny excavations, because of

The

were the arcades formed by the over-
these Yiere adapted by

anticipated the population could move
compulsory evacuation was not

u  c
v'e-iS

enforced.

In early 1941 a Denial scheme v;as x^repared against the

event of invasion, and the necessary instructions issued.
This scheme did not envisage a comxalete "scorched earth"

policy - for example, in the tin mines only the essential
parts of the dredging machinery v/ere to be brought away.
The guiding principle v/as the destruction or removal of

everything that might facilitate the movement of the eneiqy;
this included the removal or dispersal of food stocks; ____

/destruction

the

A heavy(1) Rainfall in Singapore averages 100 inches per year,
rain fall can be anticipated every 24 hours, and in f^-ut it is

torrential that special drainage is incorporated in ouildings,
airfield layouts, etc.
See also in section "First Bombs on Singapore

so

(chap. III).• ■(2)
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destruction of repair facilities, vehicles or boats;
demolition of bridges.

and the

The Civilian and the Service Conii-nunities.Brook-popham

Despatch
paras; 68, 69, The question of the attitude of the civilian population,

both European and native, to the impencling vmr, has been a subject
of so much controversy that a narrative on the Ear East campaigns

Apa.rt from the

70.

Maltby Despatch would be incomplete without a passing reference,

para. 63I. main issues however, there is no doubt that the relations
between the civilian community and the Services were not happy,
especialljr in Singapore, raid this may well have had some in

direct bearing ujpon the casiipaign.
civilians took little notice of them socially; and thejr objected
to the fact that whilst they were paying full income taoc on

their pay, the civilians comxjlained when they had to meet

small tax of 8^.
presence of the Services as a disturbing influence on their way
of living,
reluctcance on the part of certain sections of the British
community to join the Yolunteers, and he quotes the expression

. used locally of men being "successful" in obtaining official

exemption from service,
biased, the fact remains that the Colonial Office had certainly
endorsed the vieyjs of the Governor which were that the rubber

and tin industry was of greater importance than the training
of local forces. (I.)
did not prepa.re for war may well ha-ve been encouraged by the
belief that the defences Y;ere in good order, and that war wa-s

not imminent,

effect of fostering this
ing those who were not anxious to disturb the normal routine

Indeed, this mood of easy optimism, persisted
to the opening day of hostilities and is clearly illustrated in

the C.-in-C's Order of the Dcay. (2) In regard to the attitude
of the native population there is divergence of opinion; tvjo

opposite schools of thought are quoted. Sir Robert Brooke-
Popluim was convinced tlaat the European population had very little
affection for Malaya itself; they had come to the country
solely with the object of making money, then settling dovm
elsewhere. Similarly the Chinese, (uho formed tiic largest
element of the ncutive population) wore there to make money and
had no roots in the country. There was diificulty in mroaning
the Chinese compmies of the Volunteers., for 'Ghe3?^ had no patriotic
motives connected with Malfiya ■ itself,, on the contrary their

incentive was the thought that in a remote way they were helping
China to fight Japan,
little effort was made to establish oontact with the leading

The whole attitude of the Malays themselves

summed up by considering them indifferent to the question
The Indians, mostly

Tamils from Southern India, were a law abiding race; manual

work offered good wages, and their creed Y«as an early return

to India; they had no feelings of patriotism towards the country
of their employment. Lord Strabolgi, in the Spring of 1939,
visited Malaya, amd later, in 1942, wrote an extremely well

informed study of the Pacific Gfimpaigns. (5) His views
concerning the native population are somewhat different to

those of the C.-in-C., , f or he oelievod that the Asiatics should
have been trained to defend Malaya,

The Services felt that the

a

On the Ydiole the civilians resented the

The C.-in-C. was of the opinion that there was

T/hether or not his opinion Yaas

Oh. the other hand the fact that Malaya

Official announcements had the unintentional

sense of false security, and encourag-

of business life.

On the part of the British hovviever,

Chinese citizens.
Yjas

of ultimate control of their country.

Ho adinits that the

,  r

agrici.ilturists, and the Tamils hardlyMalays were easy-going

/
/a

See earlier xiaragraph on the "Dc-fenco Policy Begins to Change".
See also in section "Order of the Day" (chap. 111),
ingapore and After" by Lord Strabolgi,MO
U

i)
2

3
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a fighting race, yet there \vere minorities amongst both peoples
But the Chinese alone could have

From the first day of
the air raids and in

who gave fine service,
provided excellent fighting material,
the war they rendered great service during
civil defence, and a small defence force was belatedly recruited.
But they had been at variance with the Colonial Government
because of the existence of a Communist Party, coroined with

the fact that the Kuomintang party were also out of favour.

And aoove all it was against every principle of the British
Colonial office to raise Asiatic armies in the defence of malaya

lest they should demand political concessions, besides lowering
the prestige of the Englishman. (1 )

From these expert opinions perhaps some conclusion may oe
dravfli, but if this is done it must be borne in mind that both
authorities may have been biased. Sir Robert Brooke-Popham
considered the natives' feelings were purely mercenary, yet his
views may well have been influenced by his earlier and perhaps
happier associations as Governor of kenya. Lord Straoolgi's
experience of Malaya was not gained in the heat oi i..'ar; ^ his
conception of an Asiatic army was probaoly more idealistic than
that of the C.-in-C., but in any case his opinions are weighed
with an overall condemnation of the officials of the Colonial

Office in London, whom he blames as being primarily responsible
for the Malayan disaster.

A.M. File

S.2563
Enc. 25B d/d
16 Septe^er Jjh.

AviKj Strength and Requirements

In November 1940 the Ariiy strength in Malaya v/as 17

Battalions, (2) but in the Coimanders Tactical Appreciation of
October 1940 an estimate of the total land forces required in

Malaya, based on the figure of an Air Force of 566 I.E. aircraft,
was 26 Infantry Battalions (3 I'or Borneo), 5 Field Regiments R.E. ,

The G.-in-C. had forecasted that
.  , including Burma,
ival on his arrival

and 3 Light Tank Companies,
by December 1941 the strength of the R.A.F.

General perc:'would be 180 I

Brook-Popham
Despatch
paras: 92, 93,

.E. aircraft,

81.

Appendices "E
and "F".

thoroughly investigated the opiestion of the strength of the
jPiTmy, and he based his new estimate on that of the R. A.F. _
whilst in Deceuber 1941 the establishment of theR.A.F. (211 I.E,
aircraft) (3) slightly exceeded the C.-in-C's forecast.
Army strength fell far short of the figure required to compensate
for the deficiency in aircraft, which had been accepted by the

In fact the main deficiencies were; 17
Reeimonts ax.d 2 Tank Regiments. (4)

But

the

Chiefs of Staff.

Battalions, 4 Light A. A.

The complete aoscnce of tanks and the scarcity of armoured
handicap to the probable land operations. In August

the condition
cars was a

40 tanlcs were offered from the Middle East on
they were employed in an operational role,
occurred whilst the method of training the crews was oeing

considered, and during that time the offer was withdrawn. ^
A fe\7 armoured cars of Dutch design v/ere made in Singapore, out
quEintity was restricted by the lack of boiler platcw A total
of 84 armoured cars were shipped from South ̂ Arica;

/arrived

A delay

some

A. II. 3. File

II J50/19/4
"Malaya - Land
Forces".

Encs. d/d
14 August 41
18 October 41.

24 October 41.

.  the

He lived in
These opinions are endorsed by the Managing-Editor
Malaya Tribune Group of Ne\/spapers - E.'M. Glover. ^
Malaya from 1927 onwards and was a consistent champion 

ot the
His views may be read in "IN 70 DiiYS".

;  6 (including 1 M.G, Battalion)
:  10

Asiatics.

British Battalions

Indian

(1)

(2)

Malay 1

17
1Mountain Regiment R.A.

See Appendix "B".
See Appendix "C" for G

(3.)
(4) OiiFJarative figures.
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arrived a few days before war broke out and the drivers had not

become accustomed to them before they left to go to the front.

Plans for .idlied Reinforcements

Maltby Despatch
paras. 32 to 38. The number of United States aircraft which might be expected

to reinforce Malaya should the Philippines be evacuated was, of
course, indefinite,
dispersed moorings planned for 20 Catalinas of the U.S, Naval

Jj.r Service, as well as the preparation of a maintenance plan.
In Septerriber 1941 it was directed by the C.-in-C. that 4 ia-ses
in Malaya and 2 in Burma were to oe prepared for the accommoda

tion of B.17's of the U.S. .Army Air Corps.
runYvays were put in hand, but only that of Gong Kedah was completed.
Plans were made to receive the Dutch reinforcements of three

Bomber Squadrons (27 Glen Martins) at Scmbawang and one Fighter
Squadron (9 Buffaloes) at Kallang.
Flight Commanders visitod these stations, toured Malaya and were

given a short course on R.A.F. operational methods,
of Dutch bombs were laid down,

had been allotted responsibility for the area Kuantan - Great

Natunas - Kuching (British Borneo) in the initial sca-ward
reconnaissance plan.
R.A. F. area, and to execute this plan 3 Catalinas were to be
Dased at Seletar.

down both at the latter station and Kuantan,

of the R F. and Dutch Army Air Service \;ore interchanged and

attached to the i.ir Headquarters in Singapore and Java. ̂

Factors iiffecting the Defence of British Borneo.

So reconnaissance was carried out and

Extensions of the

The Dutch Squadron and

Stocks

The Dutch Naval Air Service

This was to the imnediate south of the

Moorings and stocks of petrol were put
Liaison officers

/I.H.B. File

II J50/39/16
"Org. &
Requirements -
G. C. Darvall"

Enc. d/d
August 41.

A. M. Pile

S.2563
Encs. 26a d/d
16 September 41. ■'(Yithout coimmind of the sea it was impossible to defend
BrookelpophanT Borneo as a v^hole, and the Governor was informed accordingly in
Despatch order that he could use volunteers and police for internal
para, 1 6. security.
Maltby Despatch wireless station; but it w/as decided to hold Kuching where there

was an airfield which, though not large enough for bomber aircraft,
had extensions in hand; there v;ere also flying boat moorings

Enemy occupation of Kuching might also

There Y^as no attempt to defend Labuan, the cable and

para. 51.

in the nearby river,
give access to airfields in Dutch Borneo on the North-Yvest of
the island, an area
much nearer than South Indo-China,
Seria supplied crude oil to the refineries at Lutong in SaraYvalc.
Although one company of the 2nd/l5th Punjaois (less one platoon
at Kuching YYho had gone there in May 194l ) had been moved to
Lutung in December 1940 and 2x6 inch guns had been mounted
there, it Yvas finally decided not to defend the refinery or the
two oilfields.

Yvhich Yjas only 350 miles from Singapore -
The oilfields at }/dri and

In consequence a partial denial scheme Y/as
carried out before the start of hostilities, thereby reducing
the output of oil by 70/; and only a small numoer of items
Yvere left to complete the denial scheme Y;hen Yvar broke out. (I)

Political Activities in Siam and French Indo-Ghina.

The attitude of Siam in connection Ycith Far East strategy
had been recognized at the iUiglo-Prench Conference of June 1939;
in fact the French had been particularly suspicious, and had
urged the necessity of being able to threaten the country should
pro-Japanese sympathies be demonstrated. (2) Later, in July
1940, an exchange of letters betYveen the A. O.C. Far East

/(a. V. M. Babington)

A.M. File,
S.3915 Part I
Enc. 71B, d/d
7 August 40.

The Oilfields in Borneo" for details of the(1) See paragraph:
Demolition Scheme,
See also in section
Force Conference",

The Anglo-French Naval, Military and Air(2)
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|A.V. M. Babington) and the British iviinister in Ban^cok
Sir Josiah Crosby) clearly reveals the state of affairs in
Siam. The ,1.0.G. v<;a3 prompted to open the subject because it
7?as then recognized that Siam was likely to become a stepping-
stone for the invasion of Malaya. He was eager to promote an

arrangement whereby he might have early warning of the arrival

of the Japanese off the coast of South Siaja; his suggestion
was, that at the first sign of a threat, the Siamese Government

should appeal to the British, In his reply, the British
Minister not only gave little re-assurance, but summed up the
whole attitude of the Siamese, Although they respected our

honesty and good intentions, they inclined to the side of the

Japanese through fear. They appreciated the power of Japan,
and at the sanie time had not faith in the power of the British

to assist them, x’or with a ’..'ar in Europe and the inaoility,
even in pre-war years, to kee£) a Fleet in the Far East, our
rmllitary prestige had fallen very lov;. Until the Far East
was adequately garrisoned the Siamese would not.side openly
with the British Empire; and in the meanwhile the most that

could be expected was a strict and impartial neutrality which

they were not likely to defend against the Japanese, but which
they were only too like3.y to defend by force against the British,

On the other hand. Sir Josiah was confident that genuine good
will existed tovjards us on the part of the Siamese Government,,
and by tactful handling not only their neutral attitude might
be maintained, but they would not publicly go over to the side
of Japan.

Towards the end of -1940, Siamese ministers had stimulated
their country to demand the return of certain areas ■which,
some years before, had been talc;en by the French. A mild form
of hostilities broke out, and after an unsucoessful a-ttempt at
reconciliation by the Governor of Malaya, C.-in-C. China
and G.-in-C. Far East, the Japanese were recognized as -mediators,
and thus scored a diplomatic success. The Siamese, vihilst
not fully realizing their ambitions, gained 'much and were
highly satisfied, although they were placed under an obligation
to the Japanese. ..s mediator and guarantor, Japan_was then
able to consider keeping military and naval forces in Doth

Uridertalcings were made by Prance and
Siam, that they would not enter into any political, economic
or military co-operation ag.ainst Japan. The immedia-te daiger
in Siam was that Japtm would exact an economic price in tin
and rubber, of which a proportion would go to Germany,
order to prevent the Siamese falling completely under Japanese
domination our only action - since a show of military and naval
strength was impracticable would be to offer some economic and
financial assistance on suitaole conditions; to this end the
co-operation of the United States was of the greatest ^  ̂
imoortance. It so happened at this .time that the British
Minister at Banglcok represented the urgent requests of the
Siamese prime'Minister for a loan and a supply_of oil and
armaments; Yvithout such equipment there was little they could

But their requests
short of arms and the

Indo-China and Siam.

In

do but comply with Japanese demands,
for help could not be met: Britain ■'was

Brooke-Pophaiu
Despatch
para. 79.
A.M. File
S. 3915 Part III
Enc. 144B
d/d 28 March A1.

Ibid
Enc. 143B
d/d 25 Nov. 41.

United States was already committedto a re-armament programme
supplying the democracies. The question of

loan, involved the co-operation of the U.3.A.; whilst the oil
position was complicated by a dispute bot\veen British and
inerican oil companies. Furthermore the Siamese xrime minister
did not react favourably to the stipulation that^such economio
aid would require in return an assurance to us similar to that
given to Japan over the conclusion of agreements aimed against
that country.

a
as well as

before his arrival in the ParSir EoDort Brooke-Popha ^
East was warned, (and the information subsequently proven

of the French officials in Indo-Chinacorrect) of the attitude

3 r oolce -Popham
Despatch
paras. 77, 78,

/who80.
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iit the time the Japanese had
this T/as not a direct

who were definitely pro-Vichy,
troops in Tongicing in North Indo-China;
threat to Burma or Malaya, and it was believed that the original
purpose for the despatch of these troops was to extricate their
forces in Kwangsi, who were malaria-ridden and in  a difficult

position. Then came the Siaiiiese-French dispute, and as already
recounted, the Japanese mediators were in a very favourable
position. /n economic agreement hetyeen the Vichy French and
the British had been concluded out despite this,  ( and as was

pected by the British Foreign Office) an agreement between
them and the Japanese vjas announced in July 1 941 •  By this the

allowed to maintain forces in Southern Indo-China.

ex

Japanese were

i'dr Ministry
File S.3915,
Part III Enc.

114B d/d
28 Mar. 41.

At the end of the month the Japanese were well established in

Saigon, and this gave them full control of Camranh. Harbour.
They quickly started to malce airfields to the south and west
of Saigon; the limitations of the agreement were soon exceeded,
and the French made practically no effort to oppose either the

original terms or the successive encroachments.

A.H.B. File 4093

II J50/39/6
"Far East Policy

Enc. d/d
2-6 Sept. 41.

Events Preceding the Outbreal: of War in the Far East.

Towards the end of Septeitoer 1941 several Par East
these were: Sir Earle Page fromauthorities were in Singapore;

Australia, the British Ambassador in Chunglcing, Sir A. Clark Kerr,
and the British Minister from Banj^cok, Sir J. Crosby, The

opportunity was taken for a combined, meeting betw/een them and
Mr. Duff Cooper and the Governor of ttalaya in order that the
two Commanders in Chief.might discuss with them the situation^
in the Par East. It was generally agreed that Japan's principle
asset in the Far East was her foothold in Indo-China from which

attack on Malaya might be. launched', although at the same

time it was thought that Japan wished to avoid war in the South
for the next few months, in which case pressure might be brought
for her to withdraw from Indo-China. The propoganda value of

two battleships at Singapore was stressed, for without
such protection Japan could strike at the time most favourable

an

one or

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
para. 6l.

to her.

A H B File ^ late as 19 November 41 the Chiefs_of Staff began to
II J50/l8/l reconsider the system of unified command in the Far East, and
defence Policy" enquired of the C.-in-G. Far East-whether.the command might

be replaced by a system of joint command by the three Gommanders.
Sir Robert Brooke-Popham not unnaturally replied that in his

opinion, (endorsed by his subordinate Goniimanders) the C.-in-C.
should remain an airman.

Enc. d/d
22 Nov. 41.

At the outset of his comimand in the Far East Sir Robert
Maltby Despatch Brooke-Popham had considered the feasibility of occupying the
Paras. 126 127, Siam part of the Tenasserim Istha'mus as a counter to Japanese
.,28. * ’ ’ penetration. (1) In July 1941, after the Japanese occupation

of French Indo-Ghina the project became even more significant,
and under G.H.Q. directions., the G. 0. G. held an iirmy Conference
attended by an ,A.H.Q. representative, to consider a plan for
an advance into the Singora - patani area of South-East Siam

A.H.Q. fa.voured'a raid to destroy the airfield facilities
in this locality which yere being developed by the Siamese to

meet the requirements of Japanese fighter aircraft, but the
conference finally adopted the plan of seizing and holding the
area in an Operation to be known as "Matador".

A.H.B. File

II J53/2 "Opera
tion Matador"

Encs. d/d
7 August 41.
20 Aug. 41.

A signal to the Y/ar Office reveals how G.H.Q. were in
Singora was considered as thefavour of such an operation,

only port of any consequence of the East coast of Siam, and

/through

See also in Section "Appointment of a Govranander in Chief",(1)
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through it could he built up and maintained an enemy force of
3 or 4 Divisions; it also offered the easiest 'way of

establishing a shore-based air threat to Malaya,
of attack expected against our forces, (¥^hen established in the
Singora area) was one Division from Bangkok, largely dependent
on a single track railway exposed to air attack, together with
a seaborne force of up to 2 Divisions anywhere Northward of

Kota Bahru, supported by naval and air forces,
attacks a force of 3 Brigade Groups was :

4 G.R./BoiTber squadrons and 2 fighter squadrons,
the Dutch would honour the A. D.B. Agreement in sending air

reinforcements, the 6 R..A.,E,
tho Operation, but the fu].l land forces could not at the

time be found, the main deficiency being 2 Brigade Groups.
The first Brigade Group would become ava-ilable in iiiid-Septeiriber
on arrival from India,'whilst the second could only be provided
by using the Command Reserve. It was considered that the
North-east Monsoon would malce enemy landings difiicult from

October onwards.

The scale

To meet these

required, supported by
By assuining

squadron’s would be released for

Again, on 20 nugust the G.-in-G. re-affirms his'need for a
strong force for "Matador". He an.ticipated the enemy plan for
the capture of Singapore as one which would involve the establish
ment of landing grounds progressively nearer the "fortress".
Long-range fighters operating from Drench Indo-Ohina could
support an attack on Southern Thailand from where most of
Malaya vjould become liable to air attack; the capture oi^^

Kedah and Kelantan would then follow whilst Eastairfields in

Coast landing grounds w’ould be objective for sea-borne
expeditions. Our inability to attack shipping both by naval
and air.forces was deplorably weak;, and without reserves for

the inadequate air striking force, the adr effort w/ould 
soon

diminish and the enemy’s chance of landing increase. Because

long stretches of beach could not be properly defended, inlana
fio-hting was certain to occur with little air support. Lack
of°Gommunications would preclude a defence based on the rapia
movement of central reserves, but such a factor would not_apply
to aai enemy initially intent up^n gaining control oi airiields
in the North and East. The C.-in-C. therefore supportec. tne

wish to strength'll the East Coast garrisons and provide
"Matador"; in addition he urged as a para-

the need for more air power to stride at

G„ O.C.''s

a strong force for
moun'o necessity,

shipping.

in whichthen drei* up an j.ppreciation
into Thailand wereeaching advances

The Chiefs of Staff
alternative .fincl more

proposed, but the C.-in-C.
arabitious

far-r

,
because a more

Ibid.

Enos. 19Aug.4i
28 Aug. 41.

 preferred his original plan mainly
advance would strain his lines of

followed reconnaissances in the
in plain clothes vjhose
t differences existing

During

Thereafter

area itself by staff officers
emphrisizcd the gre

in the wc;t and dry

c onxmuni c a ti on,Ibid.

Enc. d/d
2 Septeiiber 41.

Singora
subsequent reports
between defence problems — - ^ v+.;v,n-
the latter the terrain was suitable for armourea iigting
vehicles, and the rivers provided poor anti-tariv oostac ,
but the reverse held during the wet perioc. I was^

estiimated that 4 Brigade Groups,
v/ould oe required in the dry

needed during the wet
undertalcen before

seasons.

with
therefore

artillery and anti-tnnlc weapons
, but only 3 Brigade Groups

Therefore "Matador" should not be
e month prior to the normal breaking ox

would require at
counter move against
they could not
until the dry

were '
season

period.
1st October, i.e. one
the North-east Monsoon, because the enemy
least one month to malxe preparations for a
our occupation of Singora. In_consequence,
then launch a major offensive with A E. T. s thou'^ht a
season in liarch. But in any case the C.-in C. ^

against Siam was unlikeiy in the. near future.Japanese move

/The
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The Chiefs of Staff, in replying to the C.-in-G's requests

Enos, d/d for additional forces and the. need for "Matador", defined their
17 September 41 policy as one still aiming to avoid war with Japan, consequently
21 September 41. there v,ias no intention of operating in Siam before its viola

tion by the Japanese. Therefore although they agreed their

project.of a far reaching advance into Siam was impractioable,
an advance even into Singora could not be sanctioned in advance.

To their query as to the minimum period of warning required by
G. H.Q. to implement "Mata.dor" the C.-in-G. gave the answer of

36' hours after receipt of the order.

The C.-in-G. was well aware of the danger of the Japanese
movement southwards in Indo-China, but he found it difficult

to judge whether such action signified plans for an offensive

against Malaya, whether it was merely a gtrategic move as a

potential asset for future negotiation or if it was the final

A.H.B. pile move before occupying Siam,
II J50/39/IO about the construction of new airfields, but his particular
Malaya Defence" concern was over the movements of long-range bombers or fighters

which would give a definite indication of future eneny plans.
Yet despite these preparations going on in Indo-China, he was

of the opinion, (at■least to the end'of November) that the
Such

Brooke-Popham
Despatch
paras 95, ,97.

He was fairly well informed

Enc. d/d
21 August 41,
and written

Japanese did not contemplate irfirnediate hostilities,comments by
beliefs were based upon several factors; had the Japanese
intended to have attacked Malaya they would have been more

likely to have done so in 1940'when our forces were much wealcer;
the North-east monsoon of December to Eebruary was a natural
hazard to an expedition aimed against the East Coast, and finally
the visit of Kurusu to negotiate, in Washington convinced him
that Japan v;as not bent upon w;ar for the time being.

C-in-G.

In the latter part of Novemoer, however, there was every
indication of air early Japanese offensive. Naval units moved
into the South China Sea, and even more significantly the
long-range Zero fighters arrived in South Indo-Ghina to swell
the growing total of aircraft in that area. Finally a telegram
was received from the War Office to the effect that Ai'nerican
Arny Coimanders in the Pacific had been warned that the Japanese
negotiations had reached a stage when their final brealcdorm
or offensive action by the Japanese against Thailand, N.E.I.
or Phillipines might be expected at any time. Until the receipt
of this signal, G.H.-.Q. had not been informed on this matter.

A.H.B. Pile
II J50/32
"Par East
Emergency"
Enc. d/d
28 November 4l

im/A19/3A
A.H.B. "O.R.B.
.Appendices
.A.H. H.Q.P.E.
1941" Appendix
"D" d/d
22 November 41
and A. H. B, Pile
II J50/32
"Par East Emer
gency". Enc. d/d
1 December 41.

Enemy aircraft were seen flying over Northern Malay at
higli altitudes and in an endeavour to stop such reconnaissance
and also to obtain positive evidence of their identity,
detachment of 3 Buffaloes of 243 Squadron was specially sent
to Ailor Star, (1) Paced with these ever increasing signs of
the Japanese intentions the C. -in-G. realized that war was fast
approaching,
vulnerable points to be guarded, and certain R.^wP. units
moved to their battle stations. (2)

a

On the 22 November 41 orders were given for

Such was the position In the Par East,
marshalling their forces in Indo-Ghina - shortly they
to strike simultaneously against the U. 3.,/.. and the AJLlies

The Japanese
were

were

With all the added weight and advantage of the aggressor.
The British were predestined to a defensive role within their
own frontiers, for political considerations at home had curbed
the plans to forestall the enemy at Singora.
defences were inadequate; the strength envisaged by the Ghiefs

Imd even these

/of

Cn 27 November1941 an aerial photographic plate painted with
Japanese characters fell from a.n aircraft over Selangora, which
left little doubt as to the identity of the aircraft.
See also in Section "The Last Weeks of Peace" (chap. III).

(1)

(2)
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of Staff little over a year previously had not fully materialised.
It is true tho land forces slightly exceeded the original
C. 0.3. estimate, yet they fell far short of the figure \vhich

later had been agreed was the requirement to compensate for

the deficiency in aircraft. Instead of the 22. squadrons
there v;ere only 1 2 in Malayaand 2 in Burma. The bomber
squadrons still flew their Blenheims aaid no Beauforts had

replaced the main striking force - the antiquated Vildebeestes.
The formation of fighter squadrons in llalaya had been an
achievement but oven then the force left much to be desired,
both in aircraft performance and the inexperience of the majority
of the pilots. Rapid progress had undoubtedly been made in

the construction of. airfields throughout Malaya; but they
had been laid down on the as,sumption the target figure of air
strength would be attained. In the end many remained empty
and those which could be manned v;ere inadequateljr protected
by fighter cover or A.h. defences, whilst the absence of a

proper warning system exposed them to surprise attack. In

this manner the Royal Air Force Mere to receive the enemy.

For twenty years the .defences of Singapore, surmounting
the conflict of differing policies, and by enormous expendi
ture in wealth and effort, had been built up to what was thought
to be an iiipregnable Naval Ba
niodern warfare had out-moded the static defence. There were

no capital ships vdthin the Base; the fixed guns and the

garrison waited whilst the land and air forces stretched
forward to the Northern frontier to meet an enery ready and

well prepared to grasp the prize which had hung so long within
its reach.

But the progress of30 •

Summary: Bvent s of iShA .

In late 19A-0, Staff Conversations, initiated, by the Dutch,
took place at Singapore between British and Dutch Commanders.
No commitments Y/ere made, but the principles of collaboration,
mainly by the redistribution of air forces,' were agreed upon.
This was follovred by the "A.D.A." Agreement of Pebrixary 19M,
attended at Singapore by British, Dutch and Australian
representatives; . the movements of the air forces were .confirmed,
and in-addition Australia. -vYas prepared to'help by the despatch
of Army and Air Units. No co-ordinated military plan -was

evolved, hovYover, but this wc.s rectified at the next Conference
in April - the "A.D.B.'', to \diioh, in addition to the previous
authorities, the U.S.a. sent representatives. No political
commitments ireve undertaken, and although it Ysas agreed that
the initial policy must of necessity be defensive, the
ultimate offensive v/as discus'sed. The principles of Anglo-
Dutch air co-operation were reaffirmed, together Ydth an air

reinforcement plan if the Philippines were evacuated.

These plans, together with the Chiefs of Staff Appreciation
the basis for R.A.P. expansion in the For East. In March,Y/ere

Air Headquarters F.E. established No. 221 Group in Burma, N».
22A Group (cadre) for air operations in Singapore, and No, 222
Group (cadre) to control flying boat operations from Ceylon.
A.E.Q. itself suffered from the lack of decentralisation which

YYas aggravated when the expansion, with its increased estab
lishments, required the enrolment of inexperienced officers.

Until July, the Squadrons v/ere \mavYaro of their operational
training was put in hand, night flying arrangements co

ordinated and Operations Rooms opened. Ne-vv airfields had to

be built, and their looations-vvere influenced both by the
geographical features of the peninsula end the need for
strategical concentration; tvYO-thirds of the anticipated 26
land-based squadrons VYOuld have to be concentrated in either
north or south Malaya. Yfork had to be put -^in hand on the

assumption of the C.O.S. estimate of 336 aircraft being

role;

/implemented.
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implemented. A niamber of the existing airfields had been badly
sited owing to the long-standing divergence in views of the A.O.C.

and G.O.O., but full co-operation was achieved when they were
replaced in April/lviay. New construction was delayed by negotiations
v/ith local government authorities, labour shortage, lack of materials
and the natural obstacles of the terrain itself,

airfields had no camouflage or the proper dispersal lay-out.
field defence was an Arm;,? responsibility and generally there were

insufficient troops to give adequate protection. Anti-aircraft
defences were also lacking - some airfields had no guns at all;
ground defence also suffered from a shortage of weapons.

The organisation of the Observer Corps,- originally the

responsibility of the G.O.C. v/as eventually t-aken over by A.H.Q.,
but there was little time in which to train personnel or establish

Posts,

out Ifelaya, but only 6 were operationo.l when war started,

equipment was scarce, whilst the teleprinter and telephone lines

to the mainland wore quite inadequate; control of fighter air

craft was limited by the absence of V.H.P.

i'iany of the earlier
Air-

Twenty Radar stations were to have been installed through-
w/t.

The air strength at the beginning of the year was only 88
The two Vildcbceste squadrons were highly

;  the promised re-arming
The Singapores of No. 205

I.E. aircraft,

efficient, but their aircraft were obsolete;
with Bcauforts v<as not to materialize.

Squadron were replaced by Catalinas, but the establishment of
Apart from the attach-trained flying personnel was not increased,

ment of No. 60 Squadron from Burma in the opening phases of

hostilities, the bomber strength comprising Nos. 62, 54., 1 and 8
Squadrons remained unaltered despite the C-ih-C's plea for long-
range bombers. Lack of o.ircraft spares rostricted flying training,
whilst the necessary withdrowals of Blenheim pilots, (to form the
new fighter squadrons), and the trained Hudson crews to Australia,
detracted from the efficiency of the bomber force. In February,
Buffalo aircraft started to arrive and Nos. 6? and 243 Fighter

Yflaen trained, No. 67 Squadron was trans-
Tv/o more Squadrons - Nos. 453 and 488 - were

Squadrons were formed,
ferred to Burma. '

formed in October, but unlike the eai'lior squadrons manned by
seasoned pilots, their personnel wore dravm from inexperienced
Australian and. Nevir Zealand pilots, not long out of the Flying

Training Schools. No. 21 Squadron, originally armed with Wirraway
aircraft, was re-equipped Vifith the remainder of the-167 Buffalos
which had arrived in Singapore. In -addition to these four

fighter lonits stationed in i/ialay-a. No. 27 Squadron arrived from
India with obsolescent night fighter Blenheim I'"s. Apart from

.' the general inexperience of the fighter pilots, the Buffalo air
craft was in itself disappointing, with a poor rate of climb and

unsatisfa-ctory armament.
Transport aircraft were sorely needed, and this requirement could

only be partly met ■ by the limited resources of the M.V.n.F. A
P.R.U. had to be formed from loca.l resources in  a similar manner

to the O.T.U. at Kluang. Armament training was restricted by the
lack of ranges, and the Training Ca.mp at Kuantan yvo,s able to train

Although the C.-in-C.
lircraft by December, the

Wastage in training was very high.

onlj' one. squadron before wen, intervened.
■  anticipated a strength of only 186 I.E-.

C.0;S. could send no further, units ov/ing to the prior claims of

other theatres, combined with the disappointing aircraft output.
The final establishment achieved in the Far East was 211 I.E.

aircraft, to Y/hich might be added the 31 Dutch re-inf or cements.

l\fcist -Glasses of equipment were in short supply, and
‘  , There Y/as an insufficiency

but petrol and bomb stocks were
especially aircraft, M.T. and tools,
of small arms and ammunition,
adequate.

/Co-operation
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Co-operation with G. K. Q. was maintained at the Combined
Operations Room, but only a liaison staff of naval officers were
on this staff; a better arrangement existed in the Combined

Operations Room at Colombo however. For Army air support in the

north a nucleus H.Q. Avas formed at Kuala Lumpur and designated '
"Norgroup". Army co-operation had not been highly developed
even with the help of No. 21 Squadron, and later, Tdth the

increase in A.A. equipments, there were insufficient aircraft to
exercise fully the anti-aircraft defences.

t  ■

To implement the jhiglo-Dutch Agreements the Dutch provided
two airfields in Dutch Borneo, but only one was ready for use by
December. Airfields in Northern Sumatra were developed as
advanced landing grounds, both for Operations and as an
alternative reinforcement route. Bases were opened in the Indian
Ocean and the Bay of Bengal rdth particular reference to Ceylon
for naval/air operations.

General Headquarters Rar East had started on I8th November
1940; its siting had to be a comproinise, and after the first

H.Q. in Singapore Tovm, it ultimately moved to the Naval Base.

The staff of G. H. Q. was small and the commanders exercised control
in their OAm areas. Relations between C-in-G. F. E. and C.-in-C.

China Station viere cordial and the division of responsibility was

mutually agreed upon. Similarly there was close accord between

G. H. Q. andA. H. Q. , but there was a tendency for G. H. Q. to
diminish the initiative of the A.0.C. Intelligence was supplied
by the P. E. C.B. , Avho Avere inclined to concentrate upon naval
matters to the exclusion of the other Ser-'/ices. A. H. Q. viere

by no means satisfied with these existing arrangements and

urged an organisation of their o\m. It Avould seem that the

P.E.C.B. were lacking in overall efficiency. Cne of the

primary decisions of the C-in-G. concerned the principle of

the land defences: he had to direct that first-line defence

would be on the beaches aiid not upon inland positions.
Amongst other problems confronting the G.-in-C. were food

rationing, (Avhich rjas not introduced); vmter supply from the
reservoirs; air raid precautions, (black-out problems were
aggravated by the heat and deep shelters impracticable); and
a Denial Scheme which was not to eiiibrace a "scorched earth"

policy. Relations betAA'een tiie Services and the civilian
population were not ideal - of this the G.-in-C. could form an

authoratative judgement; but the general attitude of all

classes of civilians towards the impending A-jar raises many
diverse opinions.

The Coimnanders Tactical Appreciation had based the land
forces estimate of 26 battalions upon the complementary strength
of 566 aircraft. The new G. 0. C. , upon assuming command
revieAved the nriry requirements and estimated the need for 48
battalions to compensate for the expected deficiencies of the
R. A. P. ; the final strength reached v/a.s only 3"! battalions and
in addition there Avas a marked scarcity of armoured vehicles.

Plans were made by G. H. Q. for the reception of Allied^
re-inforcements; numbers expected from the Philippines, (in tne
event of evacuation) Avere
ments could be made for the four Dutch squadrons,
visits Avere exchanged, and a reconnaissance area Avas defined.

It was considered impossible to defend Borneo in its
entirety, but it was decided to hold Kuching,
at Lutong and the oilfields at IvEri and Serio Avere not to be

defended, and instead a partial Denial Scheme Avas carried out
before the outbreak of hostilities.

The British Ivtlnister in Siam considered that the country
Avould incline toAvards Japan through fe.ai’ and because of British
military Avealenesses; he could only hope for their neutrality.

indefinite, but more detailed arrange-
Liaison

The oil refinery

/In
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In late 1940 mild hostilities had broken out betvieen the Siamese

and the French in Indo-Ghina.

attempts at reconciliation, after -vvhich the Japanese stepped in
as mediators, thereby placing both nations under an obligation.
French officials in Indo-Chiiia uere pro-Yichy, and in July 1941,
it was agreed the Japanese should maintain forces in Southern

Indo-China, v;hich concession they soon fully exploited by the
control of harbours and the construction of airfields.

Japanese began to move into Indo-Ghina, the G.-in-C. urged a plan
for the occupation of the Patani-Singora area of Siam as a

measure to forestall further encroachments by the Japanese.
The port was the only one large enough to admit an invading
army, in addition to which the area could accommodate a shore-

based aid threat to ivlalaya.
to mount such an operation. ("Matador") were insufficient, and
the G.-in-G. stressed the need for the necessary re-inforcements;
he also recommended that the occupation should not talce place
before October, after which the eneny would be prevented by the
North-East Monsoon in mailing a counter-move until the follo\7iiig
March,

might provoke war with Japan, consequently the G. 0. S. would not
authorise any move into Siam before its.violation by the

Japanese,

The British made unsuccessful

When the

In August the land forces available

But the Government policy was to avoid any action which

The G.-in-C. found it difficult to assess properly the

intentions of the Japanese, and until November he was of the

opinion that hostilities were not imminent,
events combined to show that an attack was soon to be expected.
Naval and air units were moving in South Indo-China; Japanese
reconnaissance aircraft flew over Malaya, and indirect yet
definite warning was received from America,
Armed Forces were put at a state of readine
1941.

But in late Novem

In consequence th
ss

ber

e
on 22nd November,

\
\



APPENDIX "Aj;_

(NARRATIVE - "FAR EAST CAMPAIGNS, 19^11 - l^")

R.A.F, Station Situation In Malaya, at_C001 hours 8th December, 19^1

References:- Brooke-Popham Despatch, Appendix "L", Maltby Despatch, Appendices "A", "C",
Air Ministry File's.3915, Part III, Enc. 76a.
D.S.D. (M.R.S. 2168: Enc, la dated 8th January, 1946 - "Report by A.M.W.D.
and D.S.D. (M.R.S.) 2028, Enc. 10a - "Armament"
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(a) PeaceLocation Disposition

of R.A.F.

Units,

State of

accommodation

DefencesRunways

or

(b) Concentra

tion scales of

accommodation

No. 62 (B) squadron(a) 1, B, Sqdn.

(one-time civil

airfield).

Pens 4x3" A/A

. g’jns.

1 Coy Infantry

(Bahawalpur)

Alor Star

(N.W. Malaya)

Hard 1400 yds1 squadron

(a) 1 G.R. SqdnButtervjorth

(N.W. Malaya)

Hard; 1 of

1600 yds being

extended to

2000 yds.

2nd In hand.

Pens Incomplete

No A/A until

10 December 41,
then 8 Botors

1 Btn Infantry

less 2 Coys

(Bahawalpur)

Care and

Maintenance

party.

Hutted

2 squadrons

occupied

(b) 1, B. Sqdn,
Satellite for

Alor Star

Hard 1400 yds

Graded but

not surfaced

NIL1 Squadron

only - Just

commenced

VacantJab I

(N.W. Malaya)

Vacant1 Coy infantry

(Bahawalpur)

Kuala Ketll

(N.W. Malaya)

Satellite for

Sungel Patanl

Tarmac

1400 yds.

Guard Room

P.O.L.

Bomb Store

(a) 1, B. sqdn VacantHutted - 2

squadrons

nearing com

pletion.

Partly occu

pied.

NILLubok Klap

(N.W. Malaya)

Hard

1 - 1600 yds

1 - 1200 yds

Partly graded

1600 yds

grading not

complete.

VacantMalakoff

(N.W. Malaya)

Satellite No buildings

completed

NIL.

for

Lubok Klap

NIL VacantCivil

Airfield

NIL Limited grass

airfield

Penang

(N.W. Malaya)

NIL Vacantsatellite No buildings '

completed

2000 yds

(1400 yds
soled but not

surfaced)

Sungel Bakap

(N.W. Malaya) for

Butterworth

No. 21 (F) Sqdn.

(R.A.A.F.) and

No. 27 (NF) Sqdn. j

(a) 2, F Sqdn. Pens not quite

finished

/ X 3.7 A/A

guns. Btn H.Q.

j  & 1 Coy Indian
;  State Troops

Grass

1 - 1LOO yds

1 - 2000 yds

Hutted.

2 squadrons

Partly

occupied

SungeI

Patanl

(N.W. Malaya)
I

I
I

i

/Gong Kedah
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(a) Peace or

(b) Concentration j Accommodation
scales of

accommodation.

State of

t

I Location Runv/ays Defences I Disposition
of R.A.F.

Units

-U.

I

(b) 1, B. Sqdn.Gong Kedah

(N.E. Malaya)
!no. 36 (T.B.)

I Squadron
detachment

1

I

Hutted.

1 Squadron

,  Ready and

I  partly occu-
j  pled.

Hard.

1 - 2000 yds

pans, nearly

100^/o. 2x3"

A/A guns

1 Pltn Mysore

Infantry.

!  (a) 1, B sqdn.

i  (one time civil
i airfield)

Kota Bahru

{N.E. Malaya)

Hutted. ■

2 squadrons

Being extended i Being extended

:  Grass,

j  1 - 1600 yds
I

! No. 1 (G.R.) Sqdn

i  (R.A.A.F.) and

No. 243 (E) sqdn

■detachment

Pens, nearly
10C/b. 4x3"
A/A guns
1 Btn Infan-

1

i

try
1 (less 1 Coy)

Machang

(N.E. Malaya)
(b) 1, F. sqdn .  Hutted;

2 squadrons

I partly
i  completed.

t

Hard;

1 - 1600 yds
1 “ 1200 yds
In hand

Pens Just
started. No

A/A guns.
2 Coys Mysore
Infantry.

Vacant

!  Hutted;(b) 1, B. sqdn
1. G.R. sqdn. ! 2 squadrons

No. 60 (B) Sqdn
No. 8 (G.R.) sqdn
(R.A.A.F.)

Kuantan

(East Malaya)
Grass Pens In hand

No A/A guns
3 Coys
5th Sikhs

!  1 - 1500 yds
i  1 - 1200 ydscomple te.
i

,J

(b) 2, B. sqdns.Ipoh Hutted;
2 squadrons,

nearly compl- 1 - 1400 yds
etcd; partly j
occupied j

j  Grass plus
tannac

No pens or
A/A guns
1 Coy Indian
State Troops.
1 M.G. platoon

Vacant

(Central Malaya)

I

SItlawan

(Central Malaya)
Civil airfield i  Guard Room

;  only

Grass

1-1000 yds
1 - 800 yds

No pens or

A/A guns
1 Coy (less
1 pltn) Indian

■State Troops.

Vacant

I

I

Talplng

(Central Malaya)

Satellite for Requisitioned

;  cottages;
;  hutments In

;  hand.

i

I

Grass plus
1  tannac
!  1 - 1400 yds

(
( Pens.

No A/A guns
1 Coy and
1 M.G. pltn
Indian State

Troops,

Vacant

Ipoh

I Civil airfield
Satellite for

Kluang

’  P.O.L. Stores
■' only

Batu/Pahat

(South Malaya)
Grass

1 - 1400 yds
No pens
No A/A guns
1  Pltn A,I.F.

Infantry.

Vacant

i I

± J.

/Bekok (Labis)
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j  (a) Peace or
j  (b) Concentration
Scales of

Accommodation.

Location State of

Accomiaodatlon

Runways Defences Disposition

of R.«* K•

Units
J
i

1.

Bekok (Labis) : (a) 1 sqdn.

(South Malaya) (
f

Nil 2000 yds .and j
1i*00 yds, but i

surveyed only. |
!

Nil Vacant

I

Kuala Lumpur

i  (South Malaya) .
1  Civil Airfield Completed,

and occupied

by 153 M.U.

Crass 1315 yds .No pens

; No A/A guns

I  1 Coy Indian
i St,ate Troops

j  1 M.G. Pltn,

Vacant

(of operational

squadrons)'
1

I

j  (a) 2, F, sqdns
1, F. sqdn.

(Dutch)
i

I

Kluang

(South Malaya) i
j  Hutted, 2

i  sqdns nearing
j  completion,
! mostly oocu-

!  pled by No.

:  81 R & S.U.

Grass.

1 - 1200 yds

1-1600 yds

Hard runway

commenced.

Pens In hand

i No A/A guns

j  1 Btn. (less

I  1 Coy & 1 Pin
; and Johore
' Military Force

,! Details.

i

Vacant

Makeshift O.T,U.|
disbanded I

8 December kU i

I

1

J

J
I

I

!  (b) 1, G.R. sqdn.Kahang

(South Malaya)

Hutted;

2 squadrons

In hand

Grass

1 - 1400 yds

1 - 1300 yds

I Pons In hand
I No A/A guns
!  1 Coy A.I.F.

i and Johore

(Military

’ Force Details.
I

V'loant

)

!

I

t

Fort

Swettenham

(South Malaya)

Civil airfield Nil Grass (tarmac

In centre)

1-1000 yds.

Vac.antNo pens or

j A/A guns.
^  1 coy and
M M.O. Pltn.
'  Indian State

, Troops

i

!I

!
I

{

\r!

s

1
I
Ii

I No y/ork' 2 squ.adrons conriencedYong Peng

(S. Malaya)
!

f

Vacant1  squadron

only;

:  2nd squadron

!  In hand.

i

I

, Pens In h.and

: No A/A guns

I A.I.F. Infantry
In vicinity.

Hard;

1 - 1200 yds

1 - 2000 yds

In hand.

Tebrau ,

[  (South Malaya)

I

!

' --t
1

No. 2it3 (F) 3qdn>: Civil Airfield

j  (a) 1, B. sqdn.
2 squadrons Crass

1 - 11+00 yds

I Pens

■ No A/A guns

! but under

' cover A/A

. defences of

j Singapore

I  1 Coy JIND
; Infantry.

I Kallang

j  (Singapore
Island)

I

.and
No. 10+8 '(F) Sqdnj{

1

)

No. 36 (T.B.) i

No. 100 (T.B.) !

squadrons, '
No. 205 (F.S.) ’

squadron I

(a) 2,.T.B. sqdns | 3 squadrons

1, F.B. sqdn | and M.U.;
Dispersed

hutted accom-

i modatlon

partly com-

!  pleted.

I Occupied by
!  151 M.U.

(

; Pens
; 8 Before guns;
I within defen-

i ded zone of

! Naval Base

! A/A cover

1 Btn (less

1 Coy)Kapurtula

Infantry.

1

i

4

: Seletar

i  (Singapore
Island)I

Complete

Grass.

1 - 11+00 yds.
1

1

and(

P,R. Flight.,I

I

I

I
J

/Sembav/ang
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1

Disposition

of R.A.F.

Units

(a) Peace or

(b) Concentration

Scales of

Accommodation.

DefencesState of

Accommodation

RunvraysiLocation

I

I
I f

\

-1"“-
No, k53 (F)

squadron

j  Pens.

S No A/A guns

I  but within zone
!  of Naval Base

i A/A cover

I  1 Coy Kapurtala
Infantry

t

(a) 2, B. sqdns ; Grass;

I  1 - 1320 yds
I Construction

2 squadronsSembawang

j  (Singapore
Island)

1

K.A.A.

adjacent

1 of 2 hard

j runways
i deferred.

s
J

I
'—i

i

:  Mo, 34 (B) Sqdn :(a) 3i B. sqdns

2, G.R. sqdns

(for Borneo)

Pens partly

finished,

i No A/A guns

,  but under

i  extender
'  cover of

Island A/A

I  defences.

;  1 Btn, JIND

;  Infantry.

1

Tengah

(Singapore

Island)

2 squadrons i Grass; and

i  1 - 1400 yds

I concrete

and

! No. 4 A.A.C.U.
i

■ runway.

i

1

...—I-j

The progress made In building airfields and providing

accommodation during the year 1941 might well be assessed

by a comparison of the state at December 1940, when there

were only 11 airfields; Seletar, Tengah, Kallang, Alor Star,

Kota Bahru, Kuantan, Sungel patanl, Kluang, Butterworth,

Sembawang and Penang; with total accommodation for 18 squadrons.

Note

\
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Radar^Unlts In 8_December

D.S.D. (M.R.S.) 2019, Enc. 100 dated 15tli March, 1946, "Report by Chief Radio Off leer"Reference:

Location Unit No. Type Degree of Completion

EAST COAST

Kota Bahru Not technically completeC.O.L.

I
Kota Bahru T.R.U. Some construction done

I
1

Under constructionKuantan
)

Under constructionEndau
I

243 OperationalM.R.U,Merslng
1

Operational511 C.O.L.Buklt Chunang

I

Under ConstructionT.R.U.Ayer Desar

WEST COAST

Three stations; one partly completePenang

Partly completedC.O.L.Batu Pahat I

Operational512 C.O.L.Tanjong Kupang

JOHORE

I

Operational late December 41.518 C.O.L.Kota TIngl

/ Crews on site; not quite complete.

Did not function, over-run by enemy.

Buklt Binding

Work nearing completion

Did not function, over-run by enemy.
Sungel Kahang

!

SINGAPORE ISLIiND

1
I

OperationalR.I.M.U.Seletar

Operational 15 January 42.243 T.R.U.Tuas (ex Merslng)

Operational250 M.R.U.Tanah Merah Besar
!

Operational December 41.I

308 T.R.U.Serangoon I

Operational December 41.LD/CHLChang1 jail

..a....
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Radar Units In Nethorlands East Indies

Degree of CompletionLocation Unit No. Type

1 WEST JAVA

Operational February k2.Batavia (East) T.R.U,

Operational February k2.Batavia (VIest) T.R.U.

I

Operational February k'2.i Army G.L.Angelor
i

Operational February k2..Army G.L.Lebuan

Operational February 42.Array G.L.Tanara

EAST JAVA

Operational 22 February 42.American G.L.Modong

Operational 24 February 42.American G.L.Parrnaltassen

I

Operational 24 February 42.American G.L.SItoebondo

\

i

t

.  !

i

i




